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26 Dundee, Sc1
December
2 Life Leisure, 3, Cheadle
2 Dundee, Sc3
9 Coventry, 1
9 Grand Central, 2
9 Stratford, 3C
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13 Coventry, 2SB
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Memories to share?
Do any of your trips deserve a larger readership than your club 
newsletter alone can give? We are pleased to hear from those 

who wish to share memories of their trips with others.
mail@canoeist.co.uk



Editorial

Cover: Lani Belcher, 
Hayleigh Mason and 
Lizzie Broughton run the 
portage during the national 
marathon championships 
on the Thames at Purley.

Publisher contact
Canoeist, Longcroft, Mill Lane, Corston, Wilts SN16 0HH
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk

Disclaimer
Opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily 
those of the editor or publishers. References to waters 
do not necessarily imply that access or passage is 
legally permitted or that they are safe in all conditions. 
The editor and publishers can not be held responsible 
for any omissions of references to hazards from notes 
on these waters. They do not necessarily support 
advertising claims nor do they hold themselves 
responsible for inadequacies in items of equipment 
reviewed here.

Governing body enquiries
Canoeist is the not for profit magazine of Paddlers 
International and the International Sea Kayak 
Association. Enquiries to governing bodies and 
associations should be addressed to them.

In canoeing, as in many other sports, there are some people who 
are in it for the long haul. Even when they are no longer physically 
capable of following their addiction on the water they will be involved 
in administration, assisting their offspring along in their wakes or doing 
something a little less strenuous, such as touring.

For most, however, it is an addiction 
which lasts for a few years, to be 
pushed aside by the discovery of girl/
boyfr iends, careers or other sports, 
maybe to return in later life with 
nostalgia more relevant than dreams 
of glory. Some disciplines, such as 
marathon and sprint, now have greater 

strength at masters level than at seniors.
Imagine you are a young addict who has made it to the very top 

(and most of us can only imagine). After considerable sacrifice in terms 
of money, time and effort by yourself and those around you, especially 
parents, and giving up the lifestyle of your peers, you are junior world 
champion. Where do you go from here? You could continue with 
further sacrifice of time, money and lifestyle to become, after several 
more years, world champion again, this time under 23. Then you could 
continue with more of the same to become world champion again. 
Olympic champion is the bonus for a couple of disciplines but not for 
most. Is it worth the sacrifices to get to a title little different from the 
one you already have? Clearly, some think it is not. If you didn’t enjoy 
training you would not go down that road but not all of us would 
welcome the chance to go out on yet another foul day or night because 
it is required of us.

Performance manager Heather Williams, in her annual report to 
the sprint ACM, said ‘We currently have a very young and relatively 

The route
to the top

and beyond

inexperienced senior team, with many still competing at U23 level.’ It is 
a story we have heard all too often, meaning we cannot retain our top 
competitors and are losing them before they reach the level of senior 
world championships.

Marathon and sprint are currently talking of schemes to encourage 
under 12s. This is fine if they don’t take it too seriously but the danger 
is that the earlier they start, the earlier they will finish and move on to 
other interests, maybe other sports, something being seen increasingly 
across all sports.

I would not be unhappy to see age related world championships 
removed, just a steady climb up to the single world champion’s title. It 
would have greater prestige and would remain as the true target, one 
not achieved until getting right to the top.
Stuart Fisher

Seven canoes there unused
And waiting,
Some having hardly ever
Been wet,
All because she fell in love
With a tatty ‘sit on’ bought
For fifty quid
That she paddles out on
To collect up plastic rubbish,
Lazy angler’s monofilament
And disguarded fishing net.

She has herself “all the stars”
And she could, if she wished,
Instruct
But now all she does is
Paddle out collecting rubbish
And people’s selfishly disguarded
Rope or other unsightly
Floating plastic detritus
And accursed cast off
Endless harmful plastics
With which we are now
Forever cursed and stuck.

Up around the old mill creek,
All along to the shore
To the green slippery ferry slip,
Picking up plastic bottles
And take away cartons is in
Fact her normal canoeing trip.

Three decades she has been
Canoeing, maybe even more,
But now she only ever heads
Out on an old and tatty ‘sit on’
To fight the anti plastics war.

Sea kayaks there in waiting,
Along with stumpy white
Water canoes,
Forsaken because she would
Rather tidy up her part of
The planet and free it of
Of plastic from a tatty second
Hand ‘sit on’ canoe.
 
I am so proud of her efforts,
Even if she won’t and can’t win
The plastic war alone,
Yet all of us need to start
Somewhere so why not start
By paddling around picking
Out the plastic nearest to your
Club, launching spot, or home.

Kevin Pyne

Late news: BT Sport have 
announced the nominees for their 
annual Action Woman of the Year 
Award in association with the 
Telegraph. The awards, now in their 
fifth year, celebrate the ten most 
exceptional sporting performances 
by British female athletes 
throughout 2017.
The shortlist includes Mallory 
Franklin, who has taken the 
individual and team world 
champion titles in slalom C1.
Voting closes on Nov 27th.
To vote for her visit
btsport.com/actionwoman2017.

Changed 
priorities

on the problems of plastic waste. There was also disposal 
Lizzie Carr’s Plastic Patrolof the rubbish collected. CRT 
spend some £1,000,000 per year removing rubbish from 
waterways. For Lizzie Outside, as she is also known, 
it was a little different from an earlier exploit which 
made her the first female to cross the Channel solo by 
paddleboard.

Trips
Between May and August Luke and Hazel Robertson 

travelled the length of Alaska in their Due North 
expedition. Their 650km cycle ride and 550km run were 
preceded by 700km of paddling through the Alexander 
Archipelago to Skagway and then along the Arctic Circle 
coast from Prudho Bay to Barrow.

A group have crossed from Sardinia to Corsica, 
the first commercial crossing approved by the local 
coastguard. Corsica is governed by the French, who 
normally tend to be paranoid about kayaks going any 
significant distance from the shore.

Edward Askham-Spencer is planning to build a 
birchbark canoe in Canada and paddle it via the Viking 
route to Denmark, noting that this is something which 
has not been attempted before.

The Nautic SUP Paris Crossing Challenge during the 
first weekend of the Paris boat show is the world's largest 
SUP event and uses the Seine through the city. This year 
will be the eighth of these annual events and there have 
been 1,345 applications for the 700 places.

Canal cleanups by paddleboard
SUP Gloucester members cleaned up 6km of the 

Gloucester & Sharpness Canal from the Pilot Inn at 
Hardwicke to Gloucester docks. Plastic buckets attached 
near the bows proved practical for collecting rubbish, 50 
bags of it being removed from the canal. This was the 
second year of this operation.

Lizzie Carr has been running sessions to clean up 
plastic from canals, her Plastic Patrol able to reach debris 
in the reeds which cannot be reached from the bank. 
Supported by Craghoppers and the Red Paddle Co, who 
supplied the boards, the one hour sessions were free to 
volunteers. Plastic is one of her bugbears and the sessions 
were accompanied by a Marine Bus to educate children 

Lizzie Carr’s Plastic Patrol.

The Nautic SUP Paris Crossing Challenge.

A VW Beetle carrying a double sea kayak looks 
reasonably conventional from the front, less so from 
the back and even less so when not carrying it at all.

In order to demonstrate that bags of crisps have too 
much air and not enough crisps, Korean students 

have built a canoe out of them.

Effective use of a stern rudder assists tracking.

Guides review 
badges

The Girl Guides have 
been reviewing their 
badges to look forward 
from such current 
badges as Circus Skills 
and World Issues. A 
Canoeist badge was one 
of the groundbreaking 
offers in the 1990s.

Licence fee rises
The CRT licence 

fees are to rise by 3% 
next April, in line with 
anticipated inflation 
rates. A consultation on 
their fees is taking place 
with responses required 
by Dec 18th. Most issues 
relate to large craft but 
the lengths of short term 
licences for small craft 
are also included.

Leashes
save lives

Northland Regional 
Council in New Zealand 
have withdrawn the 
requirement for paddle 
boarders to wear 
buoyancy aids. Instead 
they must wear paddle 
leaches. The change 
has been welcomed 
by boarders who have 
called for other councils 
to follow suit.

Watching 
wildlife 
responsibly

A range of bodies have 
called for responsible 
watching of wildlife on 
the sea. Disturbances 
of wildlife should be 
reported to the police 
if seen. Equally, you 
can be reported if 
you disturb wildlife 
deliberately and there 
have been successful 
prosecutions.

Let’s just say it wasn’t 
a Highways England 

roadsign.

Having a comfortable 
seat is the key to 

effortless paddling.
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Rescue services
There are possibly more independent lifeboats than 

there are operated by the RNLI. Glagow Humane 
Society, which operates on the Clyde in Glasgow with 
11 lifeguards plus members of boat clubs, is just one of 
these. In 2016 they conducted the following:

3,779 riverbank patrols by Officers, Lifeguards and 
Riverwatchers

970 river patrols carried out by Officers and Lifeguards
954 searches made for missing people

1,464 lifebelts retrieved and replaced. A Samaritan sticker 
placed on each lifebelt
151 meetings attended
568 hazards removed

12 lost or stolen items recovered and handed over to 
Police Scotland

57 events given safety cover
22 animal incidents dealt with

24 training courses held
21 talks/presentations given

3 bodies recovered for Police Scotland
9 acute rescues

12 rescues attended
6 accidents prevented by direct immediate intervention

Let us give due credit to all the work done by all the 
people and organizations involved.

In November Maritime Minister John Hayes visited 
the Severn Area Rescue Association at Sharpness, which 
has received £110,000 to buy a new lifeboat. This is 
one of 62 independent rescue organizations sharing 
£1,000,000 to buy rescue equipment, the fourth such 
distribution from a £5,000,000 fund being allocated 
over five years. This year the grants will purchase 14 new 
lifeboats, lifejackets, helmets, boots, ropes, knives and 
torches for services around the UK. Recipients have to 
provide 10% match funding and a letter of support from 
the authority calling them out.

In a Parliamentary Written Question Ben Lake (Plaid 
Cymru, Ceredigion) asked which areas of the UK 
coastline have no lifeboat coverage within a one hour 
journey time.

John Hayes responded 'Lifeboat provision in the UK 
is delivered by independent charitable organizations 
who declare their lifeboats available to Her Majesty’s 
Coastguard (HMCG). It is the responsibility of those 
organizations to decide on the specific operational 
capacity it considers appropriate based on factors such as 
coastal activity and the availability and suitability of other 
declared rescue assets covering that area.

'Search and rescue (SAR) response in the United 
Kingdom relies on a matrix of resources including SAR 
helicopters, lifeboats, community based Coastguard 
Rescue Teams, commercial shipping, fishing and other 
vessels in the vicinity of an incident and potentially other 
emergency services. In coordinating a response to any 
incident, HMCG will consider the range of resources 
available to them on an incident by incident basis before 
tasking the most appropriate asset.'

There is no overall provision for rescue on the water, 
the coastguard relying on what is provided by volunteers, 
including fishing vessels which are themselves likely to 
be heading for shelter when conditions deteriorate.

Laser pen dangers
The MCA are currently enthusiastic about the use 

of using laser pens to attract attention when rescue is 
needed. However, it is an offence to shine a laser pen at 
an aircraft with a maximum penalty of £2,500 although 
this can be increased to a five year prison sentence if 
the intention is to endanger life. This could result in a 
dilemma for somebody in the water wanting to attract 
the attention of a rescue helicopter. Provided the use of a 
pen does not bring an aircraft down, most people would 
prefer to be rescued and worry about the consequences 
later than be left to drown.

Everglades fees jump
The Everglades National Park are proposing significant 

jumps in fees for boat users from next year. This is 
causing annoyance, especially in the Florida Keys where 
no facilities are provided at all for paddlers. There is no 
parking and no launching points, access to the water 
being only available through private or business property. 
For beginners, who tend not to go too far, the fees are 
exorbitant. There are also safety issues for those on the 
Intracoastal Waterway, which runs the length of the park, 
boats entering from the sea to refuel or anchor out of 
the way of bad weather. The only facility specifically for 
paddlers in the last three years has been a canoe launch 
point at the Gulf Coast Visitor Center. The charges seem 
to be related to increasing income while driving down 
visitor numbers, overtones of what we have seen with 
the Loch Lomond & Trossachs National Park.

Why it floats
In a week in September the CRT took 185 children 

of years 5/6 on the Leeds & Liverpool Canal in Burnley, 
each child having a half day of paddling and a half 
day in an indoor science workshop, investigating such 
issues as why things float. The course was linked to the 
curriculum and provided free by the CRT, the largest 
number of children the CRT have had paddling in such 
a short time.

Howies are continuing their How I Escape photographic display event with many contributors, predominantly cyclists but with no 
shortage of paddlers.

Yak are running the WheresYakAt competition again this year until Dec 3rd, for which you will need the current orange yak. There is 
also a WheresYakAtTripleUp competition for which you will also need the previous blue and green models. The competition involves 
photographing the yaks in interesting places with £500 and £1,000 Yak kit vouchers as prizes. The creatures and details are available 

from Yak dealers and Yak sponsored events.

Attempts to reinvent the 
paddleboard were not 

always successful.

Hot dog delivery boy in 
action.

The dazzle camouflage 
technique as applied to 

a canoe.

Insure & Go join 
those using kayaks for 

advertising. The CRT take children on the Leeds & Liverpool 
Canal in Burnley.

101 uses for a dead canoe. Responsible canoeists 
always take their  buoyancy aids with them.

Sheffield festival
More than 5,000 visitors helped to celebrate 

Sheffield's waterways. Sheffield Waterfront Festival, 
the city's biggest festival of its kind, was organized 
by the CRT and Kelham Island Museum with 
support from the River Stewardship Company and 
coincided with this year’s global celebrations for 
World Rivers Day.

The city’s waterfront from Victoria Quays along 
the Sheffield & Tinsley Canal and the River Don 
was transformed with a packed weekend of family 
friendly activities, live music, art, food and drink.

On Saturday 23rd September visitors enjoyed 
a range of free water based activities at Victoria 
Quays on the Sheffield & Tinsley Canal, including 
angling and canoeing tasters and boat trips along 
the canal. Other highlights included an exhibition 
of designs by artists. Dancing by 5 Rivers Morris 
and a tea party with Victorian ladies and gentlemen 
provided a sense of nostalgia to the canal basin site, 
which opened on 22nd February 1819.

The Sheffield Waterfront Festival is part of the 
CRT's plans to reconnect the local community to 
their waterway ahead of the Sheffield & Tinsley 
Canal's bicentenary.

On Sunday visitors enjoyed the setting of 
Kelham Island Museum on the banks of the River 
Don to try a range of have a go heritage and 
traditional crafts, community stalls, local artisans, 
paddling and riverside walks and talks plus live 
music, food and drink.
Naomi Roberts
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Foggy Phillips
M a r k  P h i l l i p s , 

b e t t e r  known  a s 
Foggy, has died at 56 
of the rare sporadic 
CJD. A Royal Marines 
paddler, he won the 
DW Race in 1994, 
1995, 1996 and 1997 
mostly with Richard 
Lewis, taking 2nd 
place in 2002. His 
best time of 15:42 was 
only 8 minutes off the 
record and has still 
been beaten only four 
times. He was also 
awarded the MBE.

Tony Bushell
Tony Bushell has died from a rare form of cancer. 

He was an early member of the BDA, helping to form 
Winchester Dragons and then Notts Anaconda. At 
various times he was on the BDA executive, a helm, 
a race official, a coach, an event organizer and a party 
animal. Son Mike follows in his father's footsteps in 
dragon boat racing.

This canoe was photographed about 1898 at Raby Mere on the Wirral. Its builder was Reginald Grundy, who 
lived at Colne in Lancashire and was to be one of the founding fathers of the Inland Waterways Association. 

Any information on the design, materials or other aspects of the canoe would be appreciated.

Lifejacket 
lockers

The RNLI have been 
installing lifejacket 
lockers in the West 
Country. At Buckler's 
Hard they have eight 
lockers, each able to 
take four lifejackets. 
The aim is to encourage 
people to wear 
lifejackets until they 
are fully ashore but 
then not to have the 
problem of what to do 
with them when they go 
to a restaurant or other 
attraction. Presumably 
they could be used to 
hold other valuables as 
well.

Show dates
The Northern Boat 

Show in Liverpool is to 
change to a four day 
format and run over 
May 25-28th to tie in 
with the Mersey River 
Festival, Tall Ships 
Liverpool and start of 
the Biscay Tall Ships 
Regatta, also including 
canoe polo and stand 
up paddleboarding. The 
Western Boat Show over 
Jul 20-22 will tie in with 
Bristol Harbour Festival. 
Liverpool attracted over 
200,000 visitors to this 
year’s show and Bristol 
regularly draws 250,000.

Occasionally correct
Over the years there have been many unsuccessful 

attempts to define the difference between canoes and 
kayaks, such as birchbark/sealskin, sitting/kneeling, 
single/double paddle. There is always someone who 
spoils it by using a double blade while seated in what 
is apparently a canoe, using a single blade in a kayak, 
sails it or turns up with a wave ski, a dragon boat, an 
International Canoe, a sit on top, a paddleboard, a squirt 
boat, an outrigger, a sailing catamaran or something 
equally outrageous which defies the definition. Perhaps 
no definition is less accurate than the Collins one online 
of Canoeist as 'A canoeist is someone who is skilled at 
racing and performing tests of skill in a canoe.'
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Canoes make rivers look prettier
The Country Landowners’ Association at the Bath & 

West Show claimed credit for river water quality and 
access on land. Charles Trotman, the CLA’s representative 
on the CRT board, told PI that land access in Britain 
was the best in the world but claimed not to know 
that access to inland rivers was the worst. He suggested 
canoes were an asset to rivers because they made them 
look prettier.

High handed platforms
The CRT have installed two new landing platforms 

for canoeists at the top end of the Llangollen Canal near 
the Horseshoe Falls, beyond the last turning point for 
powered craft, so no benefit for them. Designed with 
the BC union, they are high, approaching shoulder level. 
They are fine for open canoes or large cockpit marathon 
racing kayaks but not for small cockpit craft, likely to 
be the users here as they are intended for transfer to 
the River Dee. What the anglers think about that is not 
recorded but their large size allows plenty of room to 
spread out angling gear for those on the canal.

Having a platform this high makes it ergonomically 
unpleasant as you want to push down to lift yourself out 
of the seat. Having anti abrasive surfacing does not help, 
either, on such platforms as it soon abrades clothing and 
skin. It seems that paddlers prefer to land on the lower 
bank adjacent and the walk up the gravel. A PI design 
prepared at the request of the CRT in 2013, much more 
user friendly for paddlers and wildlife, has yet to see the 
light of day.

A third platform has been installed opposite the 
Llangollen Pavilion but may only be used by prebooked 
groups.

A leaflet in English or Welsh has been published for 
paddlers.

Foulridge tunnel reopened
While Foulridge tunnel on the Leeds & Liverpool 

Canal used to be used by marathon racers in the Trans 
Pennine Race, it was subsequently closed to touring 
paddlers and an appalling unsignposted portage required 
along roads and through a housing estate to a point 
where it was easy to get on the wrong piece of water 

Inflatable pontoon
Do you ever have problems transferring between dry 

land or a large floating vessel and the water. Getting 
between a mothership and a sea kayak in a swell can 
be fraught with difficulties. The situation can be made 
somewhat easier by using an eight man inflatable 
paddleboard as a floating pontoon to move between the 
two.

Has your email address changed or do you want 
to be added to the mailing list

when copies of Canoeist are issued?
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk with your name and 
email address (with your former email address 

if changed) and ask us to add you to the list

London 
reopenings

Over 5km of the Bow 
Back Rivers around 
the Queen Elizabeth 
Olympic Park in London 
have been reopened to 
boats. Included is 800m 
of River Lea north of 
Carpenters Road Lock 
which is restricted to 
unpowered craft.

A canal to avoid
An angling contest on 

the Shropshire Union 
Canal around Market 
Drayton saw 490 anglers 
spread out along a 
24km length of canal. 
Sometimes there are 
places you would rather 
be.

Automatic 
rubbish 
collection

The Land Rover BAR 
pontoon in Portsmouth 
has the world’s first 
commercial Seabin, an 
automatic collector of 
marine rubbish. This 
is expected to gather 
500kg per year of plastic 
from 2mm microbeads 
to floating debris plus 
oils and detergents from 
the Camber. The wish is 
to become the world’s 
most sustainable sports 
team.

Garry returns
A 16km stretch of the 

River Garry, much of 
it followed by the A9, 
has been dry for over 
60 years as a result of 
diverting water to the 
Tummel hydroelectric 
scheme. Scottish & 
Southern Electricity have 
been removing physical 
barriers this year, some 
water is now running 
in the river again and 
salmon have been seen 
in it.

Amazon
dam threat

There are 428 dams 
planned for the Amazon 
basin to add to the 
140 already built. 
Environmental scientists 
claim this will cause 
irreparable damage to 
6,000,000km2 of the 
basin. They say the 
financial benefits are 
also questionable and 
better energy returns 
would be obtained from 
wind power and solar 
schemes.

Algal app
The app Bloomin’ Algae, prepared by environmental 

and health bodies in England and Scotland, can be 
downloaded to help distinguish between toxic blue green 
algae and innocuous growths. If the toxic sort is suspected 
a photograph plus location can be sent to the Centre for 
Ecology & Hydrology who will identify it and take action 
if necessary. The Apple version can be downloaded from 
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id1220522608?mt=8. 
The Android ver s ion can be downloaded f rom 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=uk.ac.ceh.algae.
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A new toy you might see on the 
water is the Seabob Rescue. Light 

enough to be carried by one 
person, it is powerful enough to cut 
through difficult currents. Will the 

day come when surfers have users to tow them out 
through the break to save time and energy?

Shenzahn Great Tech LEDs 
have waterproof LEDs 
which work in boiling 
water, perhaps useful 

even if you haven’t got 
yourself into hot water. 

They also make claims for 
low power consumption 

and bulb reliability.

Departing manufacturers
Kiwi Max Grant has retired from kayak manufacture. 

In 1979 he set up Q-Kayaks and we reviewed his 
Penguin 2000 in the Apr 2005 issue. While producing 
the boats, he has also been proficient in paddling on the 
sea, on white water and in racing as well as encouraging 
youngsters and being involved in the administration side 
of the sport.

In the USA Tom and Lisa Derrer have handed over 
ownership of Eddyline Kayaks, the firm he founded in 
1974, to their management team with Scott Holley as 
president. In 1996 they became the first company to 
produce thermoformed ABS kayaks. Manufacture had 
actually begun in 1971, although the smell of GRP was 
not appreciated by customers in the restaurant upstairs, 
and vacuum bagged GRP kayaks were produced at an 
early stage.

Californian Jack O’Neill has died at the age of 94. 
In 1952 he opened his first shop to sell the neoprene 
wetsuits he made popular. Friends didn’t expect sales to 
reach double figures. In 1985 his son took over what had 
become one of the world’s largest surfwear businesses.

and very hard to get off it again. Paddlers are now 
allowed to use the tunnel if there is no oncoming traffic 
and if they have a light facing forward, a whistle and a 
buoyancy aid. The tunnel is 1.5km long. Tunnels up to 
400m long may be used elsewhere if there is good line 
of sight or 650m with a one way system. Tunnels are 
one of the unaddressed safety issues PI have with CRT, 
who have failed to explain why these apparently random 
numbers have been picked. CRT have failed to consider 
other ways of getting round their concerns and have 
failed to signpost portage routes which are sometimes 
long and complex or even downright dangerous, much 
more than going through the longest tunnels.

Cleaner Clyde
The quality of water in the River Clyde is improving 

significantly, better than SEPA expected. Investment of 
£600,000,000 is being made in sewerage and treatment 
plants in the area between 2010 and 2021 and fish 
barriers and concrete channels are being removed. There 
is less pollution from treatment plants and agricultural 
sources and overflows from sewers have been reduced.

SEPA have also reported 2016 EU classifications for 
their 84 designated bathing beaches. Excellent beaches 
were up from 17 to 26, 36 were considered good, 11 
were sufficient and poor beaches were down from 17 to 
11.

Of 104 nominated bathing beaches in Wales, 80 
are excellent and only one fails the EU’s compliant 
requirement.

Beavering away
Enthusiasts have welcomed the large number of 

dams built across rivers by beavers released in the West 
Country. They have been effective in causing mud and 
fertilizers to settle out, leaving cleaner water while 
siltation is taking place. However, farmers in Scotland 
have been complaining about the damage done to 
agricultural land and forestry by beavers released there. 
There are also concerns about the possibility of large 
amounts of water being released if dams fail during 
floods, as they have done at times. There is a strict system 
of inspection by approved engineers for man made 
dams. Even the EA are not enthusiastic, wanting to be 
in control of where flood protection is placed. The pair 
of Devon beavers have built 13 dams on 180m of stream 
in six years and it is not hard to foresee the effect of 
significant numbers of beavers damming our rivers.

EA wearing cameras
EA enforcement officers in NE England are wearing 

body cameras in a six month trial. The claim is that they 
will not be switched on unless they encounter a hostile 
situation and that people will be told when they are 
being filmed. This likely to be at illegal waste sites and 
on fishery and navigation patrols. Navigation would 
hardly seem likely to offer the threats of dumping and 

poaching perpetrators and is likely to be seen in the 
context that the EA themselves institutionally ignore the 
law relating to navigation rights. The scheme could well 
be spread across the rest of the country. Whether it results 
in canoeists on rivers disputed by the EA increasingly 
carrying cameras in return, as some already do, and what 
that would achieve remains to be seen. Will they film 
minors in canoes?

Angling in decline
Figures issued by the EA show a 9% decline in the 

issue of rod licences for salmon and sea trout compared 
with the mean figures for the previous five years. In that 
period, salmon catches were down 22% and sea trout by 
16%. Salmon stocks are the lowest on record despite a 
74% reduction in salmon net licences issued by the EA 
since 1985. Highest catches in England were on the Tyne 
and in Wales on the Wye, rivers where canoeing sees 
some acceptance by the EA.

Junior licence sales fell by 53% from 2009 to 2016 
but increased by 25% last year as the EA are now giving 
licences free to 12-16 year olds in an effort to halt the 
decline. The EA say youngsters are turning to games 
consoles, TV and social media instead, not that most 
people have noticed an increase in TV viewing. There 
is no mention of young people turning to healthier and 
more fashionable outdoor activities and there is total 
silence on kayak angling, which is growing fast.

At least salmon and sea trout are doing better than 
European eels, which are now at less than 5% of their 
1980 numbers.

More MCZs
Consultations on a third and final tranche of Marine 

Conservation Zones around the English coast are to be 
conducted early in 2018. Defra are still refusing to say 
what the implications will be before all the designations 
are in place except frequent suggestions that their 
interests will take precedence over those of everybody 
else. The Marine Management Organisation now accept 
that ‘there are increasing stakeholder observations 
and reports that bird species become, at least partially, 
acclimated to disturbance from some marine activities.’ 
This breakthrough is welcomed as we seek to get across 
the message that much wildlife does not seek a sterile 
environment with all human activity removed. The 
MMO intend to investigate this and come to conclusions 
by the end of 2020.

IWA directory updated
John Pomfret’s excellent IWA Directory of the Inland 

Waterways of Great Britain has been updated and takes 
on board some comments made by PI following the last 
edition. In the desperately complicated situation of what 
is or was or was not a navigation the directory is a valiant 
attempt to make some sense of it all. John also explains 
where he has drawn the line in excluding waterways 
used by small craft. It is available on the IWA website.

INCIDENT FILE
The gang stole her money, two mobile phones, GoPro camera, tablet 

and inReach GPS device and fled into the jungle. Although there 
was no phone signal in the area, they accidentally set off the location 
facility on the GPS device, the details being passed to the Brazilian 
police who were able to go to where they were hiding, something 
they would not otherwise have been able to do. By this time a fight 
with a rival gang had resulted in the death of the ringleader, who had 
previously been involved with other murders, but his accomplices were 
apprehended.

A couple of days after the story broke, explorer Jacki Hill-Murphy 
presented a scheduled lecture Expedition to Travel the Length of the 
River Amazon to the Bath Royal Literary & Scientific Institution. She 
dedicated it to Emma, as she would with subsequent presentations of 
the lecture. She told PI that, apart from the usual dangers to a women 
travelling alone, the important message here is never to stop in the red 
zone, the route used by Columbian drug traffickers, although there 
seems no way that this can be avoided on such a descent.

Amazon murder
Emma Kelty, a 43 year old former junior school headmistress, was 

murdered in September while making a source to sea descent of the 
Amazon. She was 44 days into her journey and was 240km short of 
Manaus on the Solimões River. Earlier she had paddled 1,000km of 
white water, accompanied by a guide, but had then changed to a folding 
kayak and was paddling alone. She had camped on an island.

It appears that a group of drug addicts from a local village assumed 
that she was carrying drugs and shot her from outside her tent, hitting 
her in the arm. She was sexually assaulted, her throat cut with a knife 
and was thrown into the river, where she died and was lost.

Gannet numbers 
rocket

While many seabirds 
around the British 
coast are declining, not 
least where pollution 
is being cleaned up, 
gannets along the 27km 
of 120m cliffs around 
Flamborough Head and 
Filey have increased 
since 2000 from 2,550 
pairs to 13,400. The 
RSPB say they have no 
idea why.

Disappearing 
Scotland

Research into old 
maps since the 1890s 
and extrapolating 
suggests that a fifth of 
Scotland’s coastline is 
at risk from erosion. 
Since the 1970s the 
extent of erosion has 
increased by 39%, 
which would normally 
result in corresponding 
silting elsewhere but this 
is down by 22% at the 
same time. Post glacial 
uplift is continuing in 
Scotland. So, where 
is it all going? Are the 
English taking it?

Shark attack
A board surfer at 

Bantham on the south 
Devon coast suffered 
what is thought to be 
the first shark attack 
in British waters. The 
900mm long shark, 
believed to have been a 
smooth hound, grabbed 
his thigh and began 
thrashing. It swam 
off when he hit it. He 
suffered a lacerated 
hand and extensive 
bruising but would have 
been more seriously 
injured if he had not 
been wearing a thick 
winter wetsuit on this 
June day.

New Nene base
Canoe hire company 

Canoe2 have moved to 
Rushden Lakes by the 
Nene. A large new retail 
park has opened there 
this year, promising lots 
of customers.

TV agreement 
extended

The ICF have extended 
their agreement 
with EBU over event 
coverage. It now runs 
until 2019, with EBU 
filming slalom and sprint 
world championships 
each year and the ICF 
offering the coverage 
free to viewers.

Venture weight 
reduction

Venture Kayaks are 
using Trilite which they 
claim makes their boats 
much stiffer than before. 
It also reduces the 
weight significantly.

Two piece 
paddleboard

C4 Waterman are 
preparing the Holoholo 
2 paddleboard which 
comes in two halves, 
joined by carbon fibre 
rods. This means it can 
be carried in the back 
of a car rather than 
requiring a roofrack.

Helly Hansen 
buy Musto

Nautical clothing 
firm Musto has been 
acquired by Helly 
Hansen. Musto CEO 
Peter Smith is to remain 
in post under the new 
ownership. Helly 
Hansen’s Paul Stoneham 
becomes executive 
chairman of Musto.

China’s biggest
Ningbo Bellon 

JinGuan Mould & 
Plastic claim to have the 
largest kayak factory in 
China. They have been 
in business for a dozen 
years and produce 
five new models per 
year. Manufacture is 
using LLDPE imported 
from the USA and 
kayaks carry a two year 
warranty.

KayakPro are offering kayak ergometers for hire. 
Rates are £540 for 6 months or £720 per year plus a 

£50 set up charge.

Q-Kayaks Penguin 2000.

Two research studies have 
supported ginger for pain 

relief, relevant to joint 
problems in older paddlers. 
One in the Dental Research 
Journal suggests ginger is 

as effective as Ibuprofen for 
pain relief but without the 
side effects while another 

in Nat Prod Res claims 
ginger and echinachia 

reduced swelling in arthritic 
knees.

Natur Boutique’s organic ginger tea is claimed to fit 
the bill, made from ginger grown slowly in Vietnam 
without fertilizers so that it is sweeter then usual. 

Recommended price is £2.99 for 20 sachets.

Although popular in Scandinavia, quark is relatively 
unknown here. Like a thick yoghurt but less acidic, it 
has less fat but is richer in protein. Nutrii, made from 
milk from non intensive Dorset farms, does not have 
added sugar, colour, flavour or preservatives. In plain, 
raspberry or mango and passionfruit flavours, it can 
be added to granola, topped with fruit and honey, 
added to smoothies or spread on toast in place of 

cream cheese. It costs from £1.15 per tub.

The Boat Building Academy of 
Lyme Regis planned two half day 

workshops in the Messums Wiltshire 
tithe barn at Tisbury, between 

Salisbury and Shaftesbury, now used 
as a gallery and arts centre. Helping 
to form a backdrop to the event was 

a 5.5m sea kayak built on one of 
their courses.

Their 2018 programme of courses 
has been issued. Most of the boatbuilding courses 

relate to wooden boats but there is also one on GRP 
repairs, skills which were more widespread before 

the advent of polyethylene kayaks.

The Red Paddle Co have a 4.6m Venture tandem 
paddleboard for two people who wish to paddle 
together. There is also plenty of room to tie down 

equipment or load additional people.
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Spraydecks tend to be of Nylon or of neoprene 
which is more robust but also too warm in decent 

weather. The body tube may be of the same 
material or a neoprene deck can have a Nylon tube 

for greater comfort. Seals, in the USA, are using 
a four way stretch Nylon/lycra material which is 
hydrophobic and has an elasticated layer inside 

which is separate in order to allow double stitching 
and sealing of outer seams. The 10mm elasticated 

rim loop adjoins a 3mm neoprene gasket round the 
rim for durability and there is a whistle attached 
to the grab loop as a buoyancy aid is not always 
appropriate. Seals’ new Odyssey follows up their 

previous Endurance.

Deutz acquire 
Torqeedo

German company 
Torqeedo was founded 
in 2005 with canoe 
kayak motors as early 
products. Since then 
they have expanded into 
electric motors for larger 
craft with drives from 
0.5 to 100kW and have 
developed considerable 
expertise in electrical 
drive systems. They have 
now been taken over by 
the Deutz group who 
manufacture engines for 
commercial vehicles, 
construction equipment, 
agricultural machinery 
and railway vehicles. 
Torqeedo’s managing 
directors have been 
appointed to senior 
positions with Deutz, 
Dr Christoph Ballin as 
Head of Strategy and Dr 
Ralf Plieninger as Head 
of Electrification. The 
acquisition is expected 
to accelerate the launch 
of electric and hybrid 
drive systems in Deutz’s 
core segments and 
Deutz aims to become 
the market leader for 
innovative drive systems 
in the off road sector.

Garmin buy 
Navionics

Italian firm Navionics 
are noted for their 
nautical charts of lakes, 
rivers and oceans. The 
firm has been bought by 
Garmin to enhance their 
BlueChart and LaheVü 
content. The Navionics 
name will be retained, 
together with the 350 
staff worldwide.

Solid deck bag
Finnish firm Kajak 

Sport Components are 
manufacturing a Deck 
Pod. Like a deck bag but 
moulded in plastic, it 
has a hatch cover at the 
end facing the paddler 
and is held in place with 
bungees. There is also a 
carrying handle at the 
rear so it can be carried 
away easily when 
leaving the kayak.

Close to home
The sister of Rich 

Krause was marooned 
with her family on an 
island surrounded by 
floodwater following 
hurricane Harvey in 
the USA. As the CEO of 
Confluence, Rich felt 
the best thing he could 
do for flood victims who 
could not be reached 
by helicopters or larger 
boats was to send a lorry 
load of equipment. His 
staff came in to work 
early and loaded up 
70 Wilderness System 
Rides, 80 tandem 
Perception Ramblers 
and 175 sets of paddles 
and buoyancy aids 
including models sized 
for children, so often 
overlooked in such 
situations. The large 
kayaks could carry 
230kg of equipment. 
The lorry headed straight 
down to a help centre in 
Texas.

Titan’s deckless playboat 
looks odd but, in the 
days of sit on tops, 

not so odd as the first 
deckless surf shoe, which 
was the precursor to the 

wave ski.

Yakima’s HandRoll system consists of pairs of rollers 
which allow end loading of a car roofrack, adjusting 

to suit the shape of the boat. Once loaded, the 
rollers are locked in place and serve as the rear 

supports for the journey.
Another concept is the JayLow, an upright which can 
also be set off the vertical for use as a J bar or can be 
folded down for attaching straps or to give a cleaner 

roofline when travelling without boats.

No, not an even more 
extreme playboat for the 
legless, at least, not in 

that sense. 

The CreekKooler is 
a drinks cooler to 

tow behind. Made of 
polyethylene with up 

to 50mm of insulation, 
it can carry 30 cans plus 9kg of ice, enough to keep 
it cool for a couple of days. There are can holders 

at the ends but the top unscrews to get at the main 
container. Of course, you could use it to carry frozen 
meals, ice cream or kids who need to simmer down. 

It is 1m long. From Arkansas, it is priced at $180.

The Kingii Wearable is a device worn on the wrist 
and able to support up to 130kg in the water. It 
is powered by a CO2 cylinder and, after use, can 
be repacked with a new cylinder. A clip prevents 
accidental inflation. It is claimed to be the world’s 
smallest and most powerful inflatable wrist band, 

easier to transport than a buoyancy aid and 
weighing 170g. It should stay inflated for 48 hours. 

Confusingly, it is claimed not to be a lifejacket 
replacement.

Lake Malawi was the world’s first freshwater 
national park. It has over 800 species of cichlid fish 

in crystal clear water, like paddling in a giant tropical 
aquarium. The Malawi Marketing Consortium are 

ready to assist you in visiting this special destination.

Canadian firm Trak will be producing their updated 
2.0 model from next July. To reduce the weight of 
this folding kayak they will be using carbon fibre 
ribs. The problems of getting kit in through small 
hatches is avoided by having half of the rear deck 
unzip and fold back out of the way. There is no 

rudder or skeg. Instead there are three internal jacks 
for tensioning the skin and these can be used to 

adjust the rocker or even the longitudinal shape. If 
you want the kayak to turn more to port you adjust 

the shape to bend it that way.

Snact banana bars are soft and moist in texture 
to deliver energy, fibre, vitamins and nutrients 
but without flavourings, colourings or artificial 

sweeteners. They are gluten free and suitable for 
vegans. They come in three flavours, apple and 

cinnamon, carrot and spice and beetroot and cacao. 
The UK throws away 1,400,000 bananas every 

day for being ugly or having the wrong degree of 
ripeness and these bars use some of those waste 

fruit. Interestingly, their wrappers biodegrade at the 
same rate as banana skins but the contents don’t 

squash and go brown when you bruise them.

Typhoon’s TX2 is a thinner 
2/3mm neoprene wetsuit 
lined with thermafleece, 
using more flexible T-flex 
for the core layer. Seams 

are glued and double 
stitched and the zip is 

on the front to keep the 
body panels clear. A key 
pocket is included. The 

adult version costs £159 
and the child’s 3mm 

model is £99.

Down is warm until it gets wet, when it is bad news. 
However, Gill are using down treated with a water 
repellent material. This means it retains its loft and 

thermal performance for longer than ordinary down 
in damp conditions, absorbs less water, remains 

lighter and dries quicker. Hydrophobe jackets cost 
£125 and gilets £99. Sizes for him are XS-XXL, in 

charcoal with red lining, while sizes for her are 8-16 
in pewter with a tonal lining.

The Atacama 
desert, the 

world’s 
driest place, 
provides the 

name for 
Crewsaver’s 

new drysuits. 
The Atacama 

Sport at 
£398.99 uses 
a three layer 
breathable 
fabric, YKK 
Aquaseal 

flexible zip, 
articulated 
arms and 
legs for 

freedom of movement, reinforced seat and knees, 
leg pocket with D ring, Glideskin neoprene wrist and 
neck seals, elasticated waist and removable braces. 
The Atacama Pro at £449.99 is similar but includes 
a lower back stretch mesh panel for comfort and 

flexibility, more pockets and reflective detail.

The advertising on 
Marsport’s trailer must 
resonate with anyone 
sitting behind it in a 
traffic queue. Unable 
to locate a royalty free 
picture, Craig Hill and 

wife Claire took a canoe 
out for half an hour and 

captured the view on 
a mobile phone. The 

registration number, for 
which they also have the 

solo version, is rather 
more for those in the 

know.

White Water Consultancy have a variety of new 
products on offer.

The P&H Scorpio Corelite X is said to be fast, nimble 
and roomy for sea use.

Oxford Aqua backpacks are waterproof and have 
several colour options in 12 and 20l sizes. The 

corresponding roll bags have hi-vis detailing and 
come in 30, 50 and 70l sizes. Also in the Oxford 

Aqua range is a 15l roll top laptop bag, waterproof 
with hi-vis detailing.

Memory-Map have a selection of accessories which 
could be of interest to paddlers.

Gul Polarised 
sunglasses float, 
saving you £36 

if you drop them 
over the side.

Gul 50cm roof pads 
are quick and easy 

to fit, priced at £13.

The Ocean Kayak Trident offers speed, 
manœuvrability and performance for anglers.

The Pyranha Machno is a creek boat in three sizes, 
available at £895.

From Bushnell they have various Rubicon headlamps 
rated from 125 lumens to the 250 lumen auto 

dimming model and 200 and 350 lumen lanterns 
and flashlights ranging from 236 to 1,080 lumens.

From Rohk they 
offer holders for 

smartphone, tablet 
and GPS with a 

selection of mounting 
arrangements.
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It’s grey. It’s drizzling but, wow, the water’s warm. We’ve only paddled 
150 metres and we’re already in our first cave. I love this coastline. We’re 
paddling in Menorca, repeating part of a journey that I made 14 years 
ago. I’m paddling with Paco whom I first met on that trip. Then, we 
were a group of twelve. Today, it’s just the two of us. Then, we never did 
get to do the entire circumnavigation of the island. Now, part of the 
plan is to complete that ‘missing’ 10km.

We set off from Binibeca where we’ve hired kit from David Mascaro 
of DMS Sports & Kayak. I remember hot sun 14 years ago, which is 
part of the reason why today’s drizzle is disappointing. However, the 
high winds that forced us to delay our start by several days have blown 
through and we’re on our way, westwards, heading along Menorca’s 
south coast. As well as the temperature it’s the colour of the water that 
impresses, a spectacular deep blue, reminding me of the bottles of Quink 
ink I used as a schoolboy.

1000 to 500BC. In the 60’s there was a hippy commune here but now 
access to many of the caves is protected by iron grills. It’s quite a spot; 
even in death it seems that a sea view is at a premium.

It’s a relatively short hop around the next section of cliffs to S’en 
Porter, a somewhat busier cala than our usual choice on the island but 
the lure of the restaurant, El Pulpo, is too great to resist. We choose a 
quiet spot at the far side of the beach where we plan to bivvy later that 
night. A quick swim is followed by my Spanish isotonic drink of choice, 
a clara con limón.

Later that night the restaurant doesn’t disappoint. Paco has become 
a bit of a regular here and we’re greeted like long lost friends. Their 
signature octopus paella is as delicious as ever and full stomachs make it 
easier to sit through the dozens of sunset photos that the owner proudly 
insists on showing us.

Introducing bob-ins
The next morning we awake with three other paddlers on the beach. 

David had ‘rescued’ them yesterday as the high winds and waves off 
the entrance to Mahón had left them stranded the wrong side of the 
harbour. They’re from Aragon and I struggle with their unfamiliar 
accent but they confirm what Gustavo, our Bali-surfing waiter from last 
night, was saying about two metre waves. 

Breakfast here is not an option, at least, not according to the barman 
with the ‘cara de pocos amigos’ so we’re on the water at 9.00am, one of 
my earlier starts paddling in Spain! The water’s not quite so warm this 
morning and the shade has changed, too. Paco asks me why I tell him 
that in English we wouldn’t use navy blue as a description for the sea. 
I make a poor joke about our sea always being grey. Paco’s questions 
swing back to our conversation with our new Aragonese friends. How 
do you measure the height of a wave? Paco is a scientist so I try to 
explain but eventually conclude with my usual rule of thumb, halve 
whatever estimate someone gives you.

We’re back with gorgeous cliffs. Another necropolis with sea views 
leads us to a photo opportunity at the narrow entrance to Cala de Sant 
Llorenç albeit the drizzle makes for less than perfect light. A goat with 
three kids gambolling from one precarious ledge to another keep us 
entertained over a late breakfast of cashew nuts before we round the last 
of the cliffs before the bay at Son Bou.

I remember this beach. It’s not especially attractive but the real view 
is straight down, looking at the sea bed through the, now, crystal clear 
water. I introduce Paco to the concept of ‘bob-ins’, those seemingly 
random thoughts that pop into the mind while doing any exercise. I tell 
him about The Rider, a book by Tim Krabbé, which as well as vividly 
capturing the psyche of the competitor also describes, albeit without 
naming it, the same weirdly unstructured thinking process.

David had lent us a laminated folder of aerial photos of the island 
that we’re using to navigate. There’s no scale so, on the water, we’re 
calculating distance by pages. Over the next page and a bit bob-ins 
have included high rise developments (of which, fortunately, Menorca 
has only a few), fatherhood, birds, friendship and the passage of time. 
The latter comes into sharper focus when we raft up for another break 
and WhatsApp photos to our respective families. We remind ourselves 
that 14 years ago neither of us had a mobile phone and that we were 
both using film cameras! Before we get too self-congratulatory as to 
how modern we are, I remember that last night Paco posted an ‘hola’ to 
Toni on the Kayaking Costa Brava Facebook page. It was with Toni that 
we first did this trip. This morning we got a reply from Jordi, another 
member of the twelve, telling us that Toni wasn’t an avid user of social 
media but that he’d pass the message on. I suspect that many of us old 
boys are cut from the same cloth.

The latter part of the beach is relatively unspoilt and leads onto a 
series of low cliffs. Warm, yellow rocks topped with stunted, vivid green 
pine trees. I remember this as my all time favourite section of Menorca’s 
coastline, not the highest cliffs nor, perhaps, the most spectacular but 
undeniably gorgeous although spectacular is the only word to describe 
the caves. My diary from 14 years ago recalls ‘Suddenly, we’re onto yet 
more caves. The first stretches my descriptive powers. A tightish entrance into 
a cavern with a window to the right, then another low entrance into a further, 
smaller cavern and then a super-tight passage until it’s just too narrow to get 
any further. The climax though is yet to come. On a further fifty metres or so 
and then we turn back on ourselves into a narrow V-shaped cleft and then out 
at the far end of the cavern, into the light through a paddler-shaped and sized 
hole. Stunning! Another cave! This one is more than 250 metres deep and 
pretty intimidating. The waves have set up a deep booming noise inside and 
the atmosphere is warm and musty. We turn the final cavern into a debating 
chamber.’

The reason for that debating chamber all those years ago was that 

We‘ve not set ourselves a desperately ambitious target distance today. 
Partly, that’s because most of the morning has been spent sorting and 
packing our kit but also, in part, as charging around this coastline rather 
misses the point. I recall last time being surprised at our relatively 
modest pace. The cliffs now aren’t desperately high but they are 
entertaining and they do merit a closer, more leisurely perspective. 
Highlights include a mini Mount Rushmore with a series of blurry, 
limestone faces created by the erosion of the waves and the somewhat 
more man-made remains of a necropolis carved into the cliffs.

The hippies have gone
A second necropolis greets us as we pull into Cala Coves. When we 

were here last we were stormbound for 24 hours and we had the place 
entirely to ourselves. There are a few more tourists today wandering 
around the City of the Dead, 90 odd caves used as burial chambers from 

Menorca
a return journey

Paco passing Cap d’Artrutx.

At Cala Coves. Below the cliffs at Cova d’en Xoroi.

Ashore in Cala en Porter.

Departure from Cala en Porter.

Off Cala de Llucalari.

Phil rests off Son Bou.
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Phil off Cala Mitjana.

In Cala Macarella.

Paco off Cala Galdana.

Ashore at Son Saura.

In Ciutadella harbour.

as the waiter at lunchtime had said that the chiringuito there remained 
open into the evening and that we’d be able to get something to eat. 
He proves significantly less reliable than Gustavo. The beach offers a 
wonderfully quiet spot to bivvy and the spectacular sunset reminds us of 
last night’s slide show but, of food, there is none. The snack bar is well 
and truly shut.

Remembering Lorena
The next morning we decide to break all records and go for an 8.00 

o’clock start. At ten past we’re ready to go. Paco explains the Spanish 
meeting system which would be to start ten minutes after the allotted 
hour as a polite way of allowing time for anyone delayed. I explain my 
system, a small cultural difference. 

There’s a southwest wind blowing which isn’t aiding our progress but 
the lighthouse is slowly getting nearer. The low cliffs continue and we’re 
entertained by five red kites that give an impressive display of tumbling.

My current bob-in is of Lorena of whom I took a photo 14 years 
ago with her on the top of a large wave and the lighthouse in the 
background. I had plenty of time to compose that shot for reasons that 
my diary explains. ‘As we cross the final south coast bay of Cala en Bosc the 
skies start to cloud over. Under the lighthouse which guards Cap d’Artrutx we 
finally swing north and get a view of Ciutadella only 8km ahead. The waves 
though are huge and we’re finally exposed to the wind’s full strength which is 
ripping the tops off the substantial swell. Up ahead, I can see between us and our 
destination an even more confused section of sea that we’ll need to cross. I realize 
that we’re not going to make it. Toni though seems determined to demonstrate 
to the less experienced paddlers the inevitability of the decision and we’re still 
paddling hard. The lighthouse is now on our right. I’m keeping track of our 
progress or, rather, lack of it. After 40 minutes’ paddling the lighthouse is still 
just off to our right. We’ve no option but to turn around and retreat to the nearest 
harbour.’

Today is somewhat more relaxed as we swing north to complete 
the ‘missing link’ up to Ciutadella. Initially I’m thinking that this isn’t 
the prettiest section of coast. It’s largely unspoilt but the cliffs are fairly 
uniform in height. Then, a series of coves, small bays and a cave or two 
add entertainment as does the peregrine falcon patrolling the cliff edge.

After another page and a half of the aerial guide we’re approaching 
the harbour. It looks nothing like the photo in front of me and not 
much like I remember from 14 years ago. I do recall a double entrance 
from a brief glance that I took last night of the maps that I’d saved on 
my phone. In all honesty, the last hour or so have been a frustrating 
paddle with the wind and waves on our rear quarter hindering rather 
than aiding progress. As we get closer I realize that the new harbour 
arm that looked like it could guide us safely to the harbour mouth has 
a nasty, projecting concrete overhang. I urge Paco to swing left and up 
the pace. We’re quite exposed here and the ferries to the mainland take 
no prisoners!

It’s with some relief therefore that, now in the shelter of the old 
harbour at Ciutadella, we can relax. 14 years later we’ve at last come full 
circle.
Phil Quill used to manage Calshot Activities Centre; he now runs his own 
training company. For articles on paddling around all the Balearic Islands and in 
other parts of Spain visit his website, www.hantstraining.co.uk. He paddled with 
Paco Sánchez Aguado who, despite living in the very centre of Spain, is a keen 
sea paddler. A doctor of biology, his other passion is photography; follow his blog 
at https://elviajeroaustral.wordpress.com.

the high winds had slowed our progress and was likely to mean that 
we wouldn’t complete the full circumnavigation. Today it’s much less 
windy and, now, leaving Cala Macarella after a stop for lunch, we catch 
a glimpse of Cap d’Artrutx, the southwestern tip of the island which 
marked the point at which progress then came to a complete stop.

We’ve decided to continue for a further hour to Son Saura, mainly 
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he junior partner in Argyll & Bute, this lowland 
isle lies off the higher Cowal peninsula. The 
Romans were here at their Botis Insula. The 

sheltered position gives it smaller waves with their 
limited fetch and parts of the island have the feel of 
somewhere much further south. It is Scotland’s fifth 
most populous island, a festival isle with jazz and folk 
music and one of the oldest highland games. Tourism, 
dairy cattle farming and shellfish processing are the 
main industries. Roe deer are present and there is a 
unique species of longtailed fieldmouse with shorter 
tail and smaller ears than its mainland cousin. To Polish 
detainees during the Second World War it was the 
Island of Snakes. To Alexander Smith in 1864 in A 
Summer in Skye it was the most melancholoy of the 
Clyde islands but beloved by invalids.

The island is separated from the mainland by the 
Kyles of Bute, just 400m wide at the northern end. 
A ferry service, begun in 1950 with a landing craft, 
crosses from Colintraive, which takes its name from 
the Gaelic for swimming cattle across and is where 
Vital Spark mate Dougie passed a coalfish off as a cod 
to a Glasgow woman. When cook Sunny Jim told the 
owner of the guard dog they had borrowed that he had 
been drowned here the bereaved complained that the 
collar had not been saved. Other vessels use the kyles 
and Para Handy advised Dougie not to run into the 
battleship Collingwood as it would vex the Admiralty. 
The original slipway remains but the track leading to it 
must not be blocked as it is used by articulated lorries 
for loading catches.

The ferry plugs a gap in the A886 and a submarine 
water pipeline and various cables also cross East Kyle 
to Rhubodach.

While Beinn Bhreac is over 500m high, Windy Hill, 
the highest point on Bute, is a mere 278m. As the 
name suggests, hills affect the local weather and the 
kyles can be subject to squalls, even when the general 
wind direction is not directly along them. Bute’s hills 
are rounded and well wooded at first. Water flows are 
fastest at the northern end, decreasing towards the 
southeast. Jellyfish float with the flow and birds include 
blackbacked gulls.

At one time Strone Point was planted with trees to 
show the positions of the opposing armies at Waterloo. 
Now bare, it looks over the squalls which blast out of 
Loch Striven, known as the Weatherglass of Rothesay 
because it is the direction from which much of 
Rothesay’s dirty weather arrives.

There is a measured distance from Ardmaleish Point 
to the shipyard at Undraynian Point, to which more 
submarine power cables cross.

Two castles have been built at the back of Kames Bay. 
Kames Castle, dating from the 14th century, was built 
for the Bannatyne family. It is an exposed location as 

westerly winds blow through the low gap which nearly 
divides Bute in two. In 1882 a horsedrawn tramway 
service was started from Rothesay to Port Bannatyne, 
electrified in 1902 and extended through the gap to 
Ettrick Bay in 1905. In use until 1936, it was the only 
such service on a Scottish island. Golfers on the course 
high above the bay must cast envious eyes over the flat 
land below them. Port Bannatyne was reported to have 
the lowest housing prices in Britain.

A submarine gas pipeline and cables cross Rothesay 
Sound from Ardbeg Point. The sound is used for fishing 
and as a submarine exercise area, surfaced submarines 
sometimes towing sonar equipment up to 1·5km 
behind.

Opposite Port Bannatyne is Ardyne Point with its 
oil platform construction yard, abandoned in 1983. 
Beyond the Ardyne Burn is the seat of Clan Lamont, 
site of a battle between them and the Campbells. Castle 
Toward’s grounds contain the ruins of Toward Castle. 
Castle Toward may be developed as a resort centre, 
previously an outdoor centre set up as Actual Reality 
when computer enthusiasts were getting over-excited 
about virtual reality. It has been used by CBBC for 
filming The Raven series.

Rothesay’s 1938 Grade A Pavilion is in art deco 
style, much used for dances during the Second World 
War when the town was a naval base.

Rothesay Castle’s ruins at the head of 
Rothesay Bay include a circular curtain 
wall of the late 12th or early 13th century, 
early 13th century round wall towers, a 
three storey gatehouse and the early 16th 
century two storey chapel of St Michael, 
in red sandstone. It was first recorded in 
1230 when besieged by the Vikings and 
was taken in 1263 by Haakon. It was home 
to Robert the Bruce and the Stewart 
kings, taken by Sir Colin Campbell in 
1334, attacked by the Lord of the Isles in 
the 15th century and used by James IV and V as a base 
to subdue the Hebrides. Robert III considered fleeing 
to Bute from Perth with son James after the murder 
of his other son, John, in Scott’s The Fair Maid of Perth. 
The ancestors of the Marquess of Bute were appointed 
hereditary keepers in 1498 and it was defended against 
the Master of Ruthven in 1527 although the town was 
badly damaged, as usual. The great tower was completed 
in 1541 but the Earl of Lennox took it three years later 
for the English. Much was dismantled in 1658 when 
Cromwell left and the Duke of Monmouth burnt and 
razed it. Restoration was undertaken in 1816, 1872 
and 1900, the great hall being rebuilt in 1970 with a 
fine fireplace and the tapestry of Prayer for Victory at 
Prestonpans. Robert III had created his son the Duke 
of Rothesay in 1403 when Rothesay was made a royal 

It’s a bonnie bay at morning,

And bonnier at the noon,

But it’s bonniest when the sun draps

And red comes up the moon;

When the mist creeps o’er the Cumbraes,

And Arran peaks are grey,

And the great black hills, like sleepin’ kings,

Sit grand roun’ Rothesay Bay

Dinah Craik

T
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burgh, the title of Duke and Duchess now resting with 
the Prince and Princess of Wales. A museum features 

history, geography and natural history.
The Royal Northern & Clyde Yacht Club 
was founded here in 1824, as was the Clyde 

Cruising Club in 1909. Para Handy 
claimed Rothesay midges could be 

repelled with paraffin. 
The disused High Kirk has the 

ruins of the late mediaeval St 
Mary’s chapel with its canopied 

tombs.
Cotton weaving was an 
important industry from 

1779 until the early 19th century. The harbour was built 
in the 17th century for the fishing fleet, benefiting from 
the herring fishing boom. It was rebuilt and enlarged 
for the Clyde steamers as Rothesay with its hydropathic 
spa became the favourite holiday destination for 
Glaswegians going ‘doon the watter’, using such boats 
as the Waverley. The service from Wemyss Bay remains 
CalMac’s busiest route.

The largest Clyde resort, with its pier and esplanade, 
it features Victorian architecture. The Isle of Bute 
Discovery Centre in the Grade A 1924 cast iron 
Winter Garden added to the original bandstand, a 
listed structure with pagoda roofs, is one of the few 
remaining examples of Walter MacFarlane work of its 

kind. Around it are palm trees, gardens and putting 
greens. Rothesay has been a Scotland in Bloom winner 
and the West End Café has twice been judged the UK’s 
Best Fish & Chip Shop.

An aerial looks over the bay which was a naval 
anchorage from 1940 to 1957. The Highland Boundary 
Fault runs through the bay, Loch Fad, Loch Quien and 
Scalpsie Bay, again nearly cutting the island in two. Here 
the hilly Dalradian schistose grit gives way to flatter Old 
Red Sandstone with basaltic lavas.

Bogany Point, its green pavilion topped by a cupola 
and ball, marks the turn into the Firth of Clyde with 
Skelmorlie and Largs beyond large ship anchorages. 
The A844 runs above the shoreline between chestnut 
and other deciduous trees which seem out of place, as 
does the Italianate church tower on Ascog Point. Ascog, 
approached through a striking turreted white gateway, 
has a Victorian fern house and gardens.

Kerrycroy Bay with its quay is the landing place for 
submarine cables from Largs. Razor shells and large 
starfish lie on the bed and black guillemots swim about. 
Around the back of the bay are half timbered houses 
which would not look out of place around a Surrey 
cricket green, built by the 2nd Marquis of Bute as his 
English wife was homesick.

Rhododendrons and the remains of a jetty mark the 
position within the trees of Mount Stuart house and 
its gardens. Built 1880 - 1901 by the 3rd Marquess 

of Bute, believed to have been the 
richest man in Britain, it replaced an 
earlier house destroyed by fire. Like 
a Flemish guildhall with fine stained 
glass windows, it is thought to be the 
best example of 19th century Victorian 
Gothic revival architecture. The site has 
been home to the Earls and Marquesses 
of Bute since the early 18th century. It 
has a copy of Shakespeare’s first folio 
of 1623 and a meadery and was where 
Stella McCartney was married.

Hermit crabs scuttle across the bed 
of Kerrylamont Bay. Each side of 
Bruchag Point submarine power cables 
land from Great Cumbrae, both Great 
and Little Cumbrae being prominent 
to the southeast.

Gannets are to be found near 
Kerrytonlia Point and gorse is seen on 
the cliffs.

Across Kilchattan Bay are the 
quay and red sandstone houses of 
the hamlet of the same name at the 
end of the B881. A stone circle and 
Dabbles spinning, dyeing and weaving 
workshops are from different times in 
its history.

Isle of Bute - East CoastGuide

The surprisingly wooded coast road at Ascog Bay.

The entrance to Ascog is not easily missed.

Half timbered houses at Kerrycroy Bay.

Distance

23km from Colintraive ferry to Kilchattan Bay.

Public Transport

Stagecoach Western 90, 479and 490 buses and 

Postbuses serve Rhubodach, Port Bannatyne, 

Ardbeg, Rothesay, Craigmore, Montford, Ascog, 

Mount Stuart, Kingarth and Kilchattan.

Campsites

There are campsites 1km away at Rothesay and 

4km away at Millport.

Youth Hostels

There is a youth hostel 18km away at 

Lochranza.

OS 1:50,000 Sheet

63 Firth of Clyde

Admiralty Charts

1867 Firth of Clyde, Hunterston Channel & 

Rothesay Sound. Rothesay Sound (1:10,000)

1906 Kyles of Bute (1:25,000)

1907 Little Cumbrae Island to Cloch Point 

(1:25,000)

2131 Firth of Clyde & L Fyne (1:75,000)

2221 Firth of Clyde, Pladda to Inchmarnock - 

Northern Sheet (1:36,0000

2383 Inchmarnock Water (1:25,000)

2491 Ardrossan to Largs (1:25,000)

Tidal Constants

Rubha Bodach: HW Dover +0100,

LW Dover +0110

Rothesay Bay: HW Dover +0100,

LW Dover +0110

Sea Area

Malin

Submarine Areas

East Kyle, Cumbrae

Rescue

Inshore lifeboat: Largs

All weather lifeboat: Troon

FACT FILE

GuideIsle of Bute - East Coast
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Club news

Peter Harris, Claire Marshall and Jonathan Allford.

Go Godalming Youth Canoe Club success
This season has come to a spectacular end with three of the club’s 

volunteers winning four awards for their voluntary service.
As chairman of the club, I was joint winner of the Sport Godalming 

Outstanding Achievement Award for being a ‘legend’ and a teller of 
‘poor jokes’! I was a founding member of the Go Godalming Youth 
Canoe Club thirteen years ago and have continued to be the ‘dynamo 
that continues to drive the club forward’ to ensure that local young 
people continue to have the opportunity to learn a new skill, practise 
and become competent kayakers and to generally do and become 
the best they can be whilst enjoying a non competitive, fun, healthy, 
sporting activity and keeping out of trouble for a few hours, too.

A testimony to my success as an instructor and encourager is the 
fact that at the same ceremony nineteen year old Jonathan Allford was 
awarded the Active Surrey Coach of the Year for his services to young 
people. Jonathan started at the club as a primary school boy when a 
friend took him along at the end of year 5. He continued in year 6 
and all through secondary school, progressing to a Level 3 white water 
kayaker and a Level 1 coach. (I encouraged him to try new things, in 
particular seal launching off high bridges!) He now uses his knowledge, 
skills and time to encourage other young people whilst all the while 
taking every opportunity to improve his own skills.

Not only have I encouraged the young people but I have also 
‘galvanized the other volunteers together’ and a third well deserved 
award winner at the ceremony was Claire Marshall, who was nominated 
as Volunteer of the Year and came second in her category. ‘Claire works 
tirelessly and passionately’ for the club. For many years Claire ‘has 
turned up in all weathers to support, nurture, comfort and encourage 
the young members bankside.’ Claire’s neighbourliness and efforts at 

Midland Canoe Club’s
new disabled facilities

The Midland Canoe Club in Darley Abbey 
held a mid summer open day, allowing members 
of the public to try out paddlesport and look at 
the recent improvements to the club’s facilities.

Pe
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r 
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the club have also been recognized by Eagle Radio when she won the 
Neighbour Award at the Unsung Hero Award Ceremony in September.

Finally, this year on average the club had 20 youngsters every 
Thursday evening and at the end of the season Seb was awarded the 
shield for the Most Improved paddler. The new season starts again at the 
end of April when 11-18 year olds will be made most welcome.
Peter Harris

MCC’s new concrete slipway, Emma Wiggs talking to James Longmuir.

Emma Wiggs with MCC chairman Charles Mann.

A group shot: Standing, 
Maya-Ray Cross; front, Dan 

Bryant, Emma Wiggs and John 
Chamberlin.

MCC’s new tarmac area between existing storage 
containers and new concrete slipway, featuring 

young paddlers and MCC coach Ross Bentley. This 
resurfacing, the new concrete slipway and the 

new EZ Dock Launcher were all part of a £24,300 
project, largely funded by Sport England.

Emma Wiggs giving a lovely speech.
MCC’s existing Hereford Hoist for disabled access into boats (a 

Pontoon & Dock Co supplied product).

VIP group, standing: James Longmuir, P&DCo sales consultant; Simon Nadin, P&DCo sales director; 
Charles Mann, MCC chairman. Kneeling: Dan Bryant, P&DCo managing director. Seated: Paralympian 

gold medallist Emma Wiggs.

EZ kayak launch with VIPs, crowd and our clubhouse in the background. 
VIPs standing, left to right: Charles Mann, MCC Chairman; James Longmuir, 

P&DCo sales consultant; Simon Nadin, P&DCo sales director; Dan Bryant, 
P&DCo managing director; disabled freestyle paddler Maya-Ray Cross; front, 

seated: Emma Wiggs plus MCC coach Ross Bentley on the new EZ kayak 
launch facility.
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Reviews of new books and publications

Gary & Joanie McGuffin
Firefly Books

978 1 77085 889 3
300 x 360mm

2017
$15.99. Available from Chris Lloyd Sales & Marketing Services, PO 

Box 327, Poole, Dorset BH15 2RG
Gary and Joannie McGuffin keep to their established format for 

their 2018 calendar, their stunning large pictures being what makes this 
annual collection so attractive.

All are from North America, seven from Ontario. Three are of kayaks, 
the rest open canoes with the exception of a single vertigo inducing 
cliff shot. They range from a phenomenal picture of portaging Aubrey 
Falls on the Mississagi River to paddling through water lilies at Deux 
Rivières on the Dawson Trail while two views of the Green River show 
the breathtaking scenery at its best.

The calendar part has a square to write in appointments for each 
day. Moon phases are shown and, although a North American product, 
British holidays and summer time dates are given.

The only problem is that visitors are going to want to look through 
your whole calendar rather than waiting for the monthly view.

Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson, 
Wych House, The Broadway, St 

Ives, Cambs PE27 5BT
978 1 84623 689 1

A4
439 pages, hardback

1992. 4th edition 2017
£45.00

Surprisingly, despite the long 
inlet of the Gulf of Bothnia and 
the interest of the belt of skärgård 
and islands from Sweden to Finland 
via the Ålands, of particular interest 
to sea paddlers, there is almost as 
much material on the south side 
of the Baltic Sea as on the north 
side. Coverage is from the most 
northerly point of Denmark and 
from the Norwegian border to St 

Petersburg, although not necessarily in that order
Various inland routes are included, the Kiel Canal, the Limfjord, the 

Trollhätte and Göta Kanals, Lake Mälaren and the Oder route from 

Rod & Lucinda Heikell
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson

978 1 84623 849 9
A4

394 pages, hardback
1990. 6th edition April 2017

£45.00
In addition to the coverage 

given by the title there is a bonus 
first chapter covering the canals 
and étangs of southern France, the 
canals with such unusual features 
as divers in the water after shellfish 
and a swing pedestrian footbridge 
powered by an outboard motor. 
Canal maps mark off distances.

The pr imary reader ship is 
yachtsmen with plenty on marinas, 
anchorages and coves, staying well 

away from the dangers, but it does no harm to know the constraints on 
yachts.

Much of the information is equally relevant to paddlers, not least the 
winds which are plentiful in the Mediterranean, their directions being 
shown on the many chartlets. There are travel options to reach the area, 
communications, marine life, especially the dangers of jellyfish species, 
weather forecasts, rescue, navigation lights, prohibited areas and where 
camping is banned. Marinas offer a range of facilities and, on a coast 
which includes St-Tropez, Cannes and Monaco, you may wish to know 
where you can benefit from a personalized chocolate delivery service.

Inevitably, restaurants and the local food and wines are featured 
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186 pages, paperback
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Although Richard Barrett is a sea paddler, his 
Hebridean guides are more about looking at the 
sea from the land, the sea never being far away in 

the Hebrides.
His Walking on Harris & Lewis (Dec 2010, p53) and Cycling in the 

Hebrides (Nov 2012, p46) are now joined by a guide to the new 
Hebridean Way long distance footpath. As yet the route is incomplete, 
running from Vatersay to Stornoway, but details of a provisional route 
onwards are given to the Butt of Lewis. The future stages are expected 
to follow the east shore of Lewis while the existing route makes use of 
the west coasts of Eriskay, South Uist and Benbecula. In fact, the route 
is rarely out of sight of water and more often in a maze of lochans and 
inlets.

The Hebridean Way is a route made up of numerous unnamed 
footpaths, unlike the current trend of giving new names to waterways 
better known to most people by long established names.

Details of campsites, hostels, bus services and other sparse services are 
given. The long section on midges includes the interesting suggestion of 
sticking close to someone prone to getting bitten by them, reminiscent 
of the cheerful Canadian backwoods advice that you don’t need to be 
able to outrun a bear, just be faster than your colleague.

The Green Blue, RYA House, Ensign Way, 
Hamble, Southampton SO31 4YA

A5
6 pages, paperback

2017
Marine wildlife is taken to include seabirds, 

whales, sharks, dolphins, seals and turtles 
although there is no identification guide here, 
just a few token sketches.

The booklet is pitched primarily at the 
users of larger craft with warnings about the 
effects of propellers, engine noise and chasing 
wildlife. However, there is acceptance that 

wildlife may approach boats instead. There is more than one reference 
to dolphins riding bow waves but no advice about how to respond 
when seals come looking for sandwiches, whether there is risk of 
being bitten. Indeed, as someone who has made a large detour on 
one occasion to avoid what I thought was a basking shark but might 
not have been, I would have appreciated advice on what wildlife is of 
danger to us.

Instead, at the back of it all are legal threats against anyone who does 
not put wildlife first.

Perhaps the section of most relevance to paddlers is shallow water.
There is also advice on where to report encounters with stranded 
animals, more likely to be of relevance to paddlers than to the users of 
larger craft unable to get into locations which might see strandings.

There is scope for expanding this booklet with a second edition.

The Hebridean Way
The Green Wildlife Guide for Boaters

Berlin plus many lesser ones. Here are the Curonian spit and lagoon 
and the Bodden coast, like the Broads with shallow lagoons, birdlife and 
small ports.

The book is aimed at sailors, marinas and harbours being central, but 
there is plenty here for the rest of us in a book which gives an overview 
rather than in depth coverage.

This is a gulf where there are long summer days, warm and calm with 
minimal tides although there can be significant depth changes as a result 
of wind effects, with resulting currents. Find national histories, shopping, 
cost of alcohol, availability of gas cylinder types, fish shops, banks, 
health, washing machines, restaurants, bike hire, trains, buses, ranges, 
restricted areas, weather forecasts, search and rescue, public holidays, 
lights, chart lists and chartlets. There are many photographs, including 
aerial photographs at the western end and although pictures generally 
become a bit more sparse at the eastern end.

The whole area is on the rebound from glaciation and it is possible to 
set a height record on Sweden’s highest island peak simply by walking 
to the top of 236m high Bastutoberger, which is rising at 9mm/year.

Some pronunciations of place names are helpful, particularly 
for Poland and former Russian states and there are references to 
Allemansrätten, where countries like Sweden and Finland are several 
centuries ahead of our government interpretation of access law in this 
country.

Paddling is not considered generally although kayaks are included 
in the distance in photos of Hellerup and on rapids in Stockholm, the 
text advising that the Ekenäs archipelago is popular with canoeists and 
various international competition venues are encountered. Another 
picture shows the Rumba in Latvia, apparently Europe’s widest waterfall 
although only some 2 - 4m high and not looking a patch on the 
Rheinfall in Switzerland.

The price of £45 seems daunting but most of us would happily pay 
£15 for a heavily illustrated A5 hardback of 296 pages, the same value.

Finally, updates are free online for this area where some significant 
changes take place, not least as a result of developing politics.

prominently. ‘The food, introduced to the north by Elizabeth David as 
Provençal cuisine, smells of thyme and rosemary even if you are just 
thumbing through her recipes. Provençal days by necessity include 
sitting in a shaded café sipping pastis or a glass of crisp white wine while 
watching the locals playing petanque.’ Who needs a tourist brochure?

Conspicuous features, architecture and the history add interest and 
of particular value are the photos, many being aerial shots taken by Lu 
from a large microlight. Literary figures mentioned tend to be English 
while military activists are Corsican, the rugged island contrasting with 
the mainland coast, initially flat them opulent.

A sixth edition underlines the fact that this is a standard work, 
unsurprisingly. It accompanies Rod’s guide to the Danube and half a 
dozen of his other Mediterranean titles we have reviewed.

Of interest ‘is the roofless shell of a small stone hut on the right. This 
structure is distinctly odd, with a very low door and small window. 
Until someone tells me otherwise, can I suggest that it may have been 
built as a shelter for schoolchildren during bad weather? Or perhaps 
it was a hen house, as Hebrideans tended to keep them well away 
from their dwellings.’ This is near the southern end of Harris. At the 
other end of the island, near the Butt of Lewis, the graves of pygmies 
were found at Luchruban, a name related to leprechaun, the location 
discussed at length in John M MacAulay’s Seal-folk & Ocean Paddlers 
(Mar 99, p28). So there you have it, a leprechaun’s house. While on the 
subject, the entrance to the souterrain above Port Chamuill on Loch 
Eriboll also looks a touch tight for any self respecting Pict.

Starting with the cover, it is a rare picture which does not have water 
in it. Read this book and be tempted.

Weather to go
Temperate on 2nd, cold and cloudy on 8th, frost on 16th, cold and 

moist on 23rd and cold on 30th. These were weather forecasts for 
December 1590, the dates chosen because these were the times of 
the moon’s quarters, given to the nearest minute in William Bourne’s 
A Regiment for the Sea, the fourth edition published in 1581. The first 
edition had been published as what was, effectively, the first ever nautical 
almanac.

Bourne was not a meteorologist nor even a seaman although he had 
been a naval gunner. He was a Gravesend innkeeper who spent a lot of 
time talking to seamen waiting for the right conditions to go up the 
Thames or out into the North Sea.

Predicting the weather on set dates a decade ahead, without the 
benefits of a supercomputer, weather balloons, reporting stations or 
weather satellites would be asking a lot but I would be disappointed 
if his prognostications were not more accurate than the long range 
forecasts currently issued by the Met Office, which seem to be 
consistently inaccurate.

It is easy to forget that short range weather forecasting has improved 
out of all recognition over the last couple of decades. The shipping 
forecast now sometimes divides up sea areas, giving different forecasts 
for different parts of a single sea area.

Getting the forecasts is also much easier. I have stood in telephone 

boxes in the past, trying to hear Marinecall over the noise of feeding in 
pound coins.

On land, it is easy to get an hourly forecast for the town of your 
choice from the BBC. If you want to know what the weather will do 
on a predetermined date for a competition or for a trip which has to tie 
in with booked holidays you can only wait and see. On the other hand, 
if you choose to go when the conditions are best, the rivers not too 
high or too low, the sea not too rough or the surf too flat, the weather 
not to windy or too cold, you will watch the forecasts closely.

Trying to predict the movement of weather systems has been 
described as like trying to determine where a googly ball will go. If 
you are interested in one location on one particular day, the predicted 
weather might arrive a day early or a day late; it may veer a bit to 
one side or the other, the accuracy increasing with decreasing time to 
the day in question. I have tracked predictions before several dates of 
interest to see how they have changed, forecasts from both the BBC, 
prefixed by B on the chart, and by the American Accuweather, prefixed 
by A, as a check. Other forecasts are available. I also used to use the 
Weather Underground until they dropped wind details. In an ideal 
world the sources would agree with each other and would not change 
significantly but I have found they are not too good at predicting when 
a run of settled weather or unsettled weather will end.
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The BBC predict only for the next 10 days. Accuweather predict for 
90 days but I have ignored anything beyond the first 15 days. Indeed, 
their forecast often changes significantly after the first of those 15 days, 
suggesting that the longer range predictions might be based on records 
and probability rather than on what is seen to be coming. Accuweather 
also forecast more thunderstorms than are actually experienced in this 
country. Gaps in the data are for days when I was unable to record the 
forecasts.

The landmark forecasting error was the October 1987 storm with 
hurricane force winds, suggested by a BBC viewer but dismissed on 
air by forecaster Michael Fish. A friend of Sea Tiger manufacturer Nick 
Padwick had also suggested that somebody was going to catch it, based 
on the closeness of the isobars on the chart. If these people saw the 
signs, why did the professionals miss them? The suspicion is that the 
BBC must never again miss presenting bad news so that the forecasts 
give the worst that is likely to happen, rather than their best estimate, 
frequently improving on the final day when nothing unforeseen is likely 
to intrude. There have been times when I have called off trips because 
of poor forecasts, only to see quite adequate conditions presented one 
day at a time when it was too late to take action, especially with only 
one further apparent day of good weather to come each day.

The icons on the record chart have a coloured dot which indicates 
the expected weather, as shown in the key. This is followed by the 
temperature in ˚C and then by the wind. The wind speed on each 
forecast has been rounded to a Beaufort scale force, sufficiently accurate 
for my purposes. Likewise, the wind direction is given to the nearest 30˚ 
by the BBC but has been rounded to the nearest 45˚ for convenience. I 
do not distinguish between the BBC’s light and dark clouds.

The Pwllheli date was picked as the first day of the IC world 
championships. In practice the day was cloudy with barely any sun and 
only a few seconds of rain, the wind light southwesterly.

Malmesbury has been picked as our location, usually with fairly 

average conditions for the south of England, while Fort William is one 
of the most unsettled and rainy locations in Britain.

For Malmesbury on September 1st, wind directions 7, 6 and 1 day in 
advance saw 180˚ between the two forecasters and the BBC showed the 
final day improvement in the forecast.

Fort William saw a significantly better final prediction from 
Accuweather than they had been suggesting a week earlier.

The Watford date was to tie in with my attempt to cover the British 
slalom championships, where it was cloudy with only glimpses of the 
sun then rain later.

Returning to our two locations for October 2nd, Malmesbury had 
a sunny morning, clouding over later but without rain but the breezy 
prediction was correct.

The BBC’s hourly predictions, only given for the next couple of days 
of any forecast period, seem fairly reliable. However, when a summary 
is offered for the day it may show weather not indicated for any of the 
hourly predictions or might suggest a temperature not indicated at all 
during the hourly forecasts, suggesting that the daily summary may 
relate to a larger area. Accuweather say exactly how many minutes there 
will be until the start or finish of rain, wildly optimistic as rain would 
not all begin or end at the same time across the spread of a town even if 
it could be forecast that accurately.

A difficulty for photography is the general increase in overcast 
conditions. A colleague in Swindon, 20km from here, recorded only 
27 fully sunny days in the first nine months of this year and it is not 
looking any better for October as I write.

Of course, you could revert to folk wisdom, such as ‘Red sky at night, 
shepherd’s house on fire’ or ‘If you can see the other end of the regatta 
course it is going to rain; if you can’t, it is raining already.’

For advanced planning, Bourne’s predictions were probably as good as 
any for the overall picture.

Day 1 - Wild country
Setting off at 4am from London, we make it to the Hafren Forest 

by lunchtime where it’s a 7 mile hike up to and back from the source 
of the River Severn. We’re both tired but buzzing to get going; there’s 
no point standing around unceremonially. Let’s get cracking. Our bags 
are packed full to 25kg or a touch more. Near midday we wait until 
a couple disappear from the starting point and decide to hide our 
rucksacks. Finding a spot behind a couple of trees, we pick out grass 
and rip leaves and small branches from a couple of trees and cover them 
up. Then off we go and twist our way up and around the mid Welsh 
mountains. Two hours later we reach the top, which is a peaty, mossy, 
sodden bog where a wooden pole marks the source of the Severn River. 
We grab a couple of pics and breathe in the fresh crisp air, taking in the 
view of the rolling mountains.

We bound down the same path and back to our starting point, round 
the corner and spot our bags again, aaahhhh, the relief.

Checking the route, we take the River Severn Way which is the UK’s 
longest actual signposted walk. We hike along narrow roads and through 
farmer’s fields, through little quaint villages, waving to farmers and a 
couple of cyclists.

We hike all day, passing more sheep than I’ve seen in my life… I 
know, I know; it’s Wales. Eventually reaching a town that looks, well, 
less rugged wild camping and more welcoming village. We ask a few 
locals about camping spots and get told there is a spot at Dol-Llys Farm, 
another half hour’s walk away. We go for it and make it here around 
8:30pm. It’s £7.50 each with shower facilities and a kettle. We pay up 
before giggling that this is definitely middle class camping, something of 
which I’m not usually a fan; it just lacks the rawness of the wild yet it’s a 
lovely spot right next to the River Severn. We set up our tents and take 
a swig of Ardmore whisky. Luke has brought us a bottle for the journey; 
it tastes good. We cook up our noodles on the Jet Boil stove and charge 
our phones and action cameras using our PowerTraveller battery packs, 
then, as the night comes in, we dive into our tents, enjoying the peace 
and calm the evening offers us.

Day 2 - Using a mop
Setting off the next morning, we’re in good spirits and make great 

ground, Luke using his mop handle and me a stick as our walking poles. 
We make the Welsh town of Caersws and stop for lunch before pushing 
on, getting near 10 miles from Welshpool before setting up camp.

The Severn
source to sea

Tarran and Luke at the source of the River Severn.
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Day 3 - Getting afloat
Waking up this morning, I flick on our camping stove and brew 

a cup of coffee which we sip whilst deflating our sleeping mats and 
packing our tents away. We tuck into our breakfast of oats and chocolate 
protein powder before marching onwards through fields and paddocks, 
following the Severn Way walk. Much of today is spent hugging the side 
of narrow country lanes until we reach the town of Welshpool some 
four hours later. Alex, from HireaCanoe, greets us by the water’s edge 
where we stop for lunch and repack all our gear ready for the water.

We drop the canoe down the steep slope into the still and shallow 
water of the upper reaches of the River Severn. Alex warns us about 
the upper reaches having lots of fallen trees blocking the river and that 
we may need to portage at points to walk the canoe through this and 
the low water levels. The upper reaches are windy and, for the majority, 
quite slow. There’s one rapid that takes us by surprise, giving a welcome 
adrenalin rush and change of speed. The fallen trees that cover the river 
actually make the upper reaches quite fun as we have to look for gaps to 
power through.

The river is packed with wildlife and farm animals. We spot a hawk 
chilling on a tree as we glide silently past it and, not long after, a 
peregrine falcon, the fastest bird in the sky and one of my favorites, 
simply beautiful. We play chicken with a cow and get used to the sheep 
coming down to the water’s edge to drink and bath.

In the afternoon, with the sun still high in the sky, we’re both feeling 
the fatigue so pull in for a break. We lie down and get the gear out 
to make a coffee. Some 20 minutes later we wake up from our doze, 
having both slipped off for a nap in the shade. I crank up the gas and 
make a cup of coffee to go with our EatGrub bars made from crickets.

We find a campsite along the side of the river. We’re slightly reluctant 
to camp on a campsite as we have the river to bathe in, now. However, 
we decide to do it and it turns out to be a great choice. The farm and 
campsite belong to a lovely couple who bring us a fire pit and wood 
and invite us into their home for a cuppa and an exchange of stories. 
We share our adventure plans and they share their experience in the 
dairy industry, enlightening us to the fact many farmers to this day 
prefer to drink raw unpasteurized milk.

Back at our campsite we stack our fire and light her up, sipping on a 
whisky and watching the flames disappear into the night sky.

Day 4 - Weir discretion
We set off this morning, enjoying the river without the beating sun 

on our faces. With music rocking through our waterproof speaker, we 
paddle and sing along for a few hours. Eventually the heat rises so we 
decide it’s time to jump overboard into the river for our midday dip, 
which brings us back to life. Back in the canoe we paddle onwards and 
eventually reach Montford Bridge where Kieran and Alex greet us by 
the riverbank where their company, HireaCanoe.com, is situated. We tie 
up and hop onto land once more. We have a laugh and a chat with the 

Day 5 - Trying for fish
Luke and I pack up and, once in the canoe, set our sights on 

Ironbridge, home of the Ironborn, I joke. Passing through the creatively 
named town of Bridgnorth, we make it here by lunchtime and stop in a 
café for a full English breakfast. Ironbridge is another beautiful medieval 
town. The Iron Bridge as you enter the town is very ominous, being the 
first major bridge made out of cast iron in the world in 1781, which 
was very cutting edge at that time.

The next town is Jackfield, home to the Jackfield rapids. This is an 
incredible adrenalin filled part of the river where you have to come in 
from the right and power through the middle of the rapids.

Once through the rapids we notice many fisherman starting to line 
the riverbanks so decide to try our luck with the fish and throw a line 
out the back of the canoe with a spinner as bait. It’s a little difficult 
as the water goes from a good few metres deep to rocky shallows and 
rapids very often meaning it doesn’t make it easy to leave the line out. 
Our first cast gets caught on a rock and snaps the line. We string it up 
again and try a different approach by cutting the line and wrapping it 
around a stick, wedging the stick underneath the back of the canoe so 
we can just paddle and see what happens. We get a nibble not long after 
which gets us excited so we cruise over a few spots where we spot fish 
jumping out of the water, nothing yet though. 

The afternoon is here and we’re still paddling away, shirts off, Eddie 
Vedder blaring, waving at all the fishermen, some laughing at us and 
some less amused. We fancy a late afternoon beer so pull in to Bewdley, 
a gorgeous little town with a couple of pubs along the river’s edge. We 
tie up the canoe and try to make ourselves a little decent by putting our 
shirts on, the first time in my life I’ve tried to be decent.

We try out the local ale and get chatting with a lovely couple sitting 
next to us who buy us another beer and tell us about some camping 
spots. We laugh and enjoy the afternoon sun with a couple of ales 
together. They call it a night and walk home; we do the same and 
wander down the stone steps back into our canoe. Shirts off, of course, 
and feeling a bit buzzed, we paddle onwards.

Half an hour later we spot eight black and white horses and a couple 
of foals along the riverbank. Paddling past them, they decide to play a 
game with us and run up and down with us. It’s a fantastic sight, eight 
horses galloping along the river’s edge with us, simply beautiful.

We scout out five places before eventually settling on a spot right 
next to the river for the evening.

guys over a coffee and make rough arrangements for getting the canoe 
back to them from Bristol, our finishing spot.

The next stop is the medieval town of Shrewsbury, birthplace of 
Charles Dickens, where we’d been promised a great brunch at a place 
called Lily’s Café. We’re so happy to finally pull in to Lily’s for a very 
late full English breakfast, which is delicious! We find out two things 
about the café. Lily has retired and her daughter now runs the café 
which has been in the family for many generations; for around 7 
months a year they close and move all of the equipment out of the 
bottom floor as it floods.

We stock up on food and head out. As we paddle out of Shrewsbury 
we stumble upon our first weir, where a group of local kids encourage 
us to go for it. To their disappointment we don’t give in to our egos and 
walk the canoe down, which is probably a good idea.

Three hours later we’re sitting out at our National Trust camping site 
just past Wroxeter. Having dinner, we observe a couple of swans down 
by the water’s edge and notice their brooding lot are set up on a small 
island in the middle of the river. Across the river are a herd of cattle 
making their way along the river’s edge. This, coupled with the sunset 
behind, makes it a beautiful spot to gaze out on and enjoy the calm of 
the evening.

Day 6 Not the first to arrive
Off we go again, out onto the river; the day is sunny and beautiful. As 

we approach Worcester we make it into a lock and through it quickly, 
chatting with the lock keeper who’s a friendly soul and gives us some 
good tips for the river. Once through, we make a beeline for Worcester. 
As you enter the town your eyes are drawn to the impressive 12th 
century cathedral. We slide our canoe under some overgrown vines, tie 
it to the railings that lead up to dry land and haul a few bits of kit off as 
we climb up the ladder and wander into Browns for lunch. We charge 
our kit up again and have lunch whilst waiting for a friend to meet us. 
Actually, it’s my Dad’s old school mate, Chrys, and his wife, Fiona; we’ve 
not met before but since we are in the area they pop in and we take a 
coffee together while Chrys regales us with a couple of stories from his 
and my Dad’s youth, mainly of them partying with a few old rock bands 
including Thin Lizzie and Black Sabbath.

After coffee we say goodbye and Luke and I hit the water once more, 
paddling through a sea of swans on the river. We pass through another 
lock as we exit the town. We paddle onwards and try our hand at fishing 
once more and once more to no avail.

Luke has his head down and is pushing; we both get into our groove 
and make great ground this afternoon, both pushing and absorbing 
our beautiful calm surroundings. Eventually we begin looking for 
somewhere to camp. Just as we enter a little town called Tewkesbury we 
paddle under its bridge and pull up to the riverbank as there is a nice 
clearing next to the bridge. We haul the canoe up the bank and place it 
under the bridge. We say ‘Hey’ to the a couple sitting on one of the two 
park benches and begin setting up for dinner. Luke walks into town to 
grab a few bits and I prepare dinner. I notice a lot of people crossing the 
bridge and heading for the local pubs across the other side of the river. 
When Luke returns he tells me there are loads of people already on the 
smash and about 100 caravans not far from us and another 500 caravans 
on the other side of the river. It’s a Saturday night and we know we’ll 
not get any sleep, so we crack our colds beers and eat dinner. We decide 
to get back into the canoe and head on downstream in search of 
something a little more calm and quiet.

A little buzzed, we paddle on for another hour; eventually we spot a 
little fisherman’s jetty tucked away from the main river flow. We pull in 
and climb the steps to see what the lay of the land is. Once up the top 
we see fields for miles and miles and no one around; it’s simply gorgeous 
and, just as the sun is setting, we tie the canoe to the jetty and leave it 
floating in the water, grab our kit and set up camp.

Day 7 Stinging rebuke and an exciting bore
We’re up at 6am and get the coffee on. I take one sip and know I 

need the toilet straight away. Rustling through my bag I find the toilet 
paper and make a mad dash for the first long grass, down my pants 
and squat only to realize I’ve run into the middle of a stinging nettle 
field and I’m stung to bits. It’s swollen and stinging like mad. I decide 
the only way to get rid of the pain is to jump into the river and have 
a morning wash which is what we both do. The river is refreshing and 
wakes us up and gives us energy for the day ahead.

We get a bunch of miles under our belt and pass through another 
lock; the lock controller is very helpful and gives us some great advice 
about Gloucester, which is our next city. He hands us a flyer with a few 
numbers on it and we paddle onwards, discussing what we’ll do about 
Gloucester. If we go into the town we will be coming off of the River 
Severn proper and onto the man made diversion; this also means we’ll 
have to go through a couple of locks. One in particular is a huge cargo 
ship lock. I pick up the phone and call the controller in Gloucester and 
ask of we can go around to the right hand side which is on the river 
proper and sees us paddle around the city; he tells me ‘Yep, that’s fine.’

So it’s decided; we pull our canoe off the bank and take the river 
right. Only a few minutes on and we hear fast running water; slowing 
down, we creep up to it, pulling our canoe in to the bank once more. 
We both get out and walk around to see what it is; it’s a weir again and 
this time there is nowhere for us to walk alongside the riverbank so, 
after a bit of deliberation, we make the choice to go for it.

We’re both a bit nervous and excited, strap our bags down, line our 
canoe up and gun it for the first part, though as soon as the canoe is 
halfway down it stops dead. We were thinking of flying down it and 
now we are shunting the canoe onwards and heaving it off the ground 
with our hands to get it moving. Eventually we get it sliding down 
again and then we get stuck at the final drop, a metre or so down back 
into the river. As we get stuck the water rushes alongside the canoe, 
turning it slightly to the right, which causes the canoe to turn, allowing 
more water to push against the side; we heave and, just as the whole 
canoe begins to topple over, owing to the onrushing water, we both 

Tarran on the Montgomery Canal towpath.

Jollity errupts.

Collecting the canoe from Alex in Welshpool.

Encountering Worcester’s swans.
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manage to lean against the fall and push at the same time, landing us flat 
on the water and out of any danger. We laugh, smile and paddle on once 
more.

A few hours later we reach the beginning of the huge loop near 
Frampton on Severn with the water very low at this point with huge 
sand and mud banks.

This means we travel at an incredibly slow pace but we keep at it. The 
river has some stunning old boats sitting on its banks; these must have 
been lifted up here during a large tidal swell and dumped high up and 
left to see out their days.

As the water from here on begins mixing with the seawater we need 
fresh water and Luke suggests we ask a couple who are siting out the 
front of their house if we can use their tap for water. They tell us sure 
and ask us what we’re doing. We tell them and the guy, Tony, tells us 
we’ve stopped just in time, as the bore is about 20 minutes away from 
coming up the river.

The bore is a truly amazing phenomenon. This is when the river’s 
tidal swell forms a wave that goes against the river; it goes upstream. 
One minute the river is ankle deep and literally a few minutes later is 
metres upon metres deep.

Once again we feel the West Country friendliness of Tony and Angela, 
who invite us to sit and watch the bore with them. We tie our boat up 
and unpack our gear and, as we do, Angela goes into her house, only to 
return a couple of minutes later with two plates of Greek tapas and a 
cold beer; we’re both blown away by their generosity.

hitting us, collaboration is key! We flip the boat back over; however, it 
has too much water inside so we remain calm and make a quick plan to 
get back to the coast.

Luke manages to get a hold of our two drybags and our diver’s 
rucksacks, the paddles and one of Tarran’s boots, the other still stuck 
under the boat. I swim with the canoe, pushing it initially and 
eventually changing to swimming in front of it and dragging the canoe 
by the rope. We keep the floating gear under the canoe inside the air 
pocket that’s formed; this means we don’t have to wory about it. As 
we begin the swim I see our whisky bottle bobbing in the water and, 
letting go of the canoe, swim back a couple of metres, grabbing it and 
shoving it in my pants along with our speakers.

With the waves crashing into us and the shore far, I can only use my 
legs to begin the long arduous swim while Tarran drags the canoe. I 
look over my shoulder after five minutes of swimming and the coast 
seems just as far away. In this situation you start to think what is slowing 
you down? Shall I get rid of an item? Shall I get rid of everything? ‘OK, 
10 more minutes and let’s see where we are at.’ We carry on and I try to 
lighten the mood by cracking jokes.

We keep talking to each other, though Luke is ahead now and we’re 
yelling to hear each other, each of us going through all our swimming 
strokes, striving for the shore. I swim hard for a few strokes and when 
the rope attached to the canoe becomes taught I drag it forward with 
all my might; whilst the canoe goes forward I fly backwards. At times it 
seems we’re not making any ground but we just keep swimming for the 
shore and talking always in the positive; whether we belive it or not we 
have to.

I look over my shoulder again and this time the shore is closer, much 
to our relief! It takes us just over 30 minutes to swim to the shore. The 
canoe comes in to the bank and gets stuck as the water and bank creates 
a suction capsule, meaning we can’t flip it. We’re nearly up to our hips 
in mud and decide we’ll leave the canoe and, with our bags, get to 
solid ground, which is over 300 metres away through the mudbanks. 
We slowly work our way back to shore where a concerned passerby is 
waiting. 

We take a couple of minutes’ breather, allowing the adrenalin to wear 
off before making the long walk back through the mud. Luckily the tide 
is still moving out so by the time we get to the canoe it’s fully out of 
the water, meaning we can now dig it out of the mud.

We’re both exhausted at this point but know there is no alternative 
other than to keep going. Looking at the map, we’re actually only a 
mile and a half from the offical finishing point and the end of the River 
Severn. We know there’s no way to get the canoe up the bank and walk 
the final section so, with nothing for it, we decide we haven’t come this 
far to be beaten. ‘Saddle up’ and lets get this thing finished.

Trudging back to the grass bank to get our bags, to the disbelief of 
the passerby who, a few minutes earlier, was thinking about calling for 
help, we tell him we’re going to finish this. He flips us a look that says 
we’re slightly crazy (which we probably are).

Just as we sit down the bore comes flowing up the river; it’s a couple 
of feet high and within half hour the river rises many metres. It’s 
honestly an amazing thing to watch and experience. We eat dinner and 
chat all night; they tell us we can camp in their small shed. Luke and I 
agree and sit out with them both as the night comes in and spend the 
evening drinking good beer, laughing at life and swapping stories. The 
moon is full and bright and the moment is beautiful. It’s these unknown 
and simple moments that make every adventure worth it. Just sitting 
out and talking with new friends under the stars, this is as awesome a 
moment as we’ve had.

Day 8 The wall in the middle of the estuary
We leave early, around 6:30am, looking to get in a few hours of 

paddling before the next bore. A couple of hours later we pull our 
canoe up onto the bank, trudging through the mud banks, which go up 
to our knees. We drag it up to the grassy bank and set up for breakfast, 
having our second experience of the natural wonder of the bore and 
even get to watch a surfer come out to travel upstream with it.

Heeding the advice of Tony that within an hour the current will 
reverse and the bore will go back out to sea, we get back on the canoe, 
playing some tunes; we finally have the river with us for a prolonged 
period of time. This gives us a boost as we paddle hard, making good 
progress towards our goal.

We exit the huge loop and the river begins to open out to what 
will become the Bristol Channel. It’s choppier now and as we pass 
Sharpness, where the manmade River Severn rejoins from Gloucester, 
we can see our goal, the Severn Bridge, in the distance. Luke shouts 
‘Stop!’ We’re hanging over a weir, well, not so much of a weir, more a 
huge concrete wall in the middle of the river. Half the canoe hanging 
over in mid air and the other half still in the water. If we’d gone an inch 
further there’d be a sheer drop of a good few metres; we’d have nose-
dived straight in.

We have to reverse paddle to the left of the weir and portage the 
canoe down the side dragging it through the mud and rocks. Tarran cuts 
his foot open on the sharp rocks underfoot but we get through it.

Back on the river, there’s a notable change in the water; the current 
is much stronger and waves are coming in from different angles. The 
larger waves are coming in from the right. We have to hit these waves 
head on which forces us away from the coast on our left. Because of the 
concrete wall behind us the water hits that and bounces back, making 
a mess of the river and a cocohany of waves from the left and right. At 
this point the wind picks up and the tide changes. We battle to hit the 
waves head on and each takes turns to call instructions based on what 
wave is coming at us. These are four and five foot waves crashing into 
us now as we work hard and yell instructions into the wind, working 
together. Eventually a wave breaks on top of us and fills the canoe 
halfway, we paddle onwards and eventually another wave hits us and 
fills it to the brim. ‘We’re going in,’ I yell. We slowly flip and sink. It all 
happens in slow motion and, in these moments of madness with waves 

Collecting our bags and one final walk back to the canoe is 
painstaking; we end up crawling on our hands and knees and sliding 
along the mud as it’s become even more sludge and tough to move 
through. Covered head to toe in mud, we wipe off the paddles and 
our hands for grip; dragging the canoe back into the choppy river, we 
paddle forward again. Picking up our Water To Go filter bottle bobbing 
up in the water, we aim for the bridge. Focussed and determined, we 
pull hard with each paddle stroke and fight against the winds and waves, 
spotting the River Wye feeding in to the right. Again the choppiness 
and unpredictability of the waves starts to affect us as we begin to take 
on water for another time as a couple of waves creep over. We paddle 
onwards and realize the tide is stronger than ever and only getting 
stronger; we have not moved forward for a couple of minutes, even with 
maximum effort.

We make it to the shore and, checking the GPS, we’ve done it. We 
take a moment’s pause, a few deep breaths, and set about dragging the 
canoe to the road’s edge. Knocking on a house, we meet Jayne and, later, 
her husband, who extend the West Country hospitality we’ve already 
felt, going above and beyond by letting us hose down our boat and 
shower, giving us beer and food. Both of us are completely covered in 
mud, Jane laughing at and with us as we look out over the River Severn 
one last time; we’ve done it and what a way to finish such a fantastic 
adventure.
Tarran Kent-Hume with Luke Hindes
Tarran is an adventure athlete from Australia, having a number of adventures 
under his belt including paddling the entire 6,800km of the Amazon River, 
fighting Muay Thai kickboxing in Thailand, bodybuilding in Los Angeles, 
breaking world records and mountain climbing. He has competed in triathlons, 
marathons and Ironmans. He has also completed stand up paddleboarding 
through Sweden and solo hiking in the wilds of Tasmania. He has been an 
investment banking headhunter, a personal trainer, a semi pro footballer and a 
head chef.
www.tarrankenthume.com
Twitter and Instagram @tarran008
Luke is an English schoolteacher and football coach. He’s cycled from London 
to Europe, competed in Brazilian jiu-jitsu tournaments, marathons and extreme 
endurance swimming, broken the world record for the longest football match, 
climbed Mount Kilimanjaro and completed a stand up paddleboard adventure 
through Sweden.

Luke prepares for the last day on the river.

Aground on the Oldbury nulear power station reservoir wall.

Tarran after crawling ashore.

The finish with the Severn Bridge behind and what every 
houseproud landlady hopes to encounter.
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K1SWJ: 1 G Carmichael, GB, 18:49.249. 2 M Mix, Deutschland, 18:49.334.
3 J Plas, Belgique, 18:53.512. 7 B Holden, GB, 20:02.834.
K1SW: 1 H Hansen, Danmark, 17:40.581. 2 E Rosenkilde, Danmark, 17:41.473.
3 E Haaze, Nederland, 17:54.031.
K1SMJ: 1 T Heuser, Deutschland, 16:10.242. 2 J Petersen, GB, 16:11.752.
3 R Foley, Ireland, 16:16.461. 6 O McKittrick, GB, 16:56.169.
14 T Gannicott-Porter, GB, 17:30.101. 17 A McIntyre, GB, 18:15.883.
K1SM: 1 Q Urban, France, 15:44.812. 2 A Boros, Magyarország, 15:49.476.
3 E Lucas, France, 15:50.038. 16 S Plummer, GB, 16:49.330. 19 A Hicks, GB, 17:32.214.
K1WJ: 1 G Carmichael, GB, 1:34:58.34. 2 A Van Broekhoven, Belgique, 1:34:59.23.
3 J Plas, Belgique, 1:35:22.93. 6 S Martyn, GB, 1:36:23.75. 10 B Holden, GB, 1:40:19.44.
K1W: 1 L Katona, Magyarország, 2:04:37.175. 2 N Horváth, Magyarország , 2:04:46.383.
3 A Kessler, France, 2:04:54.838. 12 J Withers, GB, 2:10:42.097.
K1M: 1 Q Urban, France, 2:09:02.0. 2 A Boros, Magyarország, 2:09:04.8.
3 J Candy, France, 2:09:05.7. 15 L Bowyer, GB, 2:14:34.7. 17 S Plummer, GB, 2:15:34.5.
K1MJ: 1 T Heuser, Deutschland, 1:40:29. 2 R Foley, Ireland, 1:40:30. 3 J Petersen, GB, 1:40:50. 
7 O McKittrick, GB, 1:42:57. 12 T Gannicott-Porter, GB, 1:45:04. 16 A McIntyre, GB, 1:46:34.
K1M45-49: 1 K Gieres, Deutschland, 1:12:29.759. 2 S Baker, GB, 1:09:59.058.
3 D Francis, Ireland, 1:14:26.057. 6 P Curtis, GB, 1:31:45.972.
K1M55-59: 1 T Kittner, Deutschland, 54:32.794. 2 B Stalmans, Belgique, 54:34.794.
3 T Benschop, Nederland, 56:52.700. 6 T Boyer, GB, 1:05:26.900.
K1M60-64: 1 C Johanson, Danmark, 56:24.771. 2 H Van Dooren, Belgique, 57:40.771.
3 E Legrand, France, 58:56.982. 7 B Price, GB, 1:05:35.119.

Carmichael takes junior ladies’ wins

The pack together at Willebroek. Short course winner Quentin Urban.

Boy’s under 12 Lightning winner M Tamblin.

Suttie and Burnham in ladies’ under 14.

Andy Morton wins the men’s over 69 class.

Margaret Chapman takes the ladies’ over 54 title.

W Scamell, first British paddler in men’s under 18.

Ladies’ under 18 winner E Russell.

Kent leads off the start of the over 54 men.

Booth, Hinves and Cabrera in men’s under 14.

M Ball in red kayak in ladies’ under 12.

Men’s over 64 winner Brian Greenham.

Dyson Pendle, men’s over 59 winner.H Pemble, girl’s under 12.

Willebroek Marathon
Triple Olympian Henriette Engel Hansen celebrated her 

return to marathon racing with a gold medal in the women’s 
K1 at the World Cup at the Mechelen course in Hazewinkel, 
Belgium.

Engel Hansen competed in sprint canoe at the 2008, 2012 and 
2016 Olympics and won a world championship gold medal in the K2 
1,000 at the 2014 world championships.

She and fellow Dane Emilie Rosenkilde cleared out in the final 
kilometre of the 3.6 kilometre race to take control in the short track 
final, the pair working together well to ensure no other paddler could 
get near.

Dutch paddler Eef Haaze finished 3rd.
Frenchman Quentin Urban unleashed a powerful finishing burst over 

the final 200 metres to win his first World Cup short track marathon 
gold medal with Hungary’s Adrian Boros 2nd.

Another Frenchman, Edwin Lucas, took the bronze in the 20 strong 
field.

France also tasted victory in the men’s C1 with Pierrick Martin 
showing his class over the final portage to hold out Czech Véclav 
Dubsky with another Frenchman, Tanguy Soucheyre, finishing 3rd.

The junior events saw a win for Great Britain’s Georgia Carmichael 
in the short track K1, an outstanding result for a young athlete with 
several years of junior racing still in front of her.

German Tobias Heuser won the men’s junior K1 while teammate 
Arved Heine won the junior men’s C1.

France laid down the challenge ahead of this year’s world 
championships in South Africa with a strong performance at the World 
Cup event.

Quentin Urban was the star for France and would be looking to 
challenge the traditionally strong marathon nations of Hungary, Spain 
and South Africa at the September world titles.

Quentin followed up his victory in the short track event with a gold 
medal in Sunday’s full distance marathon, beating a record field of 44 
athletes in hot and still conditions over the 30 kilometre course.

Hungary’s Adrián Boros was 2nd while another Frenchman, Jérémy 
Candy, was 3rd. A group of six approached the final portage, before 
Boros attempted a break but it was a replay of the previous day with 
Quentin finishing with a withering burst to take the gold.

France handed out a paddling master class in the morning’s C1 event 
with Pierrick Martin following up his gold from the short track with a 
win in the 26 kilometre event.

Teammates Tanguy Souchyere and Damien Mantovani took the silver 
and bronze medals respectively after the French team worked together 
right up to the final 800 metres to ensure a team trifecta.

In the women’s K1 it was a double victory for Hungary, reversing the 

result inflicted upon them by Denmark on the short course the 
previous day.

Lili Katona and Noémi Horváth worked together as a team 
to overrun short track gold and silver medallists Henriette Engel 
Hansen and Emilie Rosenkilde halfway through the race.

French former sprint specialist Amelie Kessler tried to keep 
with the Hungarians, the trio staying together to the final decisive 
portage where Katona made her move.

Horváth was 2nd and Kessler 3rd.
‘I damaged my rudder in the second portage, had too much water in 

my boat and could not really manage the group racing after that,’ Engel 
Hansen said.

Tobias Heuser won his second gold in the junior men’s competition 
with Ireland’s Ronan Foley 2nd and Great Britain’s Joseph Petersen 3rd.

All three made a mistake in lap counting and lost a lot of ground but 
managed to get the medals after a tremendous fightback.

The impressive Georgia Carmichael from Great Britain took her 
second gold in women’s K1 with Belgians Amber van Broekhoven 2nd 
and Joke Plas 3rd.

Germany’s Arved Heine also won the full distance, with Poland’s 
Patryk Piotrowich 2nd and Grzegorz Ludwiczak 3rd.
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Mason/Chmeil win record mixed race
National Championships

For the third time in four years the national championships 
were held on the Thames near Reading, the second time run by 
Pangbourne Canoe Club using the Purley course. It not only 
needs a large club or grouping of clubs to provide the manpower but 
also needs a large parking area now that clubs tend to come in fleets of 
cars rather than minibuses and trailers.

This time the weather was largely sunny intervals and showers 

with moderate breeze, comfortable for racing and a bit better 
for spectating than the last time the race came here. To pass 
the time between the classes, somebody performed aerobatics 
overhead on Saturday. The event was helped by the general good 

behaviour of the larger boats, assisted by the marshals.
Racing got underway with the Lightning classes. Don’t parents and 

siblings shout inane comments to their family and friends? I have some 
sympathy with the young lady who shouted back ‘Shut up, Mum.’
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The second set of starts saw the singles classes with the largest entries, 
those towards the two ends of the age spectrum. All were racing over 
6.5km with no portages which perhaps appeals. On the other hand, 
Melvyn Swallow, one of the most consistent of the senior racers, was 
watching, having gone over to alpine cycle racing this year because he 
does not like the short races and lack of portages for the older paddlers.

The over 54 men saw Richard Kent sprint into the lead from the 
start but Duncan Blyth was right on his tail for the race over the finish 
line, marathon chairman Stan Missen just 6 seconds adrift. Dyson 
Pendle took the over 59, Gilbert Speirs 9 seconds behind him. The gap 
was up to 13 seconds for over 64 winner Brian Greenham from Robin 
Avery.

The under 14s saw Toby Booth, Xavier Hinves, Zac Tarver and Lewis 
Smith fight out the title, crossing the line in quick succession in that 
order. The corresponding girls’ race had Abigail Burnham just edging 
out fellow Wey paddler Hannah Suttie.

Richmond provided the first three under 18 C1s, Arthur Leech home 
comfortably ahead of Marvin Kleta.

Flying Scotsman Andy Morton took the over 69 title but Mike 
Purchas took him right to the line this time.

The under 12 boys’ title was a walkover by over 2 minutes for 
Hayden Cooke-Bayley and Mollie Ball also had a comfortable win in 
the girls’ race.

Margaret Chapman had a clear win in women’s over 54. However, 
Wendy Dodson took just 5 seconds off Beryl Spencer in the over 59 
category.

The next group brought in the portage, an interesting one in that it 
was long, paddlers taking out together but able to get back in almost 
anywhere in the second half, some preferring to stay running on the 
grass and launch off the shallow sandy area at the finish while others 
chose to get back on the water as quickly as possible and obstruction 
was rarely a problem.

The senior men’s K1s were dominated by Zyggy Chmeil, Quentin 
Urban and Tim Pendle after losing Jonathan Boyton and Keith Moule. 
Chmeil weakened first and was dropping away by the 4th portage but 
the other two went to the line, Urban winning by a second but Pendle 
taking the title as the first home paddler. The under 23s saw Lewis 
Duffield, Sam Plummer and Luke Bowyer still together as they crossed 
the line in that order.

Lani Belcher, Lizzie Broughton and Hayleigh Mason finished the 
senior women’s K1 race 5 minutes clear of the field. Belcher had 15 
seconds of clear water, the sprint off for second place being between the 
other two, Broughton just keeping her nose in front.

Alex Lane held off Jenny Withers by a second for the under 23 title 
but there was then a 12 minute gap before anyone else arrived.

Ronan Foley of Salmon Leap was first under 18 home, 6 seconds 
ahead of Will Scammell, who took the national title without further 
challenge. Emma Russell took the under 18 ladies’ half a minute clear 
of the field.

The final starts of the day saw James King take a long win in the 

over 34 but Matt Enoch 6 seconds clear of David Oliver in over 39 
and Timothy Dowden 12 seconds clear of Philip Miles in under 16. 
Steve Baker was comfortably clear of James Bates in over 44. Roy 
Fieldus was home in over 49, 5 seconds clear of Deaglan O’Drisceol, 
another Salmon Leap paddler, himself 10 seconds up on Neil Blackman. 
Stephanie Hutchinson took her under 16 title comfortably.

Not satisfied with the junior C1 title, Leech also acquired the senior 
title by over 2 minutes to place him in a class of his own. However, six 
of the 15 starters were female and they are likely to have their own 
separate class next year. Anne Palmer, in 5th place, 8 minutes off the 
lead, would have taken the title this year if available.

Johnson of Chelmsford in under 23 ladies.

C1 winner A Leech.

Jo Bates, over 34 ladies winner.

Chmiel, Urban and Pendle run the portage.

Under 23 ladies run the portage.

S Colley takes the over 44 ladies title.

Winner King leads away from the portage in men’s over 34.

Royal’s Davison in ladies’ under 16.

Under 16 lady Hills of Richmond.
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Jo Bates took the over 34 ladies’ title from Robyn Von Maltzahn by 8 
seconds while Fiona Grady had the over 39 by almost 6 minutes. Sharon 
Colley was 3 minutes clear in the over 44 and Sue Hawthorn was a 
couple of minutes up in the over 49 ladies’.

The weather had the decency to stay at no more than light showers 
until racing finished for the day, then it began in earnest but had got it 

out of its system by the morning, when the day offered more sun and 
less in the way of showers.

The day began with the briefing for the Rocket K4 crews, pitched 
at just the right level for these junior crews. Well done. On the water, 
Norwich had the winning crew and half of the next one.

Mostly, it was K2 day. The over 54 men had a three boat sprint over 

Ladies winners Mason/Belcher.

Men’s under 18 K2s off the start.

Under 18 ladies winners Russell/Peters.

Mason/Chmiel win the record mixed K2 class.

Fishburn/Storm lose their rudder.

Two Norwich crews in the Rocket K4 race.

Enoch/Wesley, Nadal/Mason and Parker/Skellern in over 64.

Groves/Roghi and Burnham/Suttie in ladies’ under 14.

Mackintosh/Chapman win the ladies’ over 54 class.

Men’s K2 winners Gregory/Chmiel.
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K1GLgU10: 1 H Toovey, Linlithgow, 21:10. 2 A Cabrera, Fowey, 22:31.
3 D Ball, Wiltshire Y, 22:35.
K1GLgU12: 1 H Pemble, Addlestone, 20:08. 2 B Perry, Southampton, 20:26.
3 C Long, Falcon, 20:43.
K1LU12: 1 M Ball, Wiltshire Y, 36:19. 2 Z Bowers, Elmbridge, 37:00.
3 M Enoch, Nottingham, 37:04.
K1LU14: 1 A Burnham, Wey, 33:27. 2 H Suttie, Wey, 33:28. 3 J Urquhart, Banbury, 34:59.
K1LU16: 1 S Hutchinson, Longridge, 1:06:59. 2 K Hipkins, Longridge, 1:07:22.
3 E Slack, Royal, 1:07:52.
K1LU18: 1 E Russell, Chelmsford, 1:42:34. 2 F Peters, Richmond, 1:43:06.
3 S Martyn, Wey, 1:45:07.
K1LU23: 1 A Lane, Longridge, 2:07:17. 2 J Withers, Elmbridge, 2:07:18.
3 M Johnson, Chelmsford, 2:19:35.
K1L: 1 L Belcher, Nottingham, 2:06:41. 2 L Broughton, Richmond, 2:06:56.
3 H Mason, Nottingham, 2:06:57.
K1LO34: 1 J Bates, Falcon, 1:11:49. 2 R Von Maltzahn, Richmond, 1:11:57.
3 E Wilkinson, Nottingham, 1:16:27.
K1LO39: 1 F Grady, Norwich, 1:09:56. 2 C Howell, Nottingham, 1:15:48.
3 S Urquhart, Banbury, 1:19:20.
K1LO44: 1 S Colley, Hereford, 1:09:20. 2 M Chapman, Kirkcaldy, 1:12:13.
(R Leong, Int, 1:12:56.) 3 C Walker, Pangbourne, 1:16:41.
K1LO49: 1 S Hawthorn, Worcester, 1:11:35. 2 C Jones, Nottingham, 1:13:58.
3 S Kirschstein, Reading, 1:15:47.

K1LO54: 1 M Chapman, Kirkcaldy, 34:02. 2 U Mackintosh, Kirkcaldy, 35:19.
3 A Pendle, Norwich, 35:48.
K1LO59: 1 W Dodson, Addlestone, 37:36. 2 B Spencer, Hereford, 37:41.
3 J Gillespie, Pangbourne, 38:32.
K1BLgU10: 1 R Tideswell, Cambridge, 19:41. 2 C Simmons, Lincoln, 21:13.
3 T Raven, Longridge, 21:35.
K1BLgU12: 1 M Tamblin, Norwich, 18:51. 2 K Griffin, Royal Leamington Spa, 19:34.
3 K Ayran, Falcon, 19:44.
K1MU12: 1 H Cooke-Bayley, Gailey, 33:51. 2 E Coops, Trentham, 36:09.
3 H Freeland, Falcon, 36:17.
K1MU14: 1 T Booth, Norwich, 30:53. 2 X Hinves, Southampton, 30:54.
3 Z Tarver, Elmbridge, 30:55.
K1MU16: 1 T Dowden, Norwich, 59:20. 2 P Miles, Royal Leamington Spa, 59:32.
3 A Kereszturi, Ealing, 1:00:22.
K1MU18: (R Foley, Salmon Leap, 1:28:17.) 1 W Scammell, Longridge, 1:28:23.
2 O McKittrick, Elmbridge, 1:29:52. 3 J Smithson, Royal Leamington Spa, 1:30:06.
K1MU23: 1 L Duffield, Chelmsford, 1:58:37. 2 S Plummer, Leighton Buzzard, 1:58:38.
3 L Bower, Elmbridge, 1:58:39.
K1M: (Q Urban, Int, 1:52:48.) 1 T Pendle, Norwich, 1:52:49. 2 Z Chmiel, Nottingham, 1:53:18.
3 M Gregory, Longridge, 1:54:55.
K1MO34: 1 J King, Falcon, 1:31:03. 2 D Golder, Banbury, 1:32:37.
3 D Seaford, Reading, 1:34:33.
K1MO39: 1 M Enoch, Nottingham, 1:32:36. 2 D Oliver, Lincoln, 1:32:43. 3 J Parker, 1:33:06.
K1MO44: 1 S Baker, Richmond, 1:00:36. 2 J Butler, Nottingham, 1:01:00.
3 B Sirrell, Royal Leamington Spa, 1:01:23.
K1MO49: 1 R Fieldus, Wey, 1:01:41. (D O’Drisceoil, Salmon Leap, 1:01:46.)
2 N Blackman, Royal Leamington Spa, 1:01:56. 3 M Martin, Leighton Buzzard, 1:02:11.
K1MO54: 1 R Kent, Southampton, 29:03. 2 D Blyth, Basingstoke Canal, 29:04.
3 S Missen, Bradford-on-Avon, 29:09.
K1MO59: 1 D Pendle, Norwich, 30:31. 2 G Speirs, Kirkcaldy, 30:38.
3 J Escott, Bradford-on-Avon, 31:43.
K1MO64: 1 B Greenham, Reading, 31:13. 2 R Avery, Banbury, 31:26.
3 N Mason, Nottingham, 32:55.
K1MO69: 1 A Morton, Kirkcaldy, 32:17. 2 M Purchas, Bradford-opn-Avon, 32:18.
3 D Howie, Basingstoke Canal, 34:33.
C1U18: 1 A Leech, Richmond, 33:35. 2 M Kleta, Richmond, 33:56. 3 D Kleta, Richmond, 36:40.
C1: 1 A Leech, Richmond, 1:09:50. 2 N Burrakis, Worcester, 1:12:07.
3 P Stenning, Leighton Buzzard, 1:17:05.
K2LU12: 1 Ball/Bayliss, Wiltshire Y/Banbury, 34:07. 2 Cooke/Cooke, Gailey, 34:27.
3 Enoch/Toovey, Nottingham/Linlithgow, 35:59.
K2LU14: 1 Burnham/Suttie, Wey, 30:31. 2 Groves/Roghi, Norwich, 30:32.
3 Walker/Urquhart, Norwich/Banbury, 33:04.
K2LU16: 1 Hipkins/Hutchinson, Longridge, 1:02:57. 2 Hurrell/Swift, Addlestone/Wey, 1:03:26. 
3 Carter/Slack, Royal, 1:05:26.
K2LU18: 1 Russell/Peters, Chelmsford/Richmond, 1:36:24.
2 Hills/Wallace-Loizou, Richmond, 1:39:30. 3 Burgess/Burgess, Holme Pierrepont, 1:39:53.
K2L: 1 Mason/Belcher, Nottingham, 2:01:29. 2 Broughton/Lane, Richmond/Longridge, 2:01:48. 
3 Withers/McMullen, Elmbridge, 2:06:58.
K2LO34: 1 Prendeville/Von Maltzahn, Richmond, 1:06:47. 2 Golder/Bates, Falcon, 1:07:08.
3 Wilkinson/Ayres, Nottingham, 1:10:42.
K2LO44: 1 Jones/Chmiel, Nottingham, 1:06:55. 2 Mackintosh/Chapman, Kirkcaldy, 1:08:01.
3 Colley/Dark, Hereford/Bradford-on-Avon, 1:09:09.
K2LO54: 1 Mackintosh/Chapman, Kitrkcaldy, 33:05. 2 Graham/Gaffard, Reading, 33:24.
3 Mylett/Hicks, Lincoln/Norwich, 33:30.
K2Mix: 1 Mason/Chmiel, Nottingham, 54:37. 2 Pendle/Belcher, Norwich/Nottingham, 54:59.
3 Lane/Gregory, Longridge, 55:11.
K2MU12: 1 Coops/Cooke-Bayley, Trentham/Gailey, 32:08. 2 Perry/Davison, Banbury, 35:45.
3 Taylor/Tamblin, Norwich, 36:37.
K2MU14: 1 Cabrera/Hinves/ Fowey/Southampton, 29:08. 2 Morris/Hawkins, Wey, 30:12.
3 Smith/Mongan, Lincoln, 30:13.
K2MU16: 1 Miles/Dowden, Royal Leamington Spa/Norwich, 56:23.
2 Hinves/Grimsey, Southampton, 56:44. 3 Kereszturi/Martyn, Ealing/Wey, 57:27.
K2MU18: 1 Hayward/Callow, Norwich, 1:26:37. 2 Gannicott-Porter, Chelmsford, 1:26:38.
3 Ingham/Bunyon, Wey/Chelmsford, 1:27:15.
K2M: 1 Gregory/Chmiel, Longridge/Nottingham, 1:46:31.
2 Duffield/Russell, Chelmsford, 1:46:53. 3 Boyton/Cresser, Royal/Nottingham, 1:47:45.
K2MO34: 1 Baker/Irvine, Richmond, 1:26:07. 2 Belbin/Enoch, Nottingham, 1:27:50.
3 Senk/Seaford, Reading, 1:30:00.
K2MO34: 1 Christie/Butler, Soar Valley/Nottingham, 58:53. 2 Fieldus/Nicholson, Wey, 59:04. 
(O’Drisceoil.McCarthy, Salmon Leap, 59:06.) 3 Escott/Missen, Bradford-on-Avon, 1:00:00.
K2MO54: 1 Holmes/Kent, Southampton, 27:20. 2 Fraser/Speirs, Kirkcaldy, 27:21.
3 Henson/Cox, Wey, 27:22.
K2MO64: 1 Mason/Nadal, Nottingham, 30:59. 2 Parker/Skellern, Worcester, 31:00.
3 Enoch/Wesley, Nottingham, 31:01.
C2: 1 Blacker/Leech, Southampton/Richmond, 1:08:34. 2 Kimberley/Adnan, 1:12:01. 3 
Stenning/Dixon, Leighton Buzzard, 1:12:50.
K4R: 1 Norwich, 16:42. 2 Norwich+, 17:24. 3 Southampton, 17:32.

U12

20

10

U14 U16 U18 U23 O34 O39 O44 O49 O54 O64 O69O59Senior

Entries per year of age groups in men’s K1 (includes overseas entries). Entries are lowest in the seniors, the group from which the 
national team is selected.

the finish with Holmes/Kent, Fraser/Speirs and Henson/Cox in that 
order, followed half a minute later by Escott/Missen, Gorman/Holmes 
and Frankland/Greenham, also at 1 second intervals. Then the over 64s 
also had a three boat sprint to the line, Mason/Nadal, Parker/Skellern 
and Enoch/Wesley at 1 second intervals.

Cabrera/Hinves were a minute clear in the under 14 boys, however. 
The girls fought it out with two boats, Burnham/Suttie snatching it 
from Groves/Roghi.

Coops/Cooke-Bayley had nearly 4 minutes of clear water behind 
them in the boys’ under 12 while the corresponding girls’ race was less 
relaxed, Ball/Bayliss 20 seconds clear of the Cookes.

A similar gap separated Mackintosh/Chapman from Graham/Gaffard 
in the women’s over 54 with, a few seconds later, Mylett/Hicks 2 
seconds ahead of Metcalfe/Gillespie, Vicky and Tim Metcalfe being the 
landowners of the race site.

first portage. As they returned to the water they caught it on the edge of 
the bank and spectators warned that it had gone. They searched in the 
muddy water but were unable to find it. Eventually they withdrew their 
boat from the portage area. After discussion they returned with friends, 
one of whom found it on the bed of the river. It was refitted by club 
members and they returned to the race, having lost considerable time, 
but were not last, a noble effort.

The over 34 men’s race was taken by Baker/Irvine by nearly 2 
minutes.

A success story in marathon has been the mixed doubles race which 
has gone from nothing to the most popular race of the weekend. This 
time there were an incredible 65 starters. At the halfway stage Mason/
Chmeil had clear water from Pendle/Belcher and that is much the way 
it stayed until the finish, where there were 22 seconds between them 
with Lane/Gregory and Cresser/Hartley a few seconds further back.

The under 16 men went to Miles/Dowden, 21 seconds up on 
Hinves/Grimsey. Christie/Butler took the men’s over 44 from Fieldus/
Nicholson and O’Drisceoil/McCarthy by about a dozen seconds. 
Hipkins/Hutchinson took the under 16 ladies’ by half a minute from 
Hurrell/Swift.

Blacker/Leech took the C2 title by well over 3 minutes.
The over 34 ladies’ was a comfortable 20 second win by Prendeville/

Von Maltzahm over Golder/Bates while Jones/Chmeil were over a 
minute clear of Mackintosh/Chapman in the over 44 category.

The senior men were led away from the first portage by Boyton/
Cresser, Duffield/Russell, Gregory/Chmiel, Moule/Urban and Hicks/
Pendle. Moule/Urban were dropped over the next lap but the others 
were still together through the next couple of portages. In the closing 
stages of the race the crews became spaced out and Gregory/Chmeil 
took the win by over 20 seconds from Duffield/Russell.

The senior ladies had a two boat race for the title. Mason/Belcher 
were clear after the first portage but Broughton/Lane closed up some of 
the gap, not all of it, however, still 19 seconds behind at the finish.

Hayward/Callow, Gannicott-Porter/McIntyre and Ingham/Bunyon 
were the leading under 18 crews through the first portage, Ingham/
Bunyon later being dropped, the sprint to the line taken by a whisker by 
Hayward/Callow.

Russell/Peters took the ladies under 18 title by 3 minutes. The drama 
was further back when Fishburn/Storm lost their rudder, literally, at the 

Over 34 ladies winners Predeville/Von Maltzahn.

Melcalfe/Murnaghan on home waters.

Leech and Blacker were the C2 winners.

Under 16 ladies winners Hipkiss/Hutchinson.Christie/Butler lead Escott/Missen in men’s over 44.
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K1WJ: 1 Z Csikós, Magyarország, 1:35:42. 2 D Fekete, Magyarország, 1:35:43.
3 C Mackenzie, SA, 1:37:27. 13 F Duffield, GB, 1:44:05.
K1WU23: 1 S Mihalik, Magyarország, 1:49:40. 2 Z Voros, Magyarország, 1:50:09.
3 A Lane, GB, 1:52:13.
K1MJ: 1 A Varga, Magyarország, 1:41:34. 2 C Smith, GB, 1:44:15. 3 S Masina, SA, 1:44:18.
K1MU23: 1 F Balboa, Argentina, 1:52:53. 2 N Notten, SA, 1:53:03.
3 K Máthé, Magyarország, 1:53:29. 10 M Gregory, GB, 1:56:30.
K1W: 1 L Belcher, GB, 2:05:04. 2 V Kiszli, Magyarország, 2:05:10. 3 J Egan, Ireland, 2:05:39.
7 L Broughton, GB, 2:08:04.
K1M: 1 H McGregor, SA, 2:09:34. 2 A Birkett, SA, 2:09:35. 3 A Boros, Magyarország, 2:09:35.
K2WJ: 1 Kohalmi/Bakó, Magyarország, 1:26:15. 2 Korsós/Nagy, Magyarország, 1:28:59.
3 Peters/Russell, GB, 1:31:19.
K2W: 1 Kiszli/Mihalik, Magyarország, 1:56:31. 2 Csay/Bara, Magyarország, 1:56:44.
3 Belcher/Mason, GB, 1:56:45. 13 Lane/Broughton, GB, 2:06:29.
K2MJ: 1 Vékássy/Ádám, Magyarország, 1:35:43. 2 Evans/Mackenzie, SA, 1:35:52.
3 Gómez/Sánchez, España, 1:38:01. 4 Petersen/McKittrick, GB, 1:38:03.
K2M: 1 McGregor/Mocke, SA, 2:00:11. 2 Boros/Solti, Magyarország, 2:00:13.
3 Birkett/Van Der Westhuizen, SA, 2:00:15. 11 Gregory/Smith, GB, 2:05:05.

Levels of support
Steve Misson’s chairing of the marathon AGM was an example of 

how to do it. Everyone got a say but nobody was allowed to ramble 
on. Thus, the meeting was efficient but covered everything. My one 
concern was over the elections. There were six nominations for six 
places. That should have avoided the need for a vote. However, he was 
concerned about the lack of democracy, all too cozy, and suggested that 
each nominee needed to obtain 50% support in a vote. Fortunately that 
happened. It could have proved awkward if anyone had failed to get 
the necessary support after being properly nominated and with nobody 
opposed, something which has no statutory precedent. Taking on board 
Steve’s concerns, perhaps the answer would be to propose another 
name so that there was a proper election with seven candidates for six 
vacancies. The situation was no different in principle from having the 
chairman re-elected unopposed by the satisfied electorate.

The way you tell it
Two members of the Bay Area Sea Kayakers of San Francisco were 

competing in a marathon on the Yukon. Three quarters of the way 
through the race they had a mishap which resulted in one of them 
being taken to hospital by helicopter. In the absence of any other 
paddling witnesses, another of the group, Don’t Follow Don, suggested 
he would have reported it as follows.

‘Within 100 miles of the finish, the valiant duo go ashore for their 
first pee break. Squatting in the woods, the women don’t hear the 
grizzly’s approach until she’s within yards of their toilet. Acting as one, 
the two women lead the bear on a wild chase through the tangled 
forest. Close to their boat, the exhausted bear stumbles over an exposed 
tree root, rolls down a cliff into a rocky ravine, breaks a leg. Concerned 
for the bear’s well-being, grizzlies a threatened species, the women call 
for help, the bear is helicoptered to a major veterinary clinic, one of the 
women accompanying the bear to ensure proper care. The other woman 
paddles the remaining distance singlehanded, places a close second in a 
race she and her partner would’ve won if not for the grizzly.’

World Championships
In case any confirmation was needed, South Africa’s Hank McGregor 

can lay claim to the greatest canoe marathon paddler ever after a 
stunning seventh world championship win in front of adoring home 
fans. In a repeat of the 2016 result, McGregor and team mate Andrew 
Birkett gave the host nation a perfect one - two in the men’s K1 events 
at Camps Drift. After close to 30km of racing, the wily McGregor 
worked himself into pole position at the front of a four man group 
for the final 500m dash to the finish line and then had the speed to 
keep his compatriot back on the wave as they battled it out on the 
final sprint. After two desperate attacks, and with less than 100m to 
go, Birkett realized he was not going over McGregor’s bow wave and 
settled back to come home just over half a boat length back and just 
ahead of the fast finishing Hungarian Adrián Boros. Portugal’s José 
Ramalho faded over the final 150m to just miss out on a medal. The 
four leaders broke away from a big group of ten paddlers on the final 
turn before the first portage and from there simply worked together to 
maintain a gap on the chasing bunch. The quartet stayed together with a 
few half hearted attempts at domination until the paddle up to the final 
turn which saw a series of big attacks but nobody could get a decisive 
break. McGregor was able to position himself to come off the final turn 
in the front and then hold that until Birkett launched his final sprint 
from far out but could not get his nose over the wave and had to settle 
for 2nd. This is McGregor’s ninth world championship gold medal, his 
seventh in a K1 and his fifth K1 win in five years to cement his position 
as at least the top marathon canoeist of his generation and possibly of all 
time. After the finish, an unusually emotional McGregor paid homage 
to both the home crowd and his support at home. ‘My dad once said to 
me I would realize what it is like to race in front of your son and today 
I got that feeling. My dad (Lee) is watching me; he is somewhere in the 
middle of the hurricane so thanks to dad for everything you have done 
for me and thanks to my family, my son and wife. So this one is for my 
boy (Thorsten). I am so glad he was watching me today. Big thanks to 
the crowd, especially the guys on the opposite side of the bank. You kept 
us going. It is such a privilege and an honour to race for my country 
and be able to win in front of my home crowd. This was something 
incredible.’

Andy Birkett was full of praise for the man he beat at the South 
African champs recently. ‘Thank goodness we had four boats so we 
could get a little bit of rest sometimes but congratulations to Hank; 
he was superb today and he deserved to win. I gave it my all. Earlier, 
Lani Belcher unleashed a powerful final sprint 150m from the finish 
line to win, going away from Hungarian Vanda Kiszli. Ireland’s Jennifer 
Egan was left trailing in 3rd after being dropped on the final portage 
one kilometre from the finish. There may be some dispute about the 
nationality of Belcher after she has won world marathon titles for both 
Australia and Great Britain but there was no doubt who was the top 
women’s K1 paddler in Pietermaritzburg. Belcher, who was born in 
Victoria and raised in Queensland, Australia, unleashed a devastating 
final sprint to claim the title in an event where she looked dominant 
throughout. Belcher, Kiszli and Egan were all that was left of a lead 
group of seven that was only reduced to four on the sixth lap (out 
of seven plus a half lap) and then became three a lap later when the 
legendary 27 time medal winner Renáta Csay from Hungary could not 
hold the group and eventually faded back to 6th. With just the colour 
of medals to be decided, Belcher powered away from the final portage 
and looked to have made the decisive gold medal winning break. Kiszli, 
who last year won medals in both the women’s and the U23 races, 
had other ideas and fought back, only to become a spectator over the 
final 150m as Belcher unleashed her potent sprint for the line. This is 
Belcher’s third world marathon championship medal and completes 
her collection after she took silver for Australia in 2008 and bronze a 
year later for Britain. Liudmyla Babak from the Ukraine won when she 
paddled away from the rest of the opposition and cruised to an easy 4 
minute win in the women’s C1 race. Zsanett Lakatos from Hungary and 
Czech Jana Jezová claimed the silver and bronze medals. In the men’s 
C1 event Márton Kövér collected Hungary’s eighth gold and 15th 
medal overall when he cruised to an emphatic victory over the Spanish 
duo of Manuel Garrido and Manuel Antonio Campos. The three moved 
clear on the second lap and then first Campos and then Garrido could 
not hold the pace on laps four and five to leave Kövér to build his lead 
over the final two and a half laps.
ICF

Belcher takes women’s title

Hank McGregor and Lani 
Belcher.
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K1W: 1 C Kuhnle, Österreich, 95.37. 2 S Horn, Italia, 96.38. 3 M Lafont, France, 96.94.
4 M Franklin, GB, 99.30. 11 F Pennie, GB. 12 K Woods, GB.
K1M: 1 M Polaczyk, Polska, 83.06. 2 D Popiela, Polska, 83.63. 3 J Prskavec, Ceskà, 84.03.
14 C Bowers, GB, 90.70. 19 J Clarke, GB. A Grimm, GB.
C1W: 1 K Woods, GB, 110.31. 2 T Fiserova, Ceskà, 112.90. 3 N Weratschnig, Österreich, 116.19. 
9 E Gibson, GB, 128.11.
C1M: 1 A Slafkovsky, Slovensko, 88.92. 2 T Koechlin, Schweiz, 91.63.
3 M Martikan, Slovensko, 93.82. 16 A Burgess, GB. 20 R Westley, GB.
K1WT: 1 Slovenija, 122.60. 2 España, 125.68. 3 France, 129.39. 6 GB, 136.32.
K1MT: 1 Ceskà, 101.28. 2 France, 101.73. 3 Polska, 104.01. 6 GB, 116.67.
C1WT: 1 GB, 153.24. 2 Deutschland, 157.32. 3 Ceskà, 158.48.
C1MT: 1 Deutschland, 108.94. 2 Slovenija, 111.13. 3 Italia, 112.98. 7 GB, 123.03.

Praha Slalom
Rio Olympic medallists took a back seat on the opening day of the 

slalom World Cup in Prague but the scene was set for thrilling finals 
action over the weekend.

In the women’s K1 the three medallists from Rio were safely 
through to the semi finals but it was Italian Stefanie Horn, 8th at last 
year’s Olympics, who posted the quickest time in challenging windy 
conditions.

She finished in 87.65, 1.61 seconds ahead of Slovakia’s Jana Dukatova 
with world champion Katerina Kudejova in third place.

‘I was paddling without being nervous because I really like the 
course,’ Horn said, ‘but I thought I was in delay because I was listening 
to the speaker and obviously it was not quite what I was hearing.’

Similarly in the men, it was Australian Lucien Delfour who upstaged 
the Rio medallists, posting a sizzling 77.73 to finish ahead of Czech 
Vavrinek Hradilek.

European Championships
The 2017 European Championships kicked off in Ljubljana, 

Tacen, with the biggest surprise being the failure of multiple 
Olympic medallists Peter and Pavol Hochschorner to make the 
semi finals of the men’s C2.

Most of the favourites came safely through to the semi finals 
and, despite the surprise of the Hoschschorner twins, Slovakia still 
qualified first in the C2M thanks to reigning Olympic champions 
Ladislav and Peter Skantar.

The Slovak duo were almost two seconds faster than Czechs Ondrej 
Karlovsky and Jakub Jane while Germans Robert Behling and Thomas 
Becker finished third.

In the women’s C1 event, defending European champion Nuria 
Vilarrubla of Spain managed to produce the best run to win the heats. 
She was 1.57 seconds faster than Mallory Franklin (GBR) and more 
than 7 seconds faster than German Andrea Herzog.

‘Some things were good and some not completely good but I am 
happy with the start. I passed the first step. I need to keep fighting. The 
course is great. The first drop is amazing. I really like it. I like the water 
movement,’ said Vilarrubla after the first competition day.

In the last event of the day Vit Prindis (CZE) stopped the clock at 
90.19 to win men’s kayak heats. 2008 Olympic medallist Alexander 
Grimm finished second and another Czech, who is also a reigning 
European champion, Jiri Prskavec, was third.

The Polish canoe team had many reasons to celebrate during the 
third competition day.  In the men’s kayak final Mateusz Polaczyk and 
Dariusz Popiela finished in positions one and two and Filip/Andrzej 
Brzezinski took the silver medal in men’s C2 event.

In a very tight final of the men’s kayak event Mateusz Polaczyk 
celebrated his first individual medal at the European championships. 
The 29 year old paddler already had two individual silver medals 
and one bronze from world championships in addition to five team 

medals from European championships and two from world 
championships.

‘I am really shocked and really satisfied because I always had 
problems with European championships. I have three medals 
from world championships and nothing from European so I am 
really happy to take the gold in Tacen,’ said Polaczyk.

Only 0.57 second behind him was Dariusz Popiela and Jiri Prskavec 
finished 3rd. This is his fifth individual medal from the European 
championships.

In the women’s C1 final Kimberley Woods from Great Britain 
celebrated her second European champion title. She was the best also in 
2015 in Markkleeberg, Germany. Her lead was the biggest of all in the 
finals we saw this day.

Woods was the best also at last year’s World Cup final held on the 
same course, so she is very fond of the venue.

‘Solkan is one of my favourite courses as well. Tacen is one of the 
best with the big drop at the bottom. Not having trained much at the 
bottom of this course, it is so big and bouncy, and I train in Lee Valley 
which is the same as here. So, this is one of my favourite courses.’

Tereza Fiserova (CZE) was 2.59 slower to pick up silver medal and 
Nadine Weratschnig (AUT) was 3rd.

In the final event of the day French crew Pierre Picco/Hugo Biso 
won the European champion title in men’s C2.

It is amazing day. This is our first victory in senior [category]. We like 
the place,’ said Hugo Biso.

Pierre Picco added ‘Our run was very very good; it was a great 
pleasure to practise C2 here. I am very very happy.’

Filip and Andrzej Brzezinski were 2nd and Czechs Jonas Kaspar and 
Marek Sindler finished 3rd.
ICF

‘I was a bit surprised because in the past I haven’t done that well on 
this course,’ he said.

‘It’s the first time I’ve had a really good run straight away so I’m 
pretty pleased and it’s always hard to beat the Czechs on their own 
course.’

In the men’s C1 it was Slovakia’s Alexander Slafkovsky who headed a 
surprise top three, finishing in 84.88, ahead of Spain’s Ander Elosegi in 
86.02 and the USA’s Casey Eichfeld in 86.41.

‘I like Prague. I like to race here,’ Slafkovsky said.
‘My goal was to finish top 20 so it’s worked very well but on Sunday 

it’s a new race, new course, so it doesn’t mean anything today.’
Possibly the most impressive performance on Friday was turned in by 

Austria’s Nadine Weratschnig in the women’s C1.
She posted a speedy 94.88 seconds to finish 4.55 seconds in front of 

Mallory Franklin, with fellow GB paddler Kimberley Woods third.
In the men’s C2 the Czech pair of Jonas Kaspar and Marek Sindler 

were the quickest, their time of 93.92 well ahead of Slovakia’s Tomas 
Kucera and Jakub Vrzan in 96.41.

Czech paddler Vit Prindis broke through for a World Cup K1 title on 
his home course, mastering the windy conditions to edge out his team 
mate and Olympic bronze medallist Jiri Prskavec for the title.

There were further celebrations for the capacity Czech crowd when 
the C2 combination of Jonas Kaspar and Marek Sindler won the men’s 
final and Great Britain picked up gold and silver in the women’s C1 
final with European champion Kimberley Woods sweeping to victory 
ahead of Mallory Franklin.

Woods takes women’s C1 title

Woods and Franklin make their mark
Nuria Vilarrubla.

Vit Prindis. Sideris Tasiadis.

Kimberley Woods.
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K1W: 1 M Chourraut, España, 104.68. 2 K Woods, GB, 104.92. 3 R Funk, Deutschland, 108.06.
4 M Franklin, GB, 108.77.
K1M: 1 V Prindis, Ceskà, 88.55. 2 J Prskavec, Ceskà, 89.38. 3 S Schubert, Deutschland, 91.44.
6 J Clarke, GB, 97.31. 18 B Forbes-Cryans, GB.
C1W: 1 K Woods, GB, 111.15. 2 M Franklin, GB, 115.13. 3 M Jancova, Ceskà, 117.56.
13 J Royle, GB.
C1M: 1 S Tasiadis, Deutschland, 100.36. 2 M Benus, Slovensko, 101.88. 3 R Ivaldi, Italia,101.91. 
5 D Florence, GB, 105.29. 10 R Westley, GB, 159.65.

K1W: 1 R Funk, Deutschland, 107.67. 2 J Dukatova, Slovensko, 108.62.
3 U Kragelj, Slovenija, 109.23. 4 M Franklin, GB, 109.57. 5 F Pennie, GB, 109.73.
K1M: 1 V Prindis, Ceskà, 97.40. 2 H Aigner, Deutschland, 97.64. 3 J Prskavec, Ceskà, 97.93.
C1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 116.86. 2 M Franklin, GB, 127.07. 3 L Stoecklin, Deutschland, 133.88.
C1M: 1 M Benus, Slovensko, 104.90. 2 S Tasiadis, Deutschland, 106.29.
3 F Anton, Deutschland, 106.84. 17 D Florence, GB.

Prindis was the fastest qualifier for the K1 final and the last athlete on 
the course with Prskavec waiting at the finish, having posted a sizzling 
89.38, including a 2 second penalty.

It meant Prindis had to be fast and clean, his perfect run of 88.55 
enough to get him top spot on the podium.

‘It means a lot because I have raced here quite a few times and I have 
never been on the podium,’ he said.

‘I believe that I should be on the podium and I was hoping that one 
day I would be on top.

‘I raced a very good qualification, semi final and final so I think I 
deserve to be on the podium.’

Germany’s Sebastian Schubert took the bronze in a time of 91.44 
seconds.

The men’s C2 final was dominated by boats from France and the 
Czech Republic with the host nation fielding three boats and France 
four.

Kaspar and Sindler, 8th in last year’s Olympics, dominated the early 
rounds and were once again in top form in the final with a time of 
104.66, ahead of France’s Olympic bronze medallists Gauthier Klauss 
and Matthieu Peche (107.42) and another French crew, Pierre Picco 
and Hugo Biso (109.93)

‘We had a dream run; we won all our races, qualification, semi final 
and now final; it’s like a dream,’ Sindler said.

‘I think we really enjoyed the home atmosphere; the crowd was really 
loud and very nice here so I don’t think it made us nervous.

‘I think it was the advantage of the home town. We were very well 
prepared and everything just clicked together today.’

The big surprise was the failure of Slovakia’s Olympic gold medallists, 
cousins Ladislav and Peter Skantar, to make the final.

There were also plenty of surprises in the women’s C1 with multiple 
world champion Jessica Fox (Australia, fastest qualifier), Nadine 
Weratschnig and Nuria Vilarrubla (Spain) all missing gates and picking 
up 50 second penalties, ruling out them out of the final.

Kimberley Woods backed up her strong European form to win in 
111.15 with Franklin picking up 6 seconds of penalties to finish 2nd in 
115.13 and Czech Monika Jancova taking bronze, 117.56.

‘I kept it calm, kept the boat running and glad that I came out with a 
clean run, which was very difficult on this course, Woods said.

‘2017 is going really well, winning Europeans and coming away with 
a win. I just hope I can keep the good form and move on to kayak as 
well.

‘I was fortunate to go to Rio to have a watch and it made me more 
hungry so to start a new Olympic cycle with two wins is really good. I 
want to be one of the girls who moves the benchmarks for C1.’

The Czech Republic’s Amalie Hilgertova won the women’s extreme 
canoe slalom event while New Zealand’s Mike Dawson won the men’s.

Sitting in the stands at the Rio Olympics last year, Kimberley Woods 
could feel the hair standing up on the back of her neck.

It was hard not to get caught up in the emotion of an Olympic 
Games. She’d been given the chance to see the operations of Team GB 
up close and was lapping up every moment and in the back of her mind 
she was picturing herself on the Tokyo course in 2020, keeping her 
fingers crossed women’s C1 would be confirmed on the programme.

Now it is official and Woods has added the first women’s C1 World 
Cup title for 2017 to her European championship title, the goosebumps 
are coming regularly.

‘It always does and just talking about it now makes it do it again, she 
said.

‘To think it is now officially in the Olympic programme there’s a lot 
to work on but I’m really hungry and really excited to get going.

‘To start a new Olympic cycle with two wins is really good, having 
that motivation throughout the whole winter and just wanting to get 
better.’

Woods was one of the few C1 paddlers to tame the tricky Prague 
course with a who’s who of the sport picking up missed gate 50 
second penalties in the semi finals and then in the final the 21 year old 
managed to return a clean sheet which was enough to put her ahead of 
Mallory Franklin.

Woods is also excited to be one of the early pioneers for women’s C1. 
It’s been a long battle for the discipline, with the argument often being 
there was not the depth of talent for the event to be showcased on the 
Olympic stage but since the announcement of the sport’s addition to 
the Olympic programme, numbers have swelled dramatically. There 
were more than 50 entries in Prague and that figure and the standard of 
competition will continue to grow.

‘I know I have a lot to work on still so I’ll just keep on chasing,’ she 
said.

‘I know that some of the girls in Britain, some of the younger girls, 
are really chasing us and trying to keep us on form.

‘One of our second year juniors, she was fourth in the seniors and 
she’s away doing exams at the moment, she’s that young.

‘Some of the girls here I’ve not even seen before or heard of before, 
seeing them make finals. It’s great to see so many women competing, 50 
people sitting on the start line. It’s the most I’ve ever seen, so it’s really 
good.’

There were emotional gold medals for Germany’s Sideris Tasiadis and 
Spain’s Maialen Chourraut on the final day.

Chourraut, the Rio gold medallist in the women’s K1, revealed 
she has been battling vertigo since the Olympics and has had trouble 
training and Tasiadis, the silver medallist in the men’s C1 at the London 
Olympics, broke through for his first World Cup win and spoke of the 
difficult time he has had in the past two years since his girlfriend’s death 
from leukaemia.

Chourraut’s path to the podium was difficult, as it was in Rio last 
year, needing a second run in qualifying to make the K1 semi final, 
but she found her best form in the final, posting an error free time 
of 104.68 to edge out Saturday’s C1 winner, Kimberley Woods, in 
104.92, with Germany’s Ricardo Funk 3rd in 108.06 with 4 seconds of 
penalties.

‘It’s incredible. I can’t believe I have started the season like this,’ 
Chourraut said.

‘Prague is a very difficult course for me. I have never made a semi 
final here. Today was my first time.

‘For me this year has been very difficult. I have had some problems 
during the year. I have had vertigo. I feel like everything is moving.’

Tasiadis, who appeared to have the paddling world at his feet after 
finishing 2nd behind the legendary Tony Estanguet in the C1 at the 
London Olympics, could not hide his emotion as he crossed the line 
first on Sunday.

‘For this is my first World Cup win,’ he said.
‘The last two years have been very difficult with my girlfriend 

having this terrible disease. Now I have a new girlfriend; she makes me 
stronger.

‘You have to look into the future.’
Tasiadis finished in 100.36 seconds, a massive 1.52 seconds ahead 

of the Olympic silver medallist, Slovakia’s Matej Benus, with Italy’s 
Raffaello Ivaldi 3rd.

Just 0.07 seconds separated 2nd and 4th.
The capacity Czech crowd, who had the unusual situation of not 

having an athlete to watch in either the men’s C1 or women’s K1 finals, 
however, did have cause to celebrate after the victory of Tereza Fiserova 
and Jakub Jane in the C2 mixed final.

They finished in 127.82, ahead of fellow Czechs Veronika Vojtova and 
Jan Masek in 184.66.
ICF
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Augsburg Slalom
The Augsburg canoe slalom course, where the sport made its 

Olympic debut in 1972, was kind to the Olympic athletes competing 
on the opening day of the second World Cup.

Fittingly, on International Olympic Day, the 2016 Rio gold medallists 
all emerged unscathed from the qualifying rounds, although some of 
the minor medallists had to rely on second runs to guarantee weekend 
action.

Men’s K1 Olympic gold medallist Joe Clarke qualified sixth behind 
Olympic bronze medallist Jiri Prskavec while, in the women’s K1, 
Spain’s Rio champion, Maialen Chourraut, went through in tenth 
behind Great Britain’s Mallory Franklin.

France’s Denis Gargaud Chanut was eighth quickest in the men’s C1 
at his first major international competition since his Rio triumph, with 
Slovenia’s Benjamin Savsek the fastest qualifier.

Slovakia’s Skantar cousins, Olympic gold medallists who failed to 
make the previous week’s C2 World Cup final in Prague, finished 
seventh behind Czech’s Ondrej Karlovsky and Jakub Jane, while in the 
women’s C1 Great Britain’s Kimberley Woods continued her cracking 
2017 form by qualifying first ahead of triple world champion Jessica 
Fox.

Prskavec finished in 93.28 to head the K1 field from Slovakian speed 
machine Jakub Grigar, on 93.94, with local hope Sebastian Schubert 
third quickest on 93.96, following on from his 3rd place at the Prague 
World Cup.

‘I was pretty happy with last week; it was my first medal since 2014 so 
I was pretty happy to be back on the podium,’ Schubert said.

‘I’m a bit more relaxed now than the past two years. I did a lot of 
training and I was sometimes a bit too tired.

‘This year it’s more fluid; training is a bit more fun.’
Franklin finished just 0.01 ahead of Austria’s Corinna Kuhnle in the 

women’s K1 with another Austrian, Viktoria Wolffhardt, third.
Another looking to impress on her home course was Germany’s 

Ricarda Funk, who qualified sixth fastest.
‘It’s not really easier at my home course because there’s so much 

pressure with everyone expecting me to race well,’ Funk said.
‘I want to show my skills on the Eiskanal.
‘I’m hoping to improve my performance because, so far, in 2017 it 

hasn’t been my best.’
Savsek posted a time of 99.70 to qualify fastest in the men’s C1 with 

Germany’s Sideris Tasiadis, a gold medallists in Prague, second fastest in 
100.15 and another German, Nico Bettge, third in 100.36.

Great Britain’s Ryan Westley qualified seventh.
‘I was pretty happy with that run. I’d take two more of those for sure,’ 

Westley said.
‘I’m really enjoying my training and love doing these three weeks on 

different courses.
‘I just really want to be in that final again.’
Woods had swept all before her in the women’s C1 this year, winning 

the European title and then the opening World Cup. Her time of 
115.22 seconds put her ahead of Fox, on 118.02 with four seconds of 
penalties, with Spain’s Nuria Vilarrubla third in 118.89, also with two 
gate touch penalties.

Austria’s Nadine Weratschnig, quickest in qualifying in Prague, had to 
rely on a second run on Friday after picking up a 50 second penalty for 
a gate touch but breezed through in 115.77.

‘We had a switch in coaches in the winter so now training is more 

professional, which was a good preparation for the season,’ Weratschnig 
said.

‘Every time I go down the course I wait for the next mistake but 
when I go clean it’s really good.’

Karlovsky and Jane finished their C2 run in 108.78, ahead of 
Schroeder and Bettge (110.13) with fellow Germans Behling and 
Becker third in 110.24.

Czech Vit Prindis made it two wins in a row, Australia’s Jessica Fox 
was back to her best and Robert Behling and Thomas Becker gave the 
home crowd plenty to cheer about on Saturday.

Prindis was one of the few paddlers to master the tough Augsburg 
course in the men’s K1, finishing ahead of Germany’s Hannes Aigner 
with fellow Czech Jiri Prskavec 3rd. Prindis posted a time of 97.40, just 
0.24 second head of Aigner with Prskavec in 97.93.

‘I’m always happy that I am in the final but I didn’t expect that I 
would win the first two World Cups,’ Prindis said.

‘I think that I have a good feeling from the water. I’ve got a good 
feeling from the paddling and I hope I can do the same next week in 
Leipzig.’

Fox, a triple world champion in the C1, bounced back from a 
disappointing weekend in Prague to win Saturday’s final easily.

She finished more than 10 seconds ahead of Mallory Franklin with 
Germany’s Lena Stoecklin 3rd. She was one of only two athletes to post 
a clean run in the final, helping her to a time of 116.86. Franklin’s time 
was 127.07 with Stoecklin 133.88.

‘Last week was a bit disappointing but I came here really motivated 
and pumped,’ Fox said.

‘My semi wasn’t perfect but the final went to plan. I had a lot of 
energy and attacked it everywhere.’

The big Augsburg crowd was in full voice for the men’s C2 with 
local hopes Behling and Becker finishing ahead of the previous week’s 
gold medallists, Jonas Kaspar and Marek Sindler, with France’s Gauthier 
Klauss and Matthieu Peche 3rd. The winning time was 109.96 with 
Kaspar and Sindler on 110.89 and Klauss and Peche 111.39.

‘Every time it is special to win in front of a home crowd because they 
have the power to cheer us down to the finish line,’ Behling said.

‘It’s good to make our first win. The last two competitions for us 
were not the best; we made the finals but then made small mistakes.’

Ricarda Funk sizzled down her home course to claim gold in the 
women’s K1 final and Olympic silver medallist Matej Benus of Slovakia 
picked up the gold medal in the men’s C1, consigning German home 
town favourites Sideris Tasiadis and Franz Anton to the silver and 
bronze. Even with a 2 second penalty for a gate touch Funk was too 
quick for the rest of the field. Her time of 107.67 left her 0.95 seconds 
ahead of Slovakia’s Jana Dukatova, with Slovenia’s Ursa Kragelj 3rd 
on 109.23. ‘I’m super happy; it was just awesome in front of all my 
friends and family,’ Funk said. ‘After the touch I was worried if it would 
be enough but I just told myself to go straight and fight. This result 
means so much for me because last year I messed up the Olympic 
selections so I just want to show my experience.’ German hopes for a 
double celebration were quashed by lightning fast Matej Benus, one 
of only two athletes to post a clean run on his way to the gold medal. 
He finished on 104.90, with Prague gold medallist Sideris Tasiadis on 
106.29 2nd and Franz Anton 3rd in 106.84.

‘I think it’s my third consecutive medal in Augsburg so I like this 
course,’ Benus said. ‘I didn’t take too many risks. I think I had a little 
bit of a slower start because I had some little mistakes but the rest was 
pretty good. It was pretty difficult for me to get back into paddling after 
the Olympics because I had so much media work and I didn’t have time 
to train a lot after the last World Cups but I think in the winter and 
the spring in Australia it was pretty good for me.’ Benus was the only 
medallist from Rio to feature in Sunday’s finals action. Olympic gold 
medallist Denis Gargaud Chanut finished 13th and bronze medallist 
Takuya Haneda of Japan was 18th. In the women’s K1 Rio gold 
medallist Maialen Chourraut finished 13th, silver medallist Luuka Jones 
of New Zealand was 12th and bronze medallist Jessica Fox was 11th.
ICF
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Top: Alexander 
Grimm.

Left: Giovanni 
De Gennaro.

Bottom:
Michal 

Martikan.

K1W: 1 R Funk, Deutschland, 103.85. 2 J Fox, Australia, 106.31. 3 E Tercelj, Slovenija, 109.17.
7 F Pennie, GB, 114.67. 16 M Franklin, GB.
K1M: 1 G De Gennaro, Italia, 92.83. 2 S Schubert, Deutschland, 95.78. 3 K Adachi, Nippon, 98.29.
C1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 101.46. 2 N Vilarrubla, España, 106.40. 3 R Lawrence, Australia, 111.46. 
9 K Woods, GB, 161.87. 18 J Royle, GB. 20 M Franklin, GB.
C1M: 1 M Martikan, Slovensko, 100.88. 2 S Tasiadis, Deutschland, 101.57.
3 A Burgess, GB, 101.76. 7 R Westley, GB, 105.76. 14 D Florence, GB.

Markkleeberg Slalom
Strong wind and a challenging course made life difficult for 

competitors on the opening day of the third World Cup in 
Markkleeberg, Germany, but, despite one or two nervous moments, the 
top competitors were all through to weekend action. Multiple women’s 
C1 world champion Jessica Fox and Rio Olympic K1 gold medallist Joe 
Clarke were two of the athletes needing second runs to get through to 
the semi finals in their event but Rio C1 gold medallist Denis Gargaud-
Chanut was back to his best, qualifying first in 95.50 ahead of Slovenia’s 
Benjamin Savsek in 95.86. ‘It was a good first run. I enjoyed the wind 
because I’m quite used to it in Marseille,’ Gargaud-Chanut said. ‘I think 
the course is just challenging enough. I was a little bit disappointed in 
Augsburg because I thought the course was a little bit too easy but that 
is not why I did not succeed. I just like trickier courses like this.’

Fox made up for a 50 second penalty for missing a gate on her first 
run by posting a time 3 seconds quicker than the time posted by Spain’s 
Nuria Vilarrubla in the first run of the C1. ‘It’s quite challenging and 
there’s a lot of stopper moves and, the first drop in the middle section, 
the water is moving really fast,’ Fox said. ‘When you’ve only got one 
blade it can be quite challenging but stopper moves are also where a lot 
of time can be made.’

In the men’s K1 Germany’s Alexander Grimm gave the home crowd 
reason to cheer by qualifying fastest in 89.92, just ahead of Australia’s 
Lucien Delfour in 90.02. Clarke was 34th after the first run but was 

second quickest on the next run. ‘It’s not the best of days but to 
get through is the main thing,’ Clarke said. ‘To be honest, I’m 
still not feeling the best, still trying to build back up again after 

the Olympics. I had a long time off and it’s showing in my paddling.’ 
Clarke’s Great Britain teammate Mallory Franklin continued her 
consistent 2017 season by qualifying fastest in the women’s K1, her time 
of 101.38 putting her ahead of the previous weekend’s Augsburg gold 
medallist, Ricarda Funk of Germany. Funk picked up a 2 second penalty 
to push her time back to 101.56. In the men’s C2, local heroes Franz 
Anton and Jan Benzien took just a long enough break from organizing 
the weekend’s World Cup to qualify fastest for Saturday’s semis in 
102.61, ahead of the Czech pair of Ondrej Karlovsky and Jakub Jane in 
102.78.

Italy’s Giovanni De Gennaro and Australia’s Jessica Fox waltzed 
away with World Cup titles in challenging weather conditions at 
Markkleeberg. Fox finished almost 5 seconds ahead of the next best 
paddler in the women’s C1 while De Gennaro had almost 3 seconds 
to spare on the rest of the field in the men’s K1 final. De Gennaro, a 
World Cup gold medallist on his home course in Ivrea last year, was the 
slowest qualifier coming into the final but turned that form on its head 
to post 92.83 in the final. ‘I didn’t expect this result. I’d had a really hard 
week,’ De Gennaro said. ‘I knew I could be fast but I didn’t expect this 
time. I never take anything for granted and I’ve been wondering a lot 
this season if I can be at this level. ‘It’s good to be on the top but I know 
there is still a lot to do.’ Germany’s Sebastian Schubert was 2nd in 95.78 
and Japan’s Kazuya Adachi 3rd in 98.29.

Fox was even more impressive in the C1. Nuria Vilarrubla posted 
what appeared to be a winning time of 106.40 before Fox sizzled 
down the course in a jaw dropping 101.46. Organizers had decided to 
remove two gates for the women to fit into the television schedule. ‘I 
was aggressive from start to finish and I got those stopper moves like 
I had visualized in my head so it’s nice when a run comes together 
like that,’ Fox said. ‘Two weeks ago we got accepted into the Olympics 
programme and now we can’t do the full course because they don’t 
think we are capable of it. I know that all the girls in that final are 
capable of doing that course.’ Fellow Australian Ros Lawrence picked 
up the bronze, finishing in 111.46.

In the men’s C2 it was a second 2017 World Cup gold medal for 
the Czech Republic’s Jonas Kaspar and Marek Sindler, who finished in 
108.95. ‘To be perfectly honest, our training here and our qualifications 
and semi finals were not so great, which was a bit scary, but the finals 
run set everything okay,’ Kaspar said. ‘It’s only the third race so we have 
to focus more on our training ahead of the next World Cups and the 
world championships.’

Ricarda Funk was just three years old when Michal Martikan won 
his first ever canoe slalom World Cup medal; on Sunday she joined the 
Slovak veteran in the winner’s circle. 25 year old Funk confirmed her 
standing as the fastest K1 paddler in the world in 2017 and 38 year old 
Martikan won 22 years after he won his first ever title, on the final day 
of the third World Cup. Funk was super quick in the semi finals and, 
outrageously, went even faster in the final, posting a time of 103.85 
to beat Jessica Fox by 2.46 seconds with Slovenia’s Eva Tercelj 3rd in 
109.97. The gold followed on from the equally impressive win on her 
home course in Augsburg one week before. ‘It was a good day today. I 
just felt good and I was very focussed and had fun on the water,’ Funk 
said. ‘I don’t know what is different now for me. My Europeans didn’t 
go so well so I just wanted to show what I could do.’

Almost two years to the day since Martikan won his last World 
Cup gold medal, the 19th of his career, he added a 20th on Sunday, 
beating Germany’s Sideris Tasiadis by 0.69 seconds on the difficult 
Markkleeberg course. Martikan’s time was 100.88, with Great Britain’s 
Adam Burgess 3rd in 101.76. ‘It doesn’t happen every day so this 
is really a very good feeling,’ the five time Olympian said. ‘I enjoy 
paddling every time and it’s much better when you can win. I can 
absolutely say that I love canoe slalom.’
ICF

Burgess third on challenging course

Germany’s Florian Breuer in C1.

Glejtekova with a backdrop of water.

Local paddler Jakub Grigar.

World U23/J Championships
Czech Lukas Rohan qualified fastest for the semi finals of the men’s 

C1 on the opening day of the U23 and junior world championships in 
Bratislava, Slovakia.

Rohan finished in a time of 92.63, more than one second ahead of 
leading local hope Marko Mirgorodsky in 93.70, with another Czech, 
Vaclav Chaloupka, third in 95.05.

Germany’s Florian Breuer, who was hoping to defend his 2016 U23 
world title this week, finished fourth.

‘It was a safe run and now I’m onto the next run so that’s great,’ 
Breuer said.

‘I’m looking forward to getting the chance to defend my title but 
it will be hard because everyone else is keeping up. We will see what 
comes around.

‘It’s a bit different now because you gain some experience and you 
know how to deal with the situation with the finals, semi finals and 
qualification so you can be a bit more calm than the others.

‘There is some pressure on you but I like it.’
Breuer’s 2017 campaign suffered a setback earlier this year when he 

contracted a mystery illness, which led to his shedding a lot of weight in 
less than a week and missing senior selection.

‘I’m not that happy because I’m not able to race World Cups and 
world championships this year,’ he said, ‘but I got to finish my police 
education so I got to concentrate on that. I will take my experience 
from the U23 worlds with me and next year I will be in the senior 
category and we will see what comes around.’

Czechs dominated the junior C1 event with Vojtech Heger quickest 
in 96.45 and team mate Matyas Lhota second in 96.62.

French teenager Alexis Bobon was third in 102.12.
In the U23 mixed C2 it was the Czech pairing of Jana Matulkova and 

Adam Lerch who qualified first.
Two of the biggest names competing at this world championships had 

their colours lowered on Wednesday but both were safely through to 
their respective semi finals.

Leading local paddler and Rio Olympian Jakub Grigar qualified 
in eleventh place for the U23 K1 semi finals while multiple world 
champion and twice Olympic medallist Jessica Fox finished second in 
the U23 women’s C1.

France’s Mathieu Desnos was fastest in the K1, his time of 84.06 
putting him ahead of Germany’s Stefan Hengst in 84.56 with another 
Frenchman, Pol Oulhen, third in 86.13.

20 year old Grigar, twice a world junior champion and the defending 
U23 title holder, said he felt flat even before the race started.

‘I didn’t really enjoy the run,’ Grigar said.
‘I felt a little bit bad from the beginning until the end. I’m happy I 

made the semi final but, hopefully, it is going to be better on Friday.’
Austria’s Viktoria Wolffhardt surprised even herself with her fast time 

in the first run of the U23 C1, posting an error free time of 111.89 to 
put her ahead of Fox on 113.57 with European champion Kimberley 
Woods of Great Britain third in 113.92.

‘I was really surprised when I came to the finish because the run 
didn’t feel so well,’ Wolffhardt said.

‘I haven’t had so much training in C1 because I had surgery on my 
knee so I haven’t been able to get into my C1 for quite a long time.

‘I’m still not secure in my C1 but it gets better with every session 
I’m doing so I’m so happy with my result today. I still feel it. I’m sitting 
differently in my boat; it’s not the same on both sides.’

In the junior events Czech Tomas Lima was quickest in the K1, in 
a clean time of 88.04. Austria’s Felix Oschmautz was second fastest in 
91.76 but also had four seconds in penalties.

‘It was a good run. I felt a bit of hesitation but from half of the run I 
felt really comfortable in the water and I knew if I brought it to the line 
it will be okay,’ Oschmautz said.

‘It means a lot to me because this is my last junior worlds so I want to 
show off my skills and have a good race.’

Another Czech was quickest in the junior women’s C1 with Eva 
Rihova one of the few paddlers to post a clean run.

Rihova finished in 112.81 seconds with Poland’s Aleksandra Stach 
second in 115.13 and Germany’s Andrea Herzog third in 116.35.

‘I’m happy because the run went how I wanted it to,’ Rihova said.
‘The jump is so hard and, being a left gate and I’m paddling on the 

right side, it makes it a bit hard for me.’
Austria’s Lisa Leitner had a point to prove when she set off on her 

opening K1 run, her return to competition after being suspended by 
her federation for two World Cups.

16 year old Czech Antonie Galuskova was the quickest qualifier in 
the women’s junior K1 while Slovakia’s Gewissler and Skakala were 
fastest in the U23 men’s C2 and Czech’s Pohanka and Wendl were 
fastest in the men’s junior C2.

Leitner was disqualified at the European Championships for an 
underweight boat and the Austrian federation then disqualified her for 
two World Cups.

22 year old Leitner responded on Thursday with a cracking first run, 
setting the fastest time of 91.88, more than four seconds quicker than 
multiple world champion Jessica Fox in 96.21 with Great Britain’s 
Mallory Franklin third in 97.61.

‘It was really fun to race. I just felt really lucky today,’ Leitner said.
‘On every upstream I could do it with a sweep. I didn’t plan it like 

that; it just happened. It was fun to race.
‘Is it luck? I don’t know but if you just have fun of course you are 

going to be lucky because it’s just the right feeling.’
Galuskova posted a time of 101.78, with Antonia Oschmautz second 

in 102.59 and Andrea Herzog third in 103.72.
‘My run was really good. I enjoyed every second,’ Galuskova said.
‘Sometimes my training was bad and I was really scared but 

everything is just fine. I was a bit slow.
‘This is a big experience for me.’
Jakub Grigar landed an emotional home town win and Mallory 

Franklin broke through for her first big win of 2017 on Friday.
Grigar, the defending world U23 K1 champion and a twice world 

Franklin takes world C1 title
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K1WJ: 1 A Galuskova, Ceskà, 104.27. 2 E Mintalova, Slovensko, 105.15.
3 L Nesnidalova, Ceskà, 105.72. 8 M Hamer-Evans, GB, 114.37. 17 B Forrow, GB.
K1WU23: 1 J Fox, Australia, 101.21. 2 A Satila, Brasil, 102.69. 3 K Zwolinska, Polska, 103.61. 
7 K Woods, GB, 109.81. 15 M Franklin, GB.
K1MJ: 1 F Oschmautz, Österreich, 92.18. 2 T Zima, Ceskà, 94.16. 3 J Barta, Ceskà, 95.67.
19 D Paterson, GB.
K1MU23: 1 J Grigar, Slovensko, 89.86. 2 M Leitner, Österreich, 91.81.
3 M Desnos, France, 93.51. 4 C Bowers, GB, 94.67. 5 B Forbes-Cryans, GB, 98.48.
C1WJ: 1 A Herzog, Deutschland, 116.20. 2 S Stanovska, Slovensko, 117.49.
3 M Bertoncelli, Italia, 126.60. 11 E Miller, GB. 14 B Forrow, GB.
C1WU23: 1 M Franklin, GB, 109.08. 2 T Fiserova, Ceskà, 112.25. 3 K Woods, GB, 113.95.
13 E Gibson, GB.
C1MJ: 1 K Sztuba, Polska, 97.12. 2 M Trave, España, 98.36.
3 L Tuchscherer, Deutschland, 102.77. 9 P Linksted, GB, 117.33.
C1MU23: 1 M Mirgorodsky, Slovensko, 93.48. 2 V Chaloupka, Ceskà, 94.45.
3 F Breuer, Deutschland, 95.49. 8 T Abbott, GB, 103.56. 14 S Ibbotson, GB.
K1WJT: 1 Deutschland, 131.16. 2 France, 137.48. 3 Slovensko, 137.78. 5 GB, 150.74.
K1WU23T: 1 Ceskà, 125.88. 2 GB, 139.42, 3 Australia, 143.76.
K1MJT: 1 Deutschland, 109.54. 2 España, 113.13. 3 Ceskà, 113.78. 16 GB, 192.59.
K1MU23T: 1 Deutschland, 105.28. 2 Slovenija, 106.11. 3 France, 108.42. 11 GB, 117.87.
C1WJT: 1 Deutschland, 228.51. 2 Slovensko, 234.12. 3 Ceskà, 242.52. 4 GB, 247.00.
C1WU23T: 1 GB, 139.27. 2 España, 152.17. 3 Ceskà, 155.08.
C1MU23T: 1 Ceskà, 111.49. 2 GB, 113.81. 3 France, 114.54.

junior champion, won the U23 title in a time of 89.86 seconds, almost 
two seconds clear of Mario Leitner in 91.89 with Mathieu Desnos 3rd 
in 93.51.

‘It feels pretty amazing,’ Grigar said.
‘It was pretty good today. I just sat on the water. I didn’t feel too good 

but I felt okay so I just tried to warm up as well as possible.
‘For sure this is really special winning the world championships title 

in front of your home crowd; it’s really amazing. I’ve met a lot of people 
that told me they came to watch me and they came for me. It was 
pretty awesome.’

Mallory Franklin notched up her first U23 world championship gold 
and her first major title of 2017 by winning the women’s C1 in 109.08 
with Czech Tereza Fiserova 2nd in 112.25 and European champion 
Kimberley Woods 3rd in 113.95.

Pre race favourite Jessica Fox picked up a 50 second penalty for 
missing a gate and finished 10th.

‘I’ve struggled a bit this year, in C1 not K1. I’ve felt a little bit 
unsteady in my boat,’ Franklin said, ‘so it’s really nice to have that run 
come out and get the win.

‘That run just showed that if I keep going at it I’ll get there.’
Felix Oschmautz was an impressive winner in the junior K1, posting 

a time of 92.18 with Czechs Tomas Zima and Jan Barta filling the 
minor placings.

‘This feels really good, especially after two silver medals; this is a really 
big goal for me,’ Oschmautz said.

‘I was already really happy because I knew my run was really good 
so I knew Tomas would have to do a really super run but I would have 
been happy with a silver medal or any medal.’

The women’s junior C1 title went to Andrea Herzog, her time of 
116.20 putting her ahead of home town favourite Sona Stanovska in 
117.49 with Italy’s Marta Bertoncelli 3rd in 126.60.

‘I feel very lucky and so happy. I can’t believe it,’ Herzog said.
‘I was so nervous watching the other girls but I knew I had done a 

good run and I thought maybe it could be a medal.’
There were more celebrations for the host country with Matus 

Gewissler and Juraj Skakala winning the U23 men’s C2 title while 
Pohanka and Wendl won the junior C2.

Australia’s Jessica Fox bounced back from heartbreak 24 hours 
earlier to win at her final individual appearance at the world U23 
championships and teenager Marko Mirgorodsky successfully made the 
transition from junior to U23, taking the men’s C1 gold to add to the 
two junior gold medals he won in 2015 and 2016.

On Friday Fox, a London silver medallist and Rio bronze medallist, 
was left devastated after a 50 second penalty robbed her of a certain gold 
medal in the final of the U23 C1.

On Saturday she showed her class, racing within herself to ensure she 
would snare a fourth consecutive U23 K1 gold.

‘There are days when you can have great big lows and to come 
around and get back out there, it’s what I love,’ Fox said.

‘This is 50 times sweeter that yesterday. Yesterday was pretty draining 
emotionally. I gave everything in that run and afterwards I was very 
upset emotionally.

‘Today I didn’t want to give the video judges any chance of giving 
me an asterisk or a 50. I wanted to be middle of the gates. I definitely 
had that fire from yesterday.’

Fox finished in 101.21, ahead of Brazil’s Ana Satila in 102.69 and 
Poland’s Klaudia Zwolinska in 103.61.

Marko Mirgorodsky was the last paddler on the water in the C1 final 
but quickly overcame any nerves with an error free run that thrilled the 
Slovakian crowd.

Mirgorodsky finished in 93.48, well in front of Vaclav Chaloupka 
(94.45) and defending champion Florian Bauer of Germany in 95.49.

‘It’s perfect. I don’t know what to say except it is perfect,’ 
Mirgorodsky said.

‘I was a little bit tired. It was a bit hard for me because I could hear 
that Florian and Vaclav had done good times.

‘This is special for me because home is home and the atmosphere was 
great.’

In other results Antonie Galuskova won the junior K1 title in a time 
of 104.27 with Slovakia’s Eliska Mintalova 2nd in 105.15 and fellow 
Czech Lucie Nesnidalova 3rd in 105.72.

‘It’s amazing. I was so happy just that I made the final,’ Galuskova said.
‘It means a lot because it means I can fight against all the good girls.’
The junior men’s C1 title went to Poland’s Kacpar Sztuba, who had 

struggled in the opening rounds but had hit top form for the semi finals 
and then the final, winning in a time of 97.12.

His time was 1.24 seconds quicker than Spain’s Miguel Trave with 
Germany’s Lennard Tuchscherer 3rd in 102.77.

‘This is great for me, I’ve waited for this for two years,’ Sztuba said.
‘In Brazil (2015) I was 2nd and this is big. It is my last year as a junior 

and now I am a world champion.’
The U23 C2 mixed was won by Russia’s Alsu Minazova and Aleksal 

Popov.
Germany dominated the teams competition on the final day, winning 

four out of a possible eight titles, but the Czech Republic was the most 
successful nation for the entire world championships, winning the 
Nations Cup ahead of host nation Slovakia with Germany 3rd.

The Germans were particularly strong in the junior teams 
competition on the final day, winning the women’s K1 and C1 as well 
as the men’s K1. The also won the men’s U23 K1 title.

The Czech Republic picked up three titles, in the women’s U23 K1, 
men’s U23 C1 and men’s junior C1.

The only other nation to pick up a medal on the final day was Great 
Britain with their women’s U23 C1 team finishing ahead of Spain and 
the Czech Republic.

As well as three gold medals, Czech teams picked up bronze medals 
in the junior C1 women and K1 men, along with their third in the U23 
C1 women.

Spain finished the day with three silver medals, Great Britain had two 
silvers to add to their gold and France finished with one silver and three 
bronze medals.
ICF

K1W: 1 R Funk, Deutschland, 97.80. 2 J Fox, Australia, 98.94. 3 L Leitner, Österreich, 99.44.
K1M: 1 V Prindis, Ceskà, 87.15. 2 M Smolen, USA, 87.44. 3 P Kauzer, Solvenija, 89.31.
6 Z Franklin, GB, 92.97.
C1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 100.83. 2 V Wolffhardt, Österreich, 111.57. 3 T Fiserova, Ceskà, 115.70.
5 J Royle, GB, 121.42. 15 B Forrow, GB.
C1M: 1 S Tasiadis, Deutschland, 91.10. 2 A Slafkovsky, Slovensko, 91.97.
3 M Benus, Slovensko, 94.17. 18 T Quinn, GB.

GB women’s K1 team.

Ivrea Slalom
Twice Olympian Corinna Kuhnle unleashed one of the best canoe 

slalom runs of her career, recording a time more than 6 seconds faster 
than the next best paddler on the opening day of the fourth World 
Cup in Ivrea. The Austrian’s K1 time of 91.67 seconds shocked her 
opponents, with twice Olympic medallist Jessica Fox the next fastest in 
97.69. ‘I felt good coming here and I was excited to be on the start line 
again,’ Kuhnle said. ‘I did a lot of training here last year leading up to 
our Olympic selections, so I knew this course pretty well coming here 
today.’

Another to take advantage of local knowledge was Italian Zeno Ivaldi, 
who scorched down his new home course in a time more than a second 
faster that the next best paddler in the men’s K1. Ivaldi’s time of 87.83, 
a full 1.02 seconds quicker than Poland’s Maciej Okreglak, was even 
more meritorious considering he had not been feeling well in the lead 
up to Friday’s heats. ‘I didn’t feel really good this morning because I had 
a fever but then I just said “Okay, I know this course. I just have to do 
an ordinary run to qualify,”’ he said. ‘It’s always fun to race at home, to 
wake up in your own bed, go down to the course, find your friends; it’s 
so much fun like this.’

Earlier, Fox had set the pace in the women’s C1, picking up a 
late penalty for a gate touch but still managing to be the quickest 
qualifier. The Australian posted a time of 113.52, just 0.17 seconds ahead 
of Austria’s Viktoria Wolffhardt, who had a clean run, with Brazil’s Ana 
Satila third fastest on a course where overnight rain had turned the 
water brown. ‘It’s been a while since our last World Cup so the first run 
you feel the nerves again and you’re not sure of the competition,’ Fox 
said. ‘The course is quite open so I’m expecting it be a little bit harder 
in the semis but it is a hard river; it’s still a challenging race course. The 
water colour’s definitely changed and that really does have an impact. 
Visually, you can tell the difference; the waves are different colours and 
they look bigger sometimes.’

Ultra consistent Slovakian Matej Benus was the quickest in the 
men’s C1, his time of 93.55 half a second faster than Italy’s Roberto 
Colazingari. The Olympic silver medallist, having his first slalom run 
at Ivrea, said there was room for improvement. ‘I feel pretty good but 
I’m not that satisfied with my run because there were too many small 
mistakes,’ he said. ‘This is my first time here. I really love the course. It 
feels like we’re part of nature.’ In the men’s C2 the Czech Republic’s 
Jonas Kaspar and Marek Sindler in 101.00 were the fastest qualifiers, 
ahead of Germany’s Robert Behling and Thomas Becker, who had to 
have a second run after breaking their paddle in the first qualifier.

Jessica Fox and Czech Vit Prindis both recorded their third World 
Cup wins of the 2017 season, storming to victory on Saturday. Their 
wins could not have been more different; Fox, a triple C1 world 
champion, finished more than 10 seconds ahead of Viktoria Wolffhardt 
while Prindis finished just 0.29 seconds ahead of the USA’s Michal 
Smolen in the men’s K1. In the men’s C2 it was a return to the top of 
the podium for Slovak cousins Ladislav and Peter Skantar, the Olympic 
gold medallists in Rio. Fox won in stunning fashion, posting a time of 
100.83 to finish well ahead of Wolffhardt on 111.57, with Czech Tereza 

Fiserova 3rd. ‘I gave it everything,’ Fox said. ‘I’m really thrilled with that 
run. I love this course. I have great memories in Ivrea and to win again 
here is fantastic.’

Prindis started 2017 in career best form, winning the K1 at the 
opening two World Cups before a back injury kept him out of the 
final in Markkleeberg, but he was one of the only top ten paddlers this 
year to make it into Saturday’s final, his 87.15 just enough to edge out 
Smolen on 87.44. ‘I didn’t expect that this many times I would be on 
the top in the World Cups,’ Prindis said. ‘I was hoping today that maybe 
I would make the final and then maybe make the top three. The water is 
quite difficult and we only had a few sessions before the races so that is 
not enough to be comfortable with the water.’

Slovenia’s Peter Kauzer finished 3rd. Ladislav and Peter Skantar have 
struggled in 2017 to find their gold medal winning form from the Rio 
Olympics but broke through in Ivrea in 100.99 to take C2 gold, ahead 
of Robert Behling and Thomas Becker. ‘We have three weeks until 
the World Championships and we feel very good because it is what is 
important,’ Ladislav Skantar said. Saturday’s results extended the lead of 
Fox and Prindis in the World Cup standings with the World Cup final 
to be held in La Seu d’Urgell in Spain the next weekend while Jonas 
Kaspar and Marek Sindler led the C2 standings.

Germany celebrated double gold on the final day with Ricarda Funk 
notching her third consecutive K1 title and Sideris Tasiadis his second 
C1 title for 2017. Funk had been unbeatable since the second World 
Cup of the season and had opened up a commanding lead on the 
overall standings for 2017. Her time of 97.80 in Sunday’s final, including 
a two second penalty, left her 1.14 seconds ahead of Jessica Fox, with 
Austria’s Lisa Leitner finishing 3rd. ‘I’m feeling really good,’ Funk 
said. ‘Yes, there is a little bit of pressure but I am paddling for me and 
not for anyone else so I’m trying to do my best and I want to be 
satisfied at the finish. Maybe I’m more focussed this year or maybe it’s 
experience.’

Tasiadis was also enjoying a stellar 2017, winning two World Cup 
gold medals and two silver medals in a strong consistent performance in 
a discipline which is very even. ‘It’s been an incredible year for me until 
now because at every World Cup I have been on the podium,’ Tasiadis 
said. ‘I think this year I am not so much under pressure because it is not 
an Olympic year. I want to come to the races and have fun. Every year 
in C1 you have to do a perfect run because if you are not on the line 
or do one penalty second you will not be able to win the race.’ Tasiadis 
finished in a time of 91.10 with Slovakia’s Alexander Slafkovsky 2nd in 
91.97 and team mate Matej Benus third.
ICF

One win for Fox but by over 10 seconds

La Seu d’Urgell Slalom
Two of the Rio gold medallists had to do it the hard way but 

all four were safely through to weekend action at the World Cup 
final at the venue where the sport made its Olympic return 25 years 
ago. Great Britain’s Joseph Clarke in the men’s K1 and France’s Denis 
Gargaud Chanut in the men’s C1 needed second runs at the Seu 
d’Urgell slalom course, the home of canoe slalom at the Barcelona 
Olympics in 1992. Spain’s Maialen Chourraut gave the local fans 
plenty to cheer about when she qualified sixth fastest behind series 
leader Ricarda Funk in the women’s K1. Germany’s Funk was chasing 
a fourth consecutive World Cup title and recorded a perfect run of 
102.37 to finish ahead of Olympic silver and bronze medallist Jessica 
Fox of Australia, on 103.28. Clarke made a disastrous return to racing, 
picking up 100 seconds in penalties for missing two gates on his first 
run but then made amends on his second journey down the course 
to qualify comfortably for Saturday’s semi finals. Fastest qualifier in 
the K1 was France’s Boris Neveu on 91.52, ahead of Czech Jiri 
Prskavec on 92.04. Gargaud Chanut was 28th after his first run behind 
Slovakia’s Alexander Slafkovsky before finding his form on the second 

run. Slafkovsky’s time of 97.37 was 0.70 second quicker than series 
leader Sideris Tasiadis, on 98.07. Local star Nuria Vilarrubla showed 
the benefit of local knowledge to qualify fastest in the women’s C1, 
posting a time of 114.07 with Austria’s Viktoria Wolffhardt second 
on 114.46. Fox, chasing a fourth consecutive World Cup, was sixth 
fastest. In the men’s C2 Olympic gold medallist cousins Ladislav and 
Peter Skantar of Slovakia picked up 6 seconds in penalties, the most in 
the field, to qualify 10th for the semi finals behind French pair Gauthier 
Klauss and Matthieu Peche. The Frenchmen recorded a time of 106.59, 
ahead of the Czech Jonas Kaspar and Marek Sindler in 107.45.

Nuria Vilarrubla thrilled a big home crowd, snatching gold in the 
women’s C1, but her win could not deny Jessica Fox the 2017 C1 
World Cup title. Slovenia’s Peter Kauzer posted one of the closest wins 
of the season, his time of 86.96 a mere 0.04 second ahead of Boris 
Neveu in the men’s K1. Czech Vit Prindis finished 6th in the final, 
enough to secure him the overall 2017 K1 title. The biggest drama of 
the day came in the men’s C2 with Germany’s Robert Behling and 
Thomas Becker winning and, in doing so, overtaking Jonas Kaspar and 
Marek Sindler for the season’s title. Kaspar and Sindler finished 4th 

Woods takes fourth place
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Leiner back from disqualification.



K1WP: 1 H Bailey, Stafford & Stone, 120.94. 2 D Cooil, Tees Tigers/Hydrasports, 123.13.
3 N Setchell, Holme Pierrepont/Gem, 123.80.
K1W1: 1 S Winfield, Holme Pierrepont, 128.94. 2 A Brown, Holme Pierrepont, 137.68.
3 H Clements, Shepperton, 138.85.
K1MP: 1 Z Allin, Tees Tigers, 103.73. 2 E Vernon, Holme Pierrepont, 103.92.
3 R Baudot, Nottingham Surf, 103.99.
K1M1: 1 W Abbott, Mold, 109.74. 2 D Davies, Llandysul, 111.23.
3 A Hulbert, Breadalbane, 111.33.
K1MP/1VSat: 1 P Carol, Bala, 226.34. 2 P Beever, Holme Pierrepont, 233.29.
K1MP/1VSun: 1 P Carol, Bala, 182.90. 2 B Grundy, Harefield, 191.71.
3 A Setchell, Holme Pierrpont/Gem, 220.72.
OffSat: 1 R Vernon, Holme Pierrepont, 122.62. 2 L Kevane, Lower Wharfe, 132.34.
3 C Wood, Lee Valley, 138.45.
OffSun: 1 K Rozentals, Stafford & Stone, 107.79. 2 B Haylett, Holme Pierrepont, 109.37.
3 T Newman, Tyne Valley, 110.55.
C1WP: 1 D Cooil, Tees Tigers/Hydrasports, 133.02. 2 S Olgilvie, Central Cats, 135.80.
3 E Fletcher, Holme Pierrepont/Autocraft Drivetrain Solutions, 147.60.
C1W1: 1 M Calvert, Lee Valley, 149.07. 2 V Humphrey, Shepperton, 152.60.
3 A Glendenning, Proteus, 158.26.
C1MP: 1 A Johnstone, Hydrasports/TJ Composites, 113.67. 2 R Davies, Bala, 113.81.
3 A Gibson, Strathallan, 115.72.
C1M1: 1 I McBride, Breadalbane, 125.57. 2 T Lunny, Shepperton, 127.13.
3 J Burrow, Kingston, 128.15.
C2P/1: 1 Roden/Roden, Stafford & Stone, 150.68.Holme Pierrepont have a vacancy for a gardener.Local Remi Baudot was 3rd in Premier K1, here in C1.

Hannah Clements was 3rd in Division 1.

Evie Fletcher, 3rd in Premier C1.

Sophie Ogilvie was 2nd in women’s Premier C1.

Vanessa Humphrey of Shepperton, 2nd in Division 1 C1.

Sophie Winfield in C1 but winner of Division 1 K1.James Bailey of Stafford & Stone.

WC F
K1W: 1 R Funk, Deutschland, 96.82. 2 J Fox, Australia, 97.63. 3 M Chourraut, España, 98.15.
15 K Woods, GB.
K1M: 1 P Kauzer, Solvenija, 86.96. 2 B Neveu, France, 87.00. 3 J Prskavec, Ceskà, 88.69.
13 J Clarke, GB. 17 B Forbes-Cryans, GB.
C1W: 1 N Vilarrubla, España, 108.37. 2 J Fox, Australia, 110.89. 3 N Weratschnig, Österreich, 
113.01. 4 K Woods, GB, 113.54. 6 M Franklin, GB, 114.52. 17 E Gibson, GB.
C1M: 1 B Savsek, Slovenija, 94.12. 2 A Slafkovsky, Slovensko, 94.25. 3 M Thomas, France, 94.56. 
5 R Westley, GB, 95.61. 16 D Florence, GB.

which gave them 310 points overall, 2 points less than the Germans. ‘We 
had not such a good start to the season but we have been on the 
podium for the past four World Cups so we hope we keep that form 
going forward to the worlds,’ Behling said.

Vilarrubla showed in Spain she is almost impossible to beat, defending 
the title she won on the same course last year. ‘It was a hard run and I 
did some mistakes but I felt a lot from my heart with the crowd and 
my family and I’m so happy with that,’ she said. ‘This season has been 
sometimes low, sometimes high, both emotionally and physically, but 
finally I am happy to arrive at this stage of the season and looking 
towards the worlds with ambition and feeling really strong.’ Fox picked 
up 4 seconds in penalties on Saturday, which put her 2.52 seconds 
behind Vilarrubla, with Austria’s Nadine Weratschnig 3rd.

Likewise, Jiri Prskavec was denied gold in the men’s K1 after picking 
up a 2 second penalty, his time of 88.69 relegating him to 3rd behind 
Kauzer’s 86.96. ‘I was fighting until the end, even though I was a little 

bit slower at the top,’ Kauzer said. ‘This is the place where I won my 
first World Cup race and this win is my tenth win so I’m happy to get 
that. ‘The first part of the season I was not happy with but I’ve fixed 
what went wrong. I’ve got my old boat, my Olympic boat, in which I 
feel more comfortable.’
ICF

Zach Franklin, 3rd in the British Open, contests the heats. Bradley Forbes-Cryans, runner up at the Lee Valley course.

Holme Pierrepont Slalom
Holme Pierrepont was an event of two halves. Saturday offered 

Premier paddlers a sunny day with calm conditions whereas Division 
1 paddlers on Sunday had it overcast, the wind filling in later and rain 
arriving towards the end of the afternoon.

A clash with World Cup events and looming world championships 
left a shortage of top names in the Premier classes. Filling the leading 
places were local paddlers and others from North Wales, northeast 
England and central Scotland in particular. Lois Leaver even managed 
to fit in slalom Premier K1 with joining her K4 crew in the adjacent 
national sprint championships.

A sign of the times was the presence of only one C2, the Rodens, 
while nearly 40 women’s C1s were on the water, a tremendous 
expansion of this latter category. It was suggested that it was sexist to 

start them at 90 second intervals rather than the minute intervals given 
to the men. Perhaps it was just common sense rather than pandering to 
political correctness as study of almost any set of results with show the 
men at an advantage. Indeed, the sprint ACM on the Saturday evening 
put the case for accepting that the expected time difference between 
men and women in sprint regattas should be increased from 10% to 
13%, based on analysis of results.

Women’s C1 times
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Sindler who qualified fastest. They posted a time of 90.04 to edge out 
Olympic gold medallists Peter and Ladislav Skantar of Slovakia.

Among the big surprises of the day was the failure of Poland’s 
Mateusz Polaczyk, a two time world championship silver medallist and 
2013 bronze medallist, to make the K1 semi finals.

Polaczyk, the reigning silver medallist, would be joined on the 
sidelines by the USA’s Michal Smolen, the bronze medallist at the last 
world championships.

Frenchman Denis Gargaud-Chanut responded to the pressures of 
competing in front of a capacity home crowd by posting the fastest 
qualifying C1 time and France won the only gold medal on offer on 
Thursday with Margaux Henry and Yves Prigent winning the C2 
mixed final.

Meanwhile two time Olympian Fiona Pennie continued Great 
Britain’s strong start to the world championships by qualifying fastest in 
the women’s K1.

Even with a 2 second penalty for a gate touch, Gargaud-Chanut was 
more than half a second quicker than Slovenia’s Benjamin Savsek with 
Italian Raffaello Ivaldi third.

Gargaud-Chanut said despite posting the quickest time he was not 
thrilled with his effort.

‘I’m not happy about that run but I’m really happy because I enjoyed 
the crowd,’ Gargaud-Chanut said.

‘Today the feeling was okay; now I just need to refocus and not lose 
energy too much so I can be ready for Saturday.’

The 2016 Rio gold medallist had been one of the faces of the 
world championships in the lead up to the event and said it gave him a 
different feeling in the lead up to Thursday.

‘You never know how you are going to feel the tension on the start 
and that’s something I like with this sport,’ he said.

‘You show up and you’re naked in front of the crowd and you need 
to show your skills every time.

‘The most enjoyable part of the race was that the crowd was giving 
us energy; we were very well supported and I don’t think the other 
athletes are being forgotten. I feel the crowd is supporting everyone.’

Pennie, a 2014 world championship silver medallist at Deep Creek in 
the USA, was the fastest in qualifying for the K1. Her time of 86.41 put 
her ahead of 2017 World Cup winner Ricarda Funk in 86.76.

The C2 mixed final, a new event in the canoe slalom world 
championship programme, was won by the Henry and Prigent in 

105.37 seconds, with Italians Stefanie Horn and Niccolo Ferrari 2nd in 
106.09.

French canoeing fans were celebrating after C2 pair Gauthier Klauss 
and Matthieu Peche took an emotional gold medal.

Ondrej Tunka took a shock K1 gold medal after Slovenia’s Peter 
Kauzer received a late penalty while Mallory Franklin stormed to gold 
in the women’s C1 after just managing to qualify for the final.

Klauss and Peche were the third crew down the course in the final, 
and picked up a 2 second penalty which put a medal in doubt but when 
the Olympic gold medallists, cousins Ladislav and Peter Skantar, fell just 
0.07 seconds, the home crowd erupted.

‘It was a really close C2 final. I hope all crowd and all the canoeing 
family will never forget about C2, who we are and who we will be,’ 
Klauss said.

‘There is a lot of emotion. We gave everything we have; we are 
completely exhausted. It’s important because this may be the last race 
for C2; we can be world champions for the rest of our lives.’

Tunka qualified ninth fastest for the K1 final after struggling to make 
the semi finals but posted a perfect run of 91.84 to take top spot.

Vit Prindis was just 0.02 seconds behind while Peter Kauzer crossed 
the line believing he had won in a time of 90.13, only to attract a late 2 
second penalty which relegated him to bronze.

It was Tunka’s first podium finish for 2017.
‘I think this was my first good run in the final. I’m very happy for it 

but I still don’t know what’s happening now,’ he said.
‘I felt good. I was a little bit nervous but on the water I felt really 

good. No one expected me to win. I could only surprise so I could 
really go for it.’

After qualifying fastest for the C1 semi finals Franklin had a 
disappointing run in the semi finals, squeezing into the final in last 
position, but after posting a 109.09 in the final she knew she was a 
strong chance for a medal and when three time world champion Jessica 
Fox ran into trouble with three gate touches, the gold was hers.

‘After quite a tough year it’s really good,’ Franklin said.
‘I’ve had some really not very good semi final runs but I’ve had some 

Jessica Fox claims one of her most impressive wins. Ondrej Tunka took an unexpected win for the Czech Republic.

Mallory Franklin failed to make the K1 final.

Joe Clark took 6th place.

World Championships
Medals were evenly split on the opening day of the world 

championships in Pau with Germany, Slovakia, Great Britain and the 
Czech Republic all tasting glory in the team events in France.

Slovakia’s C1 team of Matej Benus, Alexander Slafkovsky and Michal 
Martikan, dubbed slalom’s ‘dream team’ after victory at the 2015 world 
championships, once again showed their dominance with a convincing 
win over Great Britain and France.

The Slovakians were three seconds faster than the silver medallists.
‘I think it is very hard to find three canoeists like we are,’ Slafkovsky 

said.
‘We are so close to each other everyone knows what to do on the 

water. You need some luck and then you can see a run like we did today.
‘We never train together. The team run is very hard to train; we just 

talk about how we will take the distances and every one of us knows 
what to do on the water so it’s not necessary to train.’

The German women’s K1 team could boast former world champion 
Jasmin Schornberg and the form paddler of 2017, Ricarda Funk, 
alongside Lisa Fritsche, which proved a winning combination.

The Germans finished in 103.60, just pipping Austria in 103.80, with 
Australia more than 4 seconds back in the bronze medal position.

For Schornberg victory came ten years after she won her first world 
championship in the women’s K1.

‘It was fun; it was the perfect run,’ she said.
‘After ten years another gold medal is fantastic.’
Vit Prindis has been the stand out paddler in men’s K1 in 2017 

and, alongside 2016 Olympian Jiri Prskavec and the consistent Ondrej 
Tunka, the Czech Republic were always going to be the team to beat in 
the team event.

They lived up to expectations with a sizzling run of 93.06, more than 
1 second ahead of France, with Slovenia in the bronze medal position.

‘This is the best way to start a world championships,’ Prindis said.
‘I am super happy that in one year we have won the European and 

world championship titles. It’s a great feeling. I couldn’t imagine a better 
start.’

Great Britain’s Mallory Franklin and Kimberley Woods have been 
two of the more consistent performers in the women’s C1 in 2017 and, 
alongside Eilidh Gibson, proved unbeatable.

They finished in 117.63, ahead of Australia in 119.28, with the Czech 
Republic 3rd.

‘We’ve been wanting this championship title for a while so to come 
here and start the championships with a really good win gives a lot of 

confidence to all three of us going into the individual races,’ Woods said.
‘It’s exciting to have the teams event at the start; it’s a way to bring 

the teams together before the main competition starts.’
Britain’s Joe Clarke and Mallory Franklin set the early pace on 

Wednesday.
Clarke, the 2016 Rio Olympic K1 gold medallist, was fastest in the 

perfect conditions while Franklin had her best run of the season to 
qualify quickest in the women’s C1.

Clarke’s time of 77.90 put him more than half a second ahead of 
2017 World Cup series champion Czech Vit Prindis, with Spain’s 
Samuel Hernanz third.

‘I didn’t realize it was going to be quite that good,’ Clarke said.
‘I just went out there to do the best I could possibly do and that was 

good.
‘I feel quite positive. I’ve done quite a lot of training here to prepare 

for this event as best as possible. The sun is shining so I can’t complain.
‘I would have liked to have won some races this year but it’s kind of 

building back up. It’s a four year cycle. I’m trying to get back to where I 
was last year.’

Franklin had her best run ever on the Pau course to qualify fastest in 
the women’s C1.

23 year old Franklin whistled down the course in 95.52 seconds, 
1.59 seconds ahead of local hope Claire Jacquet, with Spain’s Nuria 
Vilarrubla, a winner in La Seu at the last World Cup of the season, 
qualifying third.

Jacquet picked up a 2 second penalty for a gate touch but there could 
be no denying Franklin.

‘It was a really good run today. I kept everything together,’ Franklin 
said.

‘It was probably the best ever run I’ve done on Pau, which is quite 
nice. It’s a good way to start the racing so I’m looking forward to the 
rest of it.

‘The team run gave me a bit of confidence to keep the pressure on 
the blade and feel more in control on this course so I really enjoyed my 
run.’

Three time world champion Jessica Fox of Australia was fifth fastest, 
picking up 4 seconds in penalties for gate touches.

‘I knew the girls had gone quite fast; the times were quite close 
together and it’s a fairly open course so I tried to attack it a bit more 
than I would normally do in a qualifying run,’ Fox said, ‘but I’m happy 
with that; fifth place is where I want to be for now.’

In the men’s C2 it was the Czech Republic’s Jonas Kaspar and Marek 

Two wins for Franklin

K1WP: 1 A Haining, Selkirk, 110.02. 2 K Woods, Rugby, 113.88.
3 M Franklin, Windsor, 116.77.
K1MP: 1 J Clarke, Stafford & Stone, 91.58. 2 B Forbes-Cryans, Central Cats, 97.10.
3 Z Franklin, Windsor/Polaczyk, 97.49.
C1WP: 1 M Franklin, Windsor, 116.45. 2 K Woods, Rugby/Hydrasports, 118.44.
3 E Gibson, Strathallan/Hydrasports, 120.71.
C1MP: 1 T Quinn, Lower Wharfe, 99.17. 2 A Burgess, Stafford & Stone/Galasport, 100.98.
3 R Westley, Lower Wharfe, 101.94.
C2P/1: 1Brown/Kevane, Lower Wharfe, 239.64. 2 Merrifield/Merrifield, Taunton, 247.69.

British Open winner Joe Clarke..

Mallory Franklin took the women’s C1 title.

Kimberley Woods, 2nd in women’s C1 in the British Open heats.
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K1W: 1 C Bren, France, 51.73. 2 M Hostens, France, 51.91. 3 H Brown, GB, 52.37.
K1M: 1 A Urankart, Slovenija, 45.95. 2 N Znidarcic, Slovenija, 46.34.
3 G Guyonnet, France, 46.54. 6 J Schofield, GB, 47.44.
C1W: 1 C Haab, France, 58.45. 2 M Stakova, Ceskà, 58.94. 3 M Nemcova, Ceskà, 59.29.
6 R Houston, GB, 1:01.34.
C1M: 1 O Rolenc, Ceskà, 50.29. 2 M Benus, Slovensko, 50.47. 3 B Cof, Slovenija, 51.26.
C2M: 1 Dazeur/Santamaria, France, 49.39. 2 Debray/Lapointe, France, 50:01.
3 Mareau/Troubady, France, 50.79.
K1WT: 1 France, 56.51. 2 Italia, 58.69. 3 Deutschland, 1:01.34. 5 GB, 1:03.80.
K1MT: 1 France, 49.11. 2 Slovenija, 49.99. 3 Deutschland, 50.71. 7 GB, 56.39.
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World Championships
Host nation France thrilled a capacity home crowd by winning four 

of the five events on offer on the opening day.
After falling just short of gold in the morning, France gave the 

capacity home crowd plenty to cheer about by winning all but one of 
the wild water team titles on offer in the afternoon.

The French picked up gold in the men’s C1, the men’s and women’s 
K1 and the men’s C2 events. The only team to upset the white water 
balance was the Czech Republic’s women’s C1 team, who consigned 
France to silver.

Paul Graton, Gaetan Guyonnet and Clement Faure were able to 
successfully return to the K1 men’s winners’ circle.

‘Together in 2015 we won the world title in Vienna and then last year 
we finished 2nd,’ Guyonnet said.

‘This year we have taken once again the world title. This is a good 
feeling; there’s a lot of people on the course, a lot of noise.’

The French women’s team of Claire Bren, Manon Hostens and 
Phenicia Dupras successfully defended their K1 women’s team title.

‘It’s good to be champions again in front of our public,’ Dupras said.
‘It did feel extra pressure. We heard a lot the speaker but it’s great to 

have the pressure. For our discipline we often are alone so it’s good to 
have a lot of public watching us.’

Ancelin Gourjault, Louis Lapointe and Quentin Dazeur won the 
men’s C1.

‘It’s a great victory because it’s in France, it’s in Pau and it’s very 
important,’ Gourjault said.

In the qualifying heats of the wild water C2 Quentin Dazeur and 
Stephane Santamaria were fastest, ahead of fellow Frenchmen Damien 
Mareau and Pierre Troubady.

The women’s C2 saw another French team, Marnon Durand and 
Cindy Coat, finish more than 1 second ahead of Slovakia’s Barbora 
Kortisova and Katarina Kopunova.
ICF

Bronze for Brown

K1W: 1 J Fox, Australia, 97.14. 2 J Dukatova, Slovensko, 101.76.
3 R Funk, Deutschland, 102.62. 10 F Pennie, GB, 158.42. 20 M Franklin, GB.
K1M: 1 O Tunka, Ceskà, 91.84. 2 V Prindis, Ceskà, 91.86. 3 P Kauzer, Slovenija, 92.13.
6 J Clarke, GB, 93.34.
C1W: 1 M Franklin, GB, 109.09. 2 T Fiserova, Ceskà, 113.21. 3 A Satila, Brasil, 114.21.
4 E Gibson, GB, 116.62. 8 K Woods, GB, 124.83.
C1M: 1 B Savsek, Slovenija, 94.81. 2 A Slafkovsky, Slovensko, 96.29.
3 M Martikan, Slovensko, 98.23. 14 R Westley, GB. 16 D Florence, GB.
K1WT: 1 Deutschland, 103.60. 2 Österreich, 103.80. 3 Australia, 108.44. 16 GB, 156.09.
K1MT: 1 Ceskà, 93.06. 2 France, 94.07. 3 Slovenia, 94.41. 11 GB, 100.98.
C1WT: 1 GB, 117.63. 2 Australia, 119.28. 3 Ceskà, 122.75.
C1MT: 1 Slovensko, 95.44. 2 GB, 98.44. 3 France, 98.72.
Nations Cup: 1 France, 172. 2 Ceskà, 158. 3 Deutschland, 138. 5 GB, 89.

good results as well. To be able to come out at the end of the year and 
do that is really good for me.’

Jessica Fox bounced back from a career low on Friday to post one of 
her most impressive wins while Benjamin Savsek ended a run of silver 
medals to win the men’s C1.

Fox was left gutted after finishing outside the medals in the women’s 
C1 on Friday, ending a run of three consecutive world championship 
titles in the event.

She scraped into the K1 final in 10th place but then posted an 
incredible 97.14 in the final, which proved unbeatable.

Slovakia’s Jana Dukatova was more than 4 seconds back in 101.76 
with 2017’s overall World Cup winner, Ricarda Funk, 3rd in 102.62.

‘This one is really special,’ Fox said.
‘Yesterday was really disappointing and exhausting and draining and I 

knew I had to come back today with a fresh start and try and make that 
final.

‘Sometimes in training I’m able to do things to rival the guys but 
then in racing I’m too safe. Today I’m really proud of that race because I 
feel like I attacked it the way I wanted to.’

Savsek had suffered the heartache of missing gold by 0.04 seconds 
at the last world championships in 2015, which followed a silver the 
previous year at Deep Creek in the USA.

His time of 94.81 included a 2 second penalty but was still 1.48 
seconds ahead of Alexander Slafkovsky. Two time Olympic gold 
medallist Michal Martikan was 3rd in 98.23.

‘I surprised myself,’ Savsek said.
‘Last time luck wasn’t on my side and this time it was so I’m very 

happy to have done that run.
‘I knew I was fast but still it was hard. I needed to focus myself on my 

run.’
ICF

The men’s C1 title was taken in style by Benjamin Savsek. The German women in winning form.

The Slovak men took the C1 team title.
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Montemor-o-Velho Regatta
There were mixed results for the big names of international 

sprint canoe on the opening morning of the ICF World Cup 1 
in Montemor-o-Velho, Portugal, but they were all safely through 
to the weekend’s finals.

Hungary’s Krisztina Fazekas-Zur, a twice Olympic team gold 
medallist and multiple world championships winner, had to work the 
hardest, relying on a second placing in a semi final of the K1 500 to 
make the final.

‘It’s very good that I’ve made the final,’ 36 year old Fazekas-Zur said.
‘I have felt better but it is only early in the season so I hope with 

every race I will get better.’
French Olympic silver medallist Maxime Beaumont could not have 

looked stronger in winning his heat of the K1 1,000.
In other results, 2016 British Olympian Rebeka Simon was an 

impressive winner in her heat of the K1 500 and said she enjoyed the 
conditions.

‘It’s good to get the first one out of the way, the first international of 
the season, so it’s a good start,’ Simon said.

‘After being out yesterday it’s not really that bad but at home we train 
on Nottingham Lake and it’s ten times worst, so we’re used to it.’

She said making the Olympics was a dream and she was looking 
forward to taking on the world’s best over the next four years.

‘There’s been a lot of changes within British canoeing, moving to a 
new city and new staff, but it’s been pretty exciting,’ she said.

‘When I was really young I used to think if I ever stood next to 
them I would be in awe but when you are out there racing you just be 
professional.’

The men’s K4 1,000 will be replaced by the K4 500 in Tokyo, making 
a new focus for many athletes.

Spain’s Pelayo Roza and Albert Marti are two that hope to be in the 
K4 in 2020, showing their pedigree with a strong heat win in the K2 
500 on Friday.

‘The conditions are very fast; the wind is blowing very strong,’ Roza 
said.

‘Of course it has been very hard preparing for the first race of the 
year. We have trained hard, two times every day, for events like this.

‘Maybe we have a good chance for the K4 500 in Tokyo because we 
are very young and we think we have a lot of potential.’

Another with his sights on Tokyo is Cuban triple Olympian Serguey 
Madrigal, who teamed up with teenager Fernando Enriquez to finish 
6th in the C2 1,000 in Rio last year.

The pair won their C2 1,000 heat comfortably on Friday morning.
‘It was very hard for us, because me and my partner do not have 

much weight,’ Madrigal said.
‘I think we will improve a lot over the next year because my partner 

is only 18 years old. We finished 6th in Rio but he is so young so I 
think we can get much better.

‘We have good facilities and good support in Havana because we have 
a good history. Cuba won a medal in Sydney and in Athens and always 
make the finals so it is good for our future.’

The gold and silver medallists from the women’s K1 200 at the Rio 
Olympics shone out on the opening day of competition but in different 
events.

New Zealand’s Lisa Carrington teamed up with Aimee Fisher 
to win their heat of the K2 500 easily while the silver medallist, 
Poland’s Marta Walczkiewicz, was equally impressive, winning 
her heat of the K1 500.

There were also strong performances from Portugal’s 
Fernando Pimenta and Maxime Beaumont in the windy afternoon 
conditions.

Carrington, a twice Olympic gold medallist, had opted just to race 
team boats in Portugal this weekend, for the first time since the London 
Olympics.

‘I think what I found was I got to all the markers a lot quicker than I 
usually do,’ Carrington said.

‘I was nervous and excited but it’s always cool to do something 
different. You’ve got to keep things fresh and it’s great to be part of a 
team.’

It was a triumphant return to the water for Walczkiewicz after she 
was forced to take five months off post Rio to recover from an arm 
injury.

‘This is the first serious race for me, so it was a challenge for me,’ she 
said.

‘Rio was a dream come true for me but I want more. I have had the 
silver medal; now I want the gold.’

Pimenta, a K2 silver medallist from London 2012, won both his 
events on Friday, the K1 1,000 and the K1 500, to qualify straight into 
the finals in front of his home crowd.

‘I wanted to qualify straight into the final in both races so I am very 
happy,’ he said.

‘It’s a good feeling to see the flags, to see the people pushing for us. 
What athlete doesn’t like this? I hope on the weekend we will have 
more people out here to cheer us on.’

Ukraine and Hungary both finished the morning with two gold 
medals apiece, while there were also golds for New Zealand, Cuba, the 
Czech Republic and a popular hometown win for Portugal’s Fernando 
Pimento in the K1 1,000, relegating Maxime Beaumont to the silver.

‘It’s very good to start with a gold medal at the start of the Olympic 
cycle,’ Pimenta said.

‘When you start with a gold medal, the rest should go well. We know 
now what effort to focus on training and to keep in shape.’

Fuksa and Brendel renewed their r ivalry in the near perfect 
conditions, with the Czech repeating his heat win over the German 
with a strong victory in the C1 1,000 final. 

Brendel was later disqualified after his boat weighed in 20 grams light 
but this did nothing to dampen Fuksa’s satisfaction with his win.

‘All races with Sebastian are a good thing for me because he is an 
awesome athlete,’ he said.

‘I’m glad to have a win and I hope to get better. It’s the first race of 
the year and I’m looking forward to this year’s world championships.’

Ukraine enjoyed double gold in the men’s K2 1,000 and the K2 500 
with Vitaliy Tsurak and Oleh Kukharyk winning the longer race and 
Ivan Semykin and Igor Trunov winning the 500.

Tsurak and Kukharyk narrowly missed qualification for last year’s Rio 
Olympics.

Hungary has put down an early marker for the new Olympic event 
of C2 500, finishing first and second in the C1 500 on Saturday.

British top women’s C2 200m results

Sebastian Brendel was disqualified for a canoe 20g underweight. Krisztina Fazekas-Zur was placed 3rd over 500m.
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200m: K1M: 1 M Beaumont, France, 34.908. 2 I Trunov, Ukraina, 35.164.
3 A Rumjancevs, Lietuva, 35.578. 8 S Naftanaila, GB, 36.698. 11 L Fletcher, GB.
C1W: 1 V Balla, Magyarország, 46.862. 2 K Takács, Magyarország, 47.004.
3 L Luzan, Ukraina, 48.1543. 4 K Reid, GB, 48.143.
C2W: 1 Gill/Bracewell, GB, 49.279. 2 Tomos/Mills, GB, 51.851. 3 Rios/Ramal, España, 52.327.
500m: K1W: 1 C Ryan, NZ, 1:47.484. 2 S Janic, Slovenija, 1:49.439.
3 K Fazekas-Zur, Magyarország, 1:50.119. 7 R Simon, GB, 1:52.389.
K1M: 1 O Kukharyk, Ukraina, 1:37.583. 2 F Pimenta, Portugal, 1:39.235.
3 M Bárdfalvi, Magyarország, 1:39.715. 4 J Boyton, GB, 1:41.519.
K2W: 1 Carrington/Fisher, NZ, 1:41.706. 2 Vasconcelos/Laia, Portugal, 1:44.530.
3 Lucz/Szénási, Magyarország, 1:46.066. 6 Kerr/Rees-Clark, GB, 1:47.262.
K2M: 1 Semykin/Trunov, Ukraina, 1:28.059. 2 Kammerer/Bárdfalvi, Magyarország, 1:29.014.
3 Marti/Roza, España, 1:29.664. 7 Beevers/Robinson, GB, 1:33.444.
C2W: 1 Balla/Takács, Magyarország, 1:59.599. 2 Pérez/Jacome, España, 2:07.271.
3 Rios/Ramal, España, 2:23.822.
K4W: 1 NZ, 1:32.105. 2 Ukraina, 1:32.527. 3 Magyarország, 1:35.077. 5 GB, 1:37.969.
K4M: 1 Ukraina, 1:20.586. 2 Portugal, 1:20.942. 3 Magyarország, 1:21.558. 5 GB, 1:23.008.
1km: K1W: 1 D Bodonyi, Magyarország, 3:55.814. 2 L Broughton, GB, 3:59.014.
3 M Vega, España, 4:05.877.
K1M: 1 F Pimenta, Portugal, 3:26.763. 2 M Beaumont, France, 3:28.763.
3 J Zakrajsek, Slovenija, 3:30.108. 5 J Boyton, GB, 3:33.138. 6 Z Chmiel, GB, 3:33.348.
K2M: 1 Tsurkan/Kukharyk, Ukraina, 3:09.732. 2 Tóth/Kulifai, Magyarország, 3:12.587.
3 Hakala/Nykänen, Suomi, 3:13.632. 5 Bowley/Johnson, GB, 3:14.827.
5km: K1W: 1 J Egan, Ireland, 22:52.800. 2 E Fernandez, España, 22:53.570.
3 L Broughton, GB, 22:56.980.
K1M: 1 J Ribeiro, Portugal, 20:24.200. 2 F Pimenta, Portugal, 20:24.420.
3 Z Chmiel, GB, 20:34.830. 7 J Boyton, GB, 21:28.380.

Viral Ballag finished ahead of C2 partner Kincso Takács.
‘We don’t know who is paddling this event so it’s good to be racing 

in the World Cups so we can see how everyone else is training.
‘I hope to be in Tokyo with Kincso; it’s so exciting this is part of the 

Olympics.’
There was also gold for Hungary in the K1 1,000, with 23 year old 

Dora Bodonyi.
‘I am still young; that’s why I am here, to get more experience,’ she 

said.
New Zealand’s Caitlyn Ryan took advantage of the absence of Lisa 

Carrington to streak to victory in the K1 500. It was her first K1 race at 
a World Cup level.

‘The standard has really stepped up in New Zealand. Lisa has set a 
really good precedent for us,’ Ryan said.

‘I’ve recently just changed my training environment. I just wanted to 
put together all the components I’ve been working on and I think it 
came together nicely.’

Cuba’s Serguey Torres and Fernando Jorge made good on their 
promise to improve further on their 6th placing in Rio last year, 
winning the C2 1,000.

‘This is the first time for us to make a medal so it is very important 
for us as we prepare for the world championships,’ Torres said.

‘I want finish my career in 2020 in Tokyo but we have many talented 
athletes in Cuba but I will try.’

Ukraine, New Zealand and Hungary had dominated the opening 
World Cup of 2017, winning 14 gold medals between them.

Ukraine and Hungary finished the most dominant nations with five 
gold medals each, with Hungarian canoe paddler Virag Balla picking up 
four gold medals to be the most successful paddler of the World Cup.

Balla was thrilled with her performance, especially with the women’s 
canoe events making their Olympic debut in Tokyo in 2020.

Balla and team mate Kinsco Takács have already firmed as early C2 
500 favourites in four years’ time after the pair finished 1st and 2nd 
in the C1 200, the C1 500 and the C1 5,000 and then paired up on 
Sunday to win the C2 500.

‘We train in the same team so we know each other well,’ Balla said.
‘It’s great for us because it is sign that we are training well and we are 

in a good position in women’s canoe.’
Ukraine picked up gold medals on Sunday in the K1 500 (Oleh 

Kukharyk), the C2 500 (Dmytro Ianchuk/Taras Mishchuk) and the new 
Olympic event of the K4 1,000 (Kyrylo Cernomorov, Ivan Semykin, 
Daniyil Kuzmin, Igor Trunov).

Twice Olympic gold medallist Lurii Cheban has taken over as 
Ukraine’s team manager and said even he was surprised how strongly 
his team had performed.

‘This was a surprise for me and my team,’ he said.
‘But we have worked very hard, with the goal of going to Tokyo to 

win gold.
‘Our team is mostly young but we have some experience. Our K4, 

this was the first time we win, ever, but we have more work to do. We 
will try more athletes and we will be better at the world championships.’

The decision of double Olympic gold medallist Lisa Carrington to 
focus just on team boats in Portugal did not diminish the result for New 
Zealand, with the team picking up four gold medals.

Carrington and Aimee Fisher won the K2 200 and 500 double 
and then they joined K1 500 gold medallist Caitlin Ryan and 2016 
Olympian Kayla Imrie to finish first in the K4 1,000.

‘We didn’t go out there to win gold medals; we went out there to 
put in some strong performances and work together as a team so we are 
very proud of how it went,’ Carrington said.

‘It was a little bit intimidating for me, paddling with the best paddler 
in the world, so I was a little bit nervous but once we got out there it all 
settled down a bit,’ Fisher said. 

Martin Fuksa brought up a golden double, winning the C1 200 on 
Sunday to add to the C1 1,000 gold from Saturday.

‘It’s a good start for me. I’m super happy with two golds,’ Fuksa said.
‘Of course I want to win everything; it is so long until the next 

Olympics so I want to live in this moment.’
There was a second gold medal for the host nation, Portugal, with 

Teresa Portela winning the K1 200 while Maxime Beaumont picked 
up France’s only gold medal for the weekend when he won the K1 200 
convincingly.

It was a third gold medal at three World Cups on the Montemor-o-
Velho course.

‘I like this course because I think it is well organized; there is a good 
competition area,’ Beaumont said.

‘It hasn’t been really easy for me since Rio because I had to find a 
sponsor to keep me going but now I have a good sponsor to help me so 
now I’m feeling good.

‘My objective to paddle again is to win a gold medal. I went to Rio 
to win the gold. I didn’t so I will try again in Tokyo.’

Triple Olympian Serguey Torres took his second gold medal of the 
weekend when he won the C1 5,000, Portugal’s Joao Ribeiro over ran 
K1 1,000 Fernando Pimenta to win the K1 5,000 and Ireland’s Jennifer 
Egan picked up the gold in the women’s K1 5,000.
ICF

Takacs/Balla won the C2 500m. Tsurkan/Kukharyk were 1km race winners.

Balint Kopasz won K1 over 1km. Lisa Carrington, 2nd over 500m.Laurence Vincent-Lapointe.
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Szeged Regatta
Any concerns Lisa Carrington’s decision to add team boats to her 

repertoire might impact her individual races were blown away in Szeged 
on the Friday when the New Zealander blitzed the field in her first K1 
500m race of the season. 

While it was only a heat, Carrington showed no ill effects from 
sitting out individual races the previous weekend to be one of the most 
impressive performers on day one of the sprint World Cup 2. 

Carrington also teamed with Caitlin Ryan to win their K2 500m 
heat easily, finishing more than one second ahead of German Olympic 
silver medallists Franziska Weber and Tina Dietze. 

Saturday’s men’s K1 1,000m final was shaping as a Rio rerun with 
gold medallist Marcus Walz, silver medallist Josef Dostál, Portugal’s 
Ferdinand Pimenta, Denmark’s Rene Poulsen and Slovakia’s Peter Gelle 
all in Saturday’s final. 

Dostál, who finished second behind Germany’s Tom Liebscher in his 
semi final, was hoping conditions would improve for him in the gold 
medal race.

‘I don’t like the water here because for me it is very tough,’ he said.
‘And the back wind; for a guy like me with this weight, it is very hard 

to compete but luckily I made it to the final and we will see tomorrow. 
I am sometimes very bad in semi finals but then I can show up in finals.’

Spain’s Walz was one of the few Olympic medallists to find the going 
tough on Friday, just sneaking into Saturday’s final as the fastest third 
place getter.

Denmark’s Olympic K1 500 silver medallist, Emma Jorgensen, who 
relegated Carrington to third in Rio, failed to make the following day’s 
final.

German Olympic gold medallists Sebastian Brendel and Jan Vandrey 
cruised into the final of the C2 1,000 but the Rio bronze medallists 
from the same event, Ukraine’s Dmytro Ianchuk and Taras Mishchuk, 
had to settle for fourth in their semi and would miss the final.

The Rio gold and silver medallists in the men’s K1 200 showed they 
have been working hard in the off season, with Great Britain’s Liam 
Heath and France’s Maxime Beaumont winning their Friday afternoon 
heats.

Brazil’s Isaquias Santos, a hometown hero after taking silver in the C1 
1,000 in Rio, would face fellow Olympic finalists Czech Martin Fuksa 
and Italian Carlo Tacchini.

After dominating the C1 races in Portugal a week earlier, Hungary’s 
Virag Balla would face a sterner test in Saturday’s C1 500 final after 
finishing second behind Canada’s Katie Vincent in her semi final.

Serbia’s Olympic K2 1,000 silver medallists Marko Tomicevic and 
Milenko Zoric would start red hot favourites in the final, while 
Australia would have two women, Alyssa Bull and Cat McArthur, in the 
final of the K1 1,000.

In medals decided on Friday, German Paralympic silver medallist 
Edina Muller won the KL1 200 in front of a big contingent of family 
and friends.

I was a little sick at the start of the season for about two months, so 
I’m just happy that I’m back and it’s working really well again,’ she said.

‘Szeged is a very special competition for me. I’ve never been here but 
I’m half Hungarian so my whole family could come.

‘I have a nice little home crowd here; my 80 year old 
grandmother could come and watch my first race in canoe so that was 
very special for me.’

France’s Remy Boulle won the KL men’s 200, Russia’s Nadezda 
Andreeva the KL2 women’s 200 and another Russian, Victor Potanin, 
the VL3 men’s 200.

Major upsets and crews racing together in their first season 
dominated Saturday’s finals with a strong tailwind helping paddlers set 
several world best times.

Little respect was shown to Olympic medallists and world champions 
as new names and new combinations upset the form guide in front of a 
big Hungarian crowd.

They were brought to their feet when local hope 20 year old Balint 
Kopasz upset a field full of Rio Olympic finalists to win the K1 1,000.

Kopasz, who didn’t even make the final in Rio, finished ahead of 
Portugal’s Fernando Pimenta and Spain’s Roi Rodriguez with Rio gold 
medallist Marcus Walz fading to finish ninth.

‘I am very happy that I could be stronger than the Olympic 
medallists,’ Kopasz said.

‘The weather was very bad but I felt strong today.’
Russian Elena Aniushina, who competed in the K2 500 in Rio, was 

another to cause a major upset, upstaging Lisa Carrington in a thrilling 
finish to the K1 500.

Aniushina, racing in lane nine, finished in 1:47.755 with Carrington 
second in 1:47.840. The time was just a fraction of a second outside the 
world’s quickest ever time in this event.

‘I did not expect to win but I was trying to concentrate,’ Aniushina 
said.

‘I did not know where Lisa was but I was feeling very good from the 
beginning.’

World fastest times were set in the men’s C2 1,000, the K2 1,000 and 
the women’s C1 500.

Poland’s Vincent Slominski and Mateusz Kaminski, who won the 
world U23 C2 title in 2013 but had not raced together since, reunited 
to edge out Cuba’s Serquey Torres and Fernando Jorge in a time of 
3:27.543.

Triple Olympic gold medallist Sebastian Brendel and his partner, Jan 
Vandrey, finished 4th.

‘The teams here are very strong, so for us to win we can look 
forward to a good European championships and world championships,’ 
Slominski said.

‘We have only been back together for two weeks and now we have 
won so we are very happy.’

Spain’s Francisco Cubelos and Iñigo Pena came to Szeged having had 
only one event together previously but showed they are a force for the 
future by storming down the extreme outside lane to win the K2 1,000.

They edged out Ukraine’s Vitaliy Tsurkan and Oleh Kukharyk, 
winners in Portugal a week earlier, with Marko Tomicevic and Milenko 
Zoric, finishing 5th.

‘Our first race was two weeks ago in the Spanish trials,’ Cubelos said.
‘We’ve had very little time together so we think we can improve even 

further. We knew we were fast because we won in Spain against some 
very fast Spanish boats.’

Heath retains K1 200m
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One of the few athletes to stick to the form guide was the Czech 
Republic’s Martin Fuksa, who repeated his success from one week 
earlier in the C1 1,000 but he had to withstand a strong challenge from 
Rio silver medallist Isaquias Santos.

‘The wind coming from behind is good for me because the 1,000 is 
such a long race,’ he said.

‘I was faster than Sebastian (Brendel) was last year but Sebastian is 
such a good athlete so I’m just happy to win.

‘It’s still hard for me because having a second race in a week is new 
for me but I felt good.’

Virag Balla followed up her four gold medals from Portugal with 
another convincing win in the women’s C1 500.

Spurred on by a vocal home crowd, Balla posted a time of 2:05.035, 
easily the fastest time ever recorded in this event.

‘I was nervous this week because everyone told me I had to win, 
because last week I won four races so I felt this was a big project for 
me, so I could not sleep very much last night but I had a paddle this 
morning and I felt more relaxed.’

France’s Sebastien Jouve and Guillaume Le Floch Decorchemont had 
only had a handful of training sessions together before this weekend but 
made light of their limited preparation with a surprise win in the men’s 
K2 500.

‘It’s not how many races we have done together; it is how many 
training sessions we have done,’ Jouve said.

‘We have done five. We will keep doing the K2 and also the K4 
because that is in the Olympics.

‘There was another popular hometown win for the Hungarians in 
the women’s K1 1,000 with Dóra Bodonyi repeating her success from 
Portugal with a confident front running performance.

Great Britain’s Liam Heath bucked the trend by becoming one of the 
only Rio Olympic medallists to win a title in Szeged.

While most other Olympic medallists struggled in the bumpy 
conditions, Heath edged ahead from the extreme outside lane to win 
the K1 200 final.

The New Zealand women’s team continued its outstanding form 
from Portugal a week earlier, winning the K2 500 and K4 500 in 
slashing style, while Dóra Lucz thrilled a capacity home crowd with an 
exciting win in the K1 200 and the German Olympic men’s K4 team, 
comprising half the quartet who won in the K4 1,000 in Rio, made a 
successful transition to the new Olympic K4 500 event.

Hungary’s Virag Balla and Kincso Takács continued to impress in the 
women’s canoe events, once again winning the C2 500, while Canada’s 
Laurence Vincent-Lapointe won the women’s C1 200.

Lithuania’s Henrikas Zustautas, a B finalist in Rio, was another to win 
from the outside lane, taking the men’s C1 200, while Brazil’s Andrea 
Santos de Oliveira and Angela Aparecida Elias da Silva won the women’s 
K2 200.

Czech Josef Dostál made up for his disappointment from the K1 
1,000 final by winning the K1 500, while Ivan Shtyl, a multiple 
world championships gold medallist for Russia, teamed up with Viktor 
Melantev to win the C2 500.

In the women’s K2 200 it was Ukraine’s Mariia Kichasova and 
Anastasiya Horlova who took the honours.

Heath once again triumphed over France’s Maxime Beaumont and 
admitted to feeling ‘It’s quite nerve wracking coming in as an Olympic 
champion.

‘You think you are the benchmark and everyone else is out to try and 
get you but everyone’s out to try and go as fast as they can and that’s 
what all I’m trying to do.’

After winning four gold medals in Montemor-o-Velho the previous 
weekend the New Zealand women’s team added another two in Szeged.

Double Olympic gold medallist Lisa Carrington again won the K2 
500, this time with the K1 500 gold medallist from Portugal, Caitlin 
Ryan, and then joined Ryan, Aimee Fisher and Kayla Imrie to win their 
second K4 500 World Cup gold medal.

‘Every time we jump into that boat I think we learn some more and 
we progress further,’ Imrie said.

‘As a crew, as soon as we jump on the water in that boat we block 
everything else out and stick together as a unit.

‘Last week as a crew was our first race together and we just wanted to 
progress from that.’

The German K4 500 crew was a mix of 1,000 metre paddlers Tom 
Liebscher and Max Rendschmidt and 200 paddlers Ronald Rauhe and 
Max Lemke.

‘It was a good race but we have some things to do to prepare for the 
worlds,’ Liebscher said.

‘We have two guys who have changed from 200 to 500 and two who 

have changed from 1,000 to 500 so I think it is a good mix and a good 
balance,’ Lemke said.

Dóra Lucz beat home three Olympic finalists to win the women’s K1 
200 in front of an enthusiastic home crowd.

‘I could hear the spectators; it gave me lots of extra motivation,’ Lucz 
said.

‘I’m always a little bit nervous before a race but with the years I am 
starting to have a “good” nervous.’

There were more thrills for the Szeged crowd when Virag Balla and 
Kincso Takács withstood a challenge from Canada’s Vincent-Lapointe 
and Vincent to win back to back.

‘It was hard because I felt this pressure because of winning four gold 
last week,’ Balla said.

‘We are friends and training partners and we can speak openly to 
each other so I think we are a good combination.

Brazil’s de Oliveira and da Silva watched the Rio Olympics from the 
stands, picturing themselves competing at the Tokyo Olympics.

‘We are very motivated to get the results that we need to get to 
Tokyo,’ de Oliveira said.

‘It would have been nice to have had the canoe in Rio.’
Conversely, Henrikas Zustautas was lamenting that his event, the C1 

200, might not be on the Tokyo programme.
He finished last in the C final of the C1 1,000 and knows he won’t 

be able to do that event in Tokyo.
‘I love 200 but it’s very bad if they take it away,’ Zustautas said.
‘I don’t know why. There is K1 200 men, K1 200 women; they have 

C1 women, why not C1 men?’
Laurence Vincent-Lapointe showed Hungary will not have 

everything their way in the women’s canoe events, taking the gold in 
C1 200. She said the possibility the canoe will be in the next Olympics 
was a great motivator.

‘I kind of always wished and knew that it would one day be in the 
Olympics,’ Vincent-Lapointe said.

‘Now that it is more official I am really set on going there and I’m 
also set on being maybe the first woman to win this. That’s my goal.’

Josef Dostál made up for a disappointing K1 1,000 final to win the 
K1 500.

‘I will go to Belgrade now and race the 500 and the 1,000 because I 
want to restore my reputation in the 1,000,’ Dostál said.

‘Yesterday I didn’t race at all and today I raced like a pig but I still 
won so I am happy.’

Ivan Shtyl and Viktor Melantev won the men’s C2 500 and also 
expressed disappointment about possible upcoming programme changes.

‘Unfortunately if things continue to move in this direction in four or 
maximum eight years canoe will disappear totally,’ Shtyl said.

‘Of course I feel very sad about this.’
Mariia Kichasova and Anastasiya Horlova took out the K2 200.

ICF

200m: K1W: 1 D Lucz, Magyarország, 39.411. 2 A Fisher, NZ, 39.718.
3 S Guyot, France, 39.942.
K1M: 1 L Heath, GB, 34.259. 2 M Beaumont, France, 34.313. 3 C Garrote, España, 34.536.
9 J Schofield, GB, 36.213.
C1W: 1 L Vincent-Lapointe, Canada, 45.842. 2 K Devecseriné Takács, Magyarország, 46.157.
3 K Vincent, Canada, 46.295. 6 K Reid, GB, 48.095.
C2W: 1 Santos De Oliveira/Aparecida Elias Da Silva, Brasil, 44.061. 2 Crossman-serb/Lavoie-
parent, Canada, 44.946. 3 Almakaeva/Kharchenko, Rossija, 45.099. 8 Gill/Fitzhenry, GB, 47.946.
500m: K1W: 1 E Aniushina, Rossija, 1:47.775. 2 L Carrington, NZ, 1:47.840.
3 T Takács, Magyarország , 1:49.455. 19 J Walker, GB.
K1M: 1 J Dostál, Ceskà, 1:38.020. 2 R Rodriguez, España, 1:38.428.
3 O Kukharyk, Ukraina, 1:38.528.
K2W: 1 Carrington/Fisher, NZ, 1:38.349. 2 Aniushina/Stepanova, Rossija, 1:40.880.
3 Ponomarenko Janic/Osterman, Slovenija, 1:41.842. 6 Lewis/Kerr, GB, 1:44.072.
C2W: 1 Balla/Devecseriné Takács, Magyarország, 1:57.242.
2 Vincent-Lapointe/Vincent, Canada, 1:58.696. 3 Andreeva/Romasenko, Rossija, 1:59.688.
14 Gill/Fitzhenry, GB. 15 Tomos/Bracewell, GB.
K4W: 1 NZ, 1:30.754. 2 Magyarország, 1:31.454. 3 España, 1:31.808. 9 GB, 1:36.362.
K4M: 1 Deutschland, 1:18.748. 2 España, 1:19.340. 3 Ceskà, 1:19.925.
1km: K1W: 1 D Bodonyi, Magyarország, 3:50.250. 2 A Bull, Australia, 3:51.511.
3 M Gebhardt, Deutschland, 3:55.850. 4 R Simon, GB, 3:56.465.
K1M: 1 B Kopasz, Magyarország, 3:23.921. 2 F Pimenta, Portugal, 3:24.875.
3 R Rodriguez, España, 3:25.782.
C1M: 1 M Fuksa, Ceskà, 3:45.624. Queiroz Dos Santos, Brasil, 3:46.748.
3 T Kaczor, Polska, 3:47.208.
K2M: 1 Cubelos/Pena, España, 3:05.624. 2 Tsurkan/Kukharyk, Ukraina, 3:06.485.
3 Jakub/Daniel, Ceskà, 3:09.239.

Beograd Regatta
Germany’s Franziska Weber and Tina Dietze moved quickly to 

put their disappointing result in Szeged behind them by blasting 
their way into the women’s K2 500 final at the third World Cup 
in Belgrade.

Weber and Dietze, gold medallists at the London Olympics 
and silver medallists in Rio last year, had a rare event the previous 
weekend where they finished off the podium, 4th behind New 
Zealand’s Lisa Carrington and Caitlin Ryan.

The result stung the Germans into action, on Friday blitzing a strong 
field to take the one direct spot into Sunday’s final and, while they 
know everyone always expects them to win, they try to ignore the 
pressures.

‘It was good after a not so good race in Szeged last weekend; we 
wanted to show we could do it better,’ Weber said.

‘I think this is something we don’t want to know. We don’t look what 
others say to us; we only have the things we have in our mind.

‘We know we have trained after a long break after Rio, so the 
pressure for us is not so big; it doesn’t matter for us what others think.’

The men’s K1 1,000 was set to be another hard fought final with the 
top three placegetters from Rio taking the field.

Of the trio it was gold medallist Marcus Walz who was the outsider 
after the Spaniard only just made the final for the second week in a row.

‘Everyone’s expecting me to win and if I come second then they 
think that is very bad,’ Walz said.

‘But I don’t want to think about that. I just want to have fun and 
enjoy and gain a bit more experience on the water.

‘Even before last year’s Olympics I had decided that this year I will 
take it a bit easier because last year was such a strong year. I just needed 
a mental rest this year.’

Silver medallist Josef Dostál vowed to bounce back after the Czech 
had a disappointing final in Szeged while Russia’s Rio bronze medallist, 
Roman Anoshkin, looked strong in his preliminary races.

The C1 final would provide the latest chapter in the ongoing rivalry 
between Germany’s multiple Olympic champion, Sebastian Brendel, 
and Rio finalist, Martin Fuksa of the Czech Republic.

Brendel was yet to stand atop the podium after two World Cups this 
year while Fuksa had enjoyed success at both.

Belarus made an impact on its return to top level racing and had 
athletes in six finals on Saturday. Volha Khudzenka would be hard to 
beat in the women’s K1 500, while Aleh Yurenia was the athlete the rest 
of the field would be watching in the men’s K1 1,000.

Hungary’s Virag Balla would be out to continue her dominance of 
the women’s canoe events, while Spain’s Francisco Cubelos and Ingo 
Pena got the chance to defend the K2 500 title they won in Szeged the 
previous weekend.

Poland’s Vincent Slominski and Mateusz Kaminski were another 
combination looking to make it two wins in a row after qualifying for 
the final of the C2 1,000.

Austr ia’s Markus Swoboda won on Friday in the men’s KL2 
paracanoe final while Serbia’s Arsen Arsenovic provided excitement for 
his home crowd when he won the KL3 200.

Belarus celebrated its return to international sprint canoe racing with 
three gold medals while Spain and Germany picked up two golds each 
on day two.

Aleh Yurenia could not have been more impressive in beating 
a crack field for the men’s K1 1,000, finishing in 3:24.772 with 
Denmark’s multiple world champion, Rene Poulsen, 2nd in 
3:26.328.

The three medallists from Rio were all in the field but 
none could match the consistent speed of the 2010 world 

championship bronze medallist.
Yurenia was not able to compete in Rio but said he is already 

focussed for Tokyo in 2020.
‘My start and my finish were no good but the middle of my race was 

good,’ Yurenia said.
‘I was so angry and had a broken heart not to compete in Rio but 

now I have an eight month baby girl, my life is good and I am going to 
do my best to fulfil my Olympic dream in Tokyo for my little girl.’

Volha Khudzenka took gold for Belarus in the K1 500, her first 
individual gold medal, and in the very next race teammate Alena 
Nazdrova outlasted Hungary’s Virag Balla in the C1 500, the first time 
the Hungarian has been beaten this year.

Martin Fuksa picked up his fourth gold medal of the World Cup 
season, once again finishing ahead of triple Olympic gold medallist 
Sebastian Brendel in the C1 1,000.

‘It’s absolutely amazing for me because I have never won four gold 
medals in a season,’ Fuksa said.

‘I started training in January so maybe the long rest after the 
Olympics was good for me.

‘When I finished all three races ahead of Brendel or (Brazil silver 
medallist) Isaquias it is great for my confidence.’

Francisco Cubelos and Inigo Pena backed up their surprise K2 1,000 
gold medal from Szeged with a win in Belgrade, finishing just ahead of 
German veterans Max Hoff and Marcus Gross.

‘We are surprised still because this is still only our third race together,’ 
Cubelos said.

‘I think in the Europeans and the worlds the other crews will be 
stronger so we have to work a lot and continue to improve so we can 
be in better shape. Right now we are very happy and we are going to 
celebrate it but on Monday in Spain work will continue.’

Spanish teammates Oscar Carrera and Rodrigo Germade won a 
thrilling K2 500 final, just edging out the French crew of Sebastian 
Jouve and Guillaume Decorchement.

The Spaniards, who were part of their country’s K4 1,000 boat in 
Rio, had been paddling K2 for two months and competition for places 
on the national team was heating up.

‘The people who did not go to the Olympic Games started training 
at the start of the year and the people who did go only started more 
recently,’ Carrera said.

‘But we are all aiming for this year’s world championships.’

Heath pipped in photofinish

Josef Dostál won the 500m.

Weber/Deitze took the 200m.

The 1km race went to Aleh Yurenia.
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Germany’s Peter Kretschmer, who won C2 1,000 at the London 
Olympics, teamed up with Yul Oeltze to win the C2 1,000 final.

‘We have been training together for two months,’ Kretchmer said.
‘For the last ten years Germany has had every year a different C2 and 

we want to be the C2 this year. We have so many good paddlers in our 
country and it is possible to have a different C2 every year.

‘Last year we didn’t go to the Olympics so it is a big motivation for us 
to go to Tokyo.’

Germany’s Melanie Gebhardt was an impressive winner of the 
women’s K1 1,000 final, finishing almost a full second ahead of 
Australia’s Jo Brigden-Jones.

France’s Maxime Beaumont had broken through for a win over Rio 
gold medallist Liam Heath and Sweden’s Linnea Stensils had the biggest 
win of her career on a big final day.

There was also a return to form for the German K2 500 Olympic 
gold medallists, Franziska Weber and Tina Dietz, another solid win for 
the German men’s K4 500 and a breakthrough win for France in the 
women’s K4 500 in challenging windy conditions.

Belarus picked up another two gold medals in their first international 
competition of the season, Martin Fuksa won his fifth canoe gold 
medal of his World Cups campaign and teammate Josef Dostál was a big 
winner in the men’s K1 500.

There were also gold medals for Portugal in the women’s K2 200, 
for Poland in the men’s C2 500 and a second gold medal for Canada’s 
Laurence Vincent-Lapointe in the women’s C1 200.

After taking silver behind Heath in Rio and again the previous 
weekend in Szeged, Beaumont said it meant a lot to finally break 
through.

‘It was very important for me. I would like to get at least one win 
over Liam before the European or world championships,’ he said.

‘It will be a very good fight the next time we compete. I am a little 
tired because I have had a lot of competition without going home but I 
tried to do the maximum with the energy I have.’

Stensils made the K1 200 final in Rio and said she had always 
struggled with confidence before this day.

‘It feels great to finally get on the podium after three 5th places in 
these World Cups,’ she said.

‘I’ve been a little bit stressed in other races so I tried to be in my own 
race. I tried not to think about the podium, just think about my own 
race. I know when I get a good race I can be near the top. I think my 
technique and everything is good. I just need the confidence.’

Franziska Weber and Tina Dietze, had a rare weekend off the podium 
in Szeged but returned to form on Sunday with a comprehensive win.

‘We are far away from the feeling we usually have; it’s a long way until 
we have good races in the worlds and getting on the podium,’ Weber 
said.

‘It was January when we did the first training and we have to become 
really healthy again after Szeged, where we had some problems finding 
power in the water.’

Their teammates Max Rendschmidt, Tom Liebscher, Ronald Rauhe 
and Max Lemke won their second consecutive gold medal in the new 
Olympic K4 1,000 event.

‘It was a bit different than last week; we had different conditions. We 
have enough things to do before Europe. We will see what we do in 
future races. We need some secret stuff for the worlds; we will try some 
different stuff,’ Rauhe said.

France’s Sarah Guyot, Sarah Troel, Manon Hostens and Lea Jamelot 
won the women’s K4 500 in one of their first races together.

‘We are a new boat so it is important for us to improve,’ Jamelot said.
‘Sarah Guyot has joined us since the Olympics; she takes the lead in 

the boat so it’s a good thing.
‘We didn’t think about the result; we just wanted to do the best race 

we could.’
Martin Fuksa continued his dominance of the canoe events in 2017, 

winning the C1 200 to bring his gold medal tally for the three World 
Cups to five.

‘I raced C1 six times in the World Cups and I have five gold medals; 
it is excellent for me,’ Fuksa said.

‘I train for the 1,000 and 200 metres is a bonus for me but I know 
every 200 race is a new chance. I will do all the C1 races in the 
European championships but I’m not sure for the world championships.’

Josef Dostál posted a strong win in the K1 500 and said even though 
it is not an Olympic race he likes the shorter race.

‘I like the 500 race because in the 1,000 you have to think about a 
tactic before but in the 500 I am discovering the tactic during the race,’ 
he said.

‘I am a long way from my best in the 1,000. All my sprints are not 
that good. Maybe there was an exception last year when I won two 
World Cups but the year before it was not good.’

Laurence Vincent-Lapointe made it back to back wins in the 
women’s C1 200 but was far from happy with her race.

‘I’m happy but I would have liked to have had a better race,’ she said.
‘I’m disappointed because I didn’t have enough control over what I 

did but it was okay.’
Portugal’s Francisca Laia and Joana Vasconcelos took the gold in the 

K2 200.
‘This is the last World Cup and the last moment before the important 

races of the season, like the European and the world championships,’ 
Laia said.

‘So we are very happy about winning here. It is a motivation for us. 
Every time we have been in the water we feeling stronger.’

Poland’s Tomasz Barniak and Wiktor Glazunow, racing for just a 
second time together, took a surprise gold from lane one in the men’s 
C2 500.

‘This is our first gold for the World Cup so we are very happy,’ 
Glazunow said.

‘We had a good tactic because the wind was coming from the right 
side so we had a big 150 metre finish.’

Belarus followed up their three gold medals from Saturday with 
another two canoe gold medals on Sunday.

Alena Nazdrova teamed up with Kamila Bobr to add the C2 500 
gold to the individual gold she won on Saturday while Volha Klimava 
and Nadzeya Makarchanka won the C2 200 title.
ICF

200m: K1W: 1 L Stensils, Sverige, 41.020. 2 S Janic, Slovenija, 41.070.
3 M Walczykiewicz, Polska, 41.207. 6 J Walker, GB, 42.075.
K1M: 1 M Beaumont, France, 35.422. 2 L Heath, GB, 35.432. 3 C Garrote, España, 35.610.
K2W: 1 Vasconcelos/Laia, Portugal, 38.208. 2 Bridgen-Jones/Roberts, Australia, 38.648.
3 Lehaci/Schwarz, Österreich, 39.056. 7 Brown/Hannah, GB, 39.584.
K2W: 1 Weber/Dietze, Deutschland, 1:42.925. 2 Pulawska/Mikolajczyk, Polska, 1:43.905.
3 Broekx/Peters, Belgique, 1:44.467. 13 Brown/Hannah, GB.

World U23/J Championships
Brazil’s Isaquias Queiroz dos Santos said he was feeling 

‘relaxed’ after his first day of world championships competition 
since his history making Olympic achievements in Rio last year. 

Queiroz dos Santos, who finished second at the World Cup event 
in Szeged this year, looked comfortable in his heats and semi finals of 
the C1 1,000 at the U23 and junior world championships in Pitesti, 
Romania.

He qualified fastest for Saturday’s final. 
‘This is my last year paddling in the U23s and my first event in this 

competition,’ Queiroz dos Santos said. 
‘I’m very happy my coach gave his consent for me to race here 

because it is a very different competition.
‘I don’t feel any extra pressure because of my Olympic results. My 

first objective is the world championships in Racice but I’m feeling 
pretty relaxed.’

Queiroz dos Santos took silver medals in the C1 1,000 and C2 1,000 

the Hungarian turned the tables when the pair met at the European 
championships earlier in the month.

A quality field headed by Olympic silver medallist Emma Jørgensen 
set the scene for thrilling women’s K1 500 and 200 finals. Jørgensen, 
who took silver for Denmark behind Hungary’s Danuta Kozac at last 
year’s Olympics, qualified sixth fastest for Sunday’s 500 final behind 
U23 European champion Hermien Peters with New Zealand’s Aimee 
Fisher second fastest. ‘This season has been getting better and better; 
my focus has been more on education so my shape hasn’t been what it 
was supposed to be like,’ Jørgensen said. ‘My coach tells me when we 
get to the senior worlds I will be in the shape I was in the Olympics 
so I hope so. There is some pressure but I think the biggest pressure is 
from myself.’ Peters set an impressive 2:03.676 paddling into a strong 
headwind. ‘It’s going to be interesting on Sunday,’ Peters said. ‘I’ve 
already had a good year. I’ve already won some medals at World Cups. 
I’m European U23 champion. ‘I didn’t really train for this competition 
because my focus is on the seniors so this is more like a hard training 
session.’

Fisher is one of the most improved paddlers in the sport this 
year, having already strung together several impressive World Cup 
performances, including a silver behind Hungary’s Dora Lucz in the 
200 metres. As well as being second fastest in the 500 on Friday, Fisher 
was fastest in the heats of the 200, her time of 43.296 just ahead of Lucz 
in 44.143. ‘It’s been awesome. I’m just making the most of every day,’ 
Fisher said. ‘It’s really exciting because there’s a lot of really cool young 
paddlers coming through at the moment so it’s pretty challenging. 
There’s lots of good racing.’

Lucz said she was hoping to use this weekend as good practice ahead 
of the senior world championships. ‘It’s a step before the senior worlds 
but I like racing so I’m happy to be here,’ Lucz said. ‘My World Cup 
win gave me confidence; now I believe I can do this but I also know 
I have to work. The girls here are very fast.’ In other results, Ukraine’s 
Oleh Kukharyk was fastest in the men’s U23 K1 500, ahead of Artuur 
Peters, while Hungary qualified fastest for the final of the men’s U23 
K4 500. Germany was the quickest in the men’s junior K4 500 while 
Russia’s Arina Anoshkina and Svetlana Chernigovskaya were the fastest 
in the women’s U23 K2 500. Alena Nazdrova and Kamila Bobr were 
the fastest qualifiers in both the U23 C2 500 and C2 200 women’s 
event but Virag Balla was the quickest in the heats of the women’s 
U23 C1 200 with Canada’s Katie Vincent second and Nazdrova third. 
Lithuania’s Henrikas Zustautas shaded Olympic medallist Isaquias Santos 
in the heats of the men’s U23 C1 200.

Triple Olympic medallist Isaquias Queiroz dos Santos would turn 
his focus towards this year’s senior world championships in Racice 
after winning the C1 1,000.  Queiroz dos Santos was one of the few 
paddlers to master the strong headwinds on a day the extreme outside 
lanes benefitted from the conditions. ‘I’m really happy; the wind 
was very difficult but it was okay,’ he said. ‘This competition is not 
the most important this year; it is for me preparation for the senior 
world championships but I am still very happy to win here.’ Four gold 
medallists and several minor placegetters raced in lane nine, which had 
some protection from the wind; however, dos Santos was able to win 
from lane four. Winners from lane nine were Argentina’s Agustin Vernice 
in the men’s U23 K1 1,000, Germany’s Finn Eidam and Benedikt 
Bachmann in the men’s K2 U23 1,000, China’s Hongzheng Li and 
Wenhua Chen in the men’s C2 U23 1,000 and Russia’s Ian Kavaliauskas 
in the C1 junior men’s 1,000.

Li and Chen said their win was a big moment in their two year career 
together. ‘This is a breakthrough,’ Chen said. ‘We didn’t have much 
confidence at the start so we just did our best. The wind was a little less 

and a bronze medal in the C1 200 in front of thousands of fans 
and a Brazilian television audience in the millions.

Not surprisingly, the 23 year old is now a household name 
throughout Brazil.

‘My life had a big change after the Rio Olympics because I had 
become a more popular athlete, the first one in my sport (to win three 
medals in one Olympics),’ he said. 

‘But now the focus for me is the Tokyo 2020 Olympics.’
There were no major surprises on day one of competition in Pitesti, 

raced in almost perfect conditions.
Belgium’s Artuur Peters was fastest qualifier for the men’s U23 K1 

1,000 while Australia’s Alyssa Bull was fastest qualifier in the women’s 
K1 1,000.

The rivalry between Hungary’s Virag Balla and Alena Nazdrova of 
Belarus in the C1 500 would create another chapter on Saturday after 
both comfortably qualified for the U23 final.

Nazdrova defeated Balla at the World Cup event in Belgrade but 

in our lane and we were able to take advantage.’ Eidam and Bachmann 
were competing in just their fourth race together. ‘Of course it was 
hard to know where we were but the Russians were pushing us very 
hard in lane eight,’ Eidam said. ‘For me this is unbelievable. I have never 
experienced this before. We have improved in every race. ‘Next year we 
will see what happens; hopefully we can go together again.’

Kavaliauskas said it was good to be back on top of the podium. ‘This 
is the second time I have won this but I am nothing without my team 
and my coach so I really want to thank them,’ he said. ‘I think there 
was a small advantage in lane nine because the wind was coming from 
the left. Next year I will be competing in U23 but for me the big goal 
is Tokyo 2020.’ In other results China’s Yanan Ma won the C1 junior 
women’s 500 while Alena Nazdrova won the showdown with Virag 
Balla in the women’s U23 C1 500.

Hungary won the women’s U23 K4 500. ‘We had a great start and 
we tried to remain focussed,’ said Eszter Malcsiner. ‘We had a really 
tough final 100 metres but we did it so it is worth it. We’ve been 
training together since the World Cup in Szeged. We are from two 
different clubs so we tried to paddle together as much as possible.’ The 
Hungarians also took the honours in the women’s K4 junior 500. ‘For 
the whole race the Spanish girls were ahead of us but in the last 50 
metres we were able to get ahead,’ Anna Lucz said. ‘On the start line we 
were talking among ourselves. I think that was good because then we 
didn’t feel so nervous. Winning this is a dream for me. My dream has 
come true.’

The U23 women’s K1 1,000 went to 2016 Olympian Alyssa 
Bull. ‘You’re not only racing all the other girls out there, who are all 
paddling so well, but you’re also taking on that headwind,’ an exhausted 
Bull said after the race. ‘Far out, that was like the main competition out 
there. I think everyone was just trying to stay low in their boat. It’s a 
long way. I haven’t really tapered for this but I love racing so when it 
comes to a race I can be pretty competitive.’

Germany’s Jacob Schopf, racing from lane four, won the K1 junior 
men’s 1,000. ‘I got my title again so I’m pretty happy,’ Schopf said. ‘In 
my preparation first I was ill and then my paddle broke but in the last 
week everything was okay. This gives me more motivation for the next 
years. Hopefully I can get on the A team for Germany next year.’

Fellow Germans Jakob Kurschat and Jakob Thordsen won the 
K2 junior 1,000. ‘It was very stormy but they were our conditions,’ 
Kurschat said. ‘This is unbelievable. I cannot describe what it means for 
us.’

The women’s K1 junior 1,000 was won by the Czech Republic’s 
Sofie Kinclova, who finished two seconds ahead of her closest rival. ‘It’s 
amazing but I almost died out there; the wind was very strong,’ she 
said. ‘It was four minutes and 44 seconds; last year it was four minutes. I 
race in the 500 and the 200 so the 1,000 is very good for me. ‘I want to 
win the Olympic Games more than one time.’

In the junior men’s C2 1,000 it was Hungary’s Adam Slihoczki and 
Attila Szoke who won. ‘This is the top of my career so I am very happy,” 
Slihoczki said. ‘We’ve been paddling for seven years and together for 
two years. Now we want to race in the U23 and become champions 
again.’

Aimee Fisher has sent a warning to the rest of the paddling world 
with two dominant winning performances on the final day. Fisher’s 
victory in the K1 200 and 500 was the stand out performance in a 
weekend where medals were shared among 30 different countries. 22 
finals were contested on a jam packed final day which included 
Henrikas Zustautas winning his third U23 C1 200 title and, in the 
process, relegating Brazil’s triple Olympic medallist, Isaquias dos 
Santos, to the silver medal. ‘It was more motivation because he was 

James takes 200m title in stormy conditions

Eidam/Bachmann take the U23 500m title. Aimee Fisher took both 200m and 500m under 23 titles.
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the bronze medallist in Rio. I was in Rio and I finished just 11th’ he 
said. ‘For me that was bad so I came here for revenge with him. I was 
nervous because it’s a world championship; before the race I didn’t 
feel so good. After years of watching New Zealand’s Lisa Carrington 
dominating sprint canoe events opponents will now have another Kiwi 
with whom to contend following Fisher’s powerful double. 22 year old 
Fisher finished ahead of the K1 200 field by more than half a second in 
the morning and then smashed a world class 500 metre field by more 
than two seconds. It was a particularly emotional double for Fisher, who 
was forced to part ways with her coach, Rene Olsen, who is heading 

to coach in the UK. ‘That was so good; there were a lot of emotions 
out there,’ Fisher said. ‘I just wanted it so bad for Rene. I couldn’t have 
done any of this without him. Ever since the World Cups, every day 
he’s just been focusing for this moment so I wanted to send him out 
in style and thank him for everything he’s done. ‘I feel like I had some 
pretty good survival mode strokes at the end there. Every stroke back 
home in those key sessions I was thinking about this moment.’ Hungary 
finished the world championships as the most successful nation, picking 
up seven gold medals and 18 overall with Germany finishing second 
with four golds and seven medals. Other countries to win over the 
weekend included Argentina, Moldova, Australia, China and  Lithuania 
while Mexico, Belgium, Iran and Cuba were among the minor medal 
winners. Host nation Romania thrilled the big home crowd with three 
medals on the final day, two silver and a bronze.
ICF

200m: K1MJ: 1 I James, GB, 36.192. 2 I Zotov, Rossija, 36.296. 3 C Zalka, Slovensko, 36.636.
K1MU23: 1 B Birkás, Magyarország, 35.240. 2 A Seja, Lietuva, 35.320.
3 A Di Liberto, Italia, 35.396. 12 S Naftanaila, GB.
C1WU23: 1 K Vincent, Canada, 47.940. 2 V Balla, Magyarország, 48.100.
3 A Nazdrova, Belarus, 48.116. 7 K Reid, GB, 49.952.
C2WU23: 1 Nazdrova/Bobr, Belarus, 44.332. 2 Almakaeva/Kharchenko, Rossija, 45.664.
3 Hardy-Kavanagh/Lavoie-Parent, Canada, 46.612. 7 Gill/Fitzhenry, GB, 49.084.
500m: K1WJ: 1 A Gazsó, Magyarország, 1:52.716. 2 A Svita, Belarus, 1:54.344.
3 B Fragoza, Mexico, 1:54.396.
K1WU23: 1 A Fisher, NZ, 1:48.948. 2 A Bull, Australia, 1:51.092. 3 R Simon, GB, 1:51.160.
K1MJ: 1 Á Varga, Magyarország, 1:39.844. 2 B Zdelar, Srbija, 1:39.876.
3 A Sashilin, Rossija, 1:40.244. 11 M Marciniak, GB.
K1MU23: 1 O Kukharyk, Ukraina, 1:37.736. 2 A Peters, Belgique, 1:38.444.
3 A Vernice, Argentina, 1:38.804. 7 T Lusty, GB, 1:40.820.
K2WJ: 1 Biben/Bakó, Magyarország, 1:43.788. 2 Plasca/Mikai, România, 1:45.968.
3 Wisniewska/Olszewska, Polska, 1:46.440. 9 Kneen/Myburgh, GB, 1:50.748.
K2WU23: 1 Iskrzycka/Paszek, Polska, 1:42.316. 2 Morison/Pelachs, España, 1:42.520.
3 Racskó/Malcsiner, Magyarország, 1:43.468.
C2WU23: 1 Nazdrova/Bobr, Belarus, 1:59.320. 2 Dorange/Cailleretz, France, 2:01.708.
3 Samon/Pantoja, Cuba, 2:02.312. 8 Gill/Fitzhenry, GB, 2:07.168.
K4WJ: 1 Magyarország, 1:49.572. 2 España, 1:49.980. 3 Belarus, 1:50.580.
K4MU23: 1 España, 1:20.656. 2 Belarus, 1:20.712. 3 România, 1:20.744. 13 GB.
1km: K1WU23: 1 A Bull, Australia, 4:38.756. 2 C Schmidt, Deutschland, 4:39.804.
3 Y Kolesnyk, Ukraina, 4:42.520. 5 R Simon, GB, 4:44.188.
K1MJ: 1 J Schopf, Deutschland, 4:10.784. 2 Á Varga, Magyarország, 4:11.528.
3 R Knudsen, Danmark, 4:13.048. 7 C Smith, GB, 4:22.500.
K1MU23: A Vernice, Argentina, 4:03.328. 2 A Peters, Belgique, 4:05.692.
3 M Nathell, Sverige, 4:06.580. 12 T Lusty, GB.
K2MJ: 1 Kurschat/Thordsen, Deutschland, 3:44.076. 2 Eros/Kós, Magyarország, 3:46.524.
3 Sobisek/Brabec, Ceská, 3:49.100. 12 Cadell/Petersen, GB.
K2MU23: 1 Eidam/Bachmann, Deutschland, 3:36.148. 2 Sitnikov/Petaykin, Rossija, 3:36.592. 
3 Fitzsimmons/Wood, Australia, 3:38.968. 16 Bowley/Johnson, GB.

Jørgensen is clearly on the ascent.

The Hungarian junior K4 won over 500m.

Isaquias Queiroz dos Santos had to settle for 2nd over 200m.

Curtis McGrath.

Jonathan Young.

Emma Wiggs.

Luis Carlos Cardoso da Silva.

The Hungarian women’s K4 new lineup.

Serhii Yemelianov cools his hands.

World Championships
Brazil’s Luis Carlos Cardoso Da Silva picked up his fifth 

paracanoe world title on the opening day of competition at 
the world championships in Racice, Czech Republic. Cardoso Da 
Silva won the non Paralympic VL1 men’s 200 final ahead of Hungary’s 
Robert Suba and Russia’s Pavel Gromov. He finished 4th in front of his 
home crowd in the KL1 at last year’s Rio Paralympics and was hoping 
to win the same event in Racice. ‘The results last year inspired me to 
look at my mistakes and to work on them and correct them and try to 
come here and win the gold medal,’ he said. ‘I’m very happy to have 
won this race; it’s four times in a row now. I was a little bit nervous at 
first but I was very focussed.’

In other non Paralympic events on Wednesday Russia’s Larisa Volik 
won the VL3 women’s final, ahead of Germany’s Anja Adler and Great 

Britain’s Lindsay Thorpe, and Australia’s Jocelyn Neumueller 
took the VL1 women’s title with Japanese duo Akiko Nakajima 
and Monika Seryu taking 2nd and 3rd. It was the biggest win 

of Neumueller’s short paddling career, having come to paracanoe on 
the eve of the 2016 Paralympics. ‘It’s a great feeling, for a class that’s 
quite new and still evolving. I’m very happy with the way it turned out,’ 
Neumueller said. ‘I still am quite new and for me it is still very much 
a learning experience and improvement to come. It’s such an exciting 
time.’

Australia made a clean sweep of all three paracanoe gold medals on 
offer on the second day. Among the winners was 2017 Paralympics gold 
medallist, Curtis McGrath, five years to the day from when he stepped 
on a landmine in Afghanistan and lost both his legs. Rio silver medallist 
Amanda Reynolds, and bronze medallist Susan Seipel were Australia’s 
other winners in perfect racing conditions. ‘There’s a bit of significance 
but it’s just a subthought to what really matters on the start line,’ 
McGrath said. ‘I like to think I get out there and make the most of the 
opportunities that I’ve got. There’s a lot of guys that are going through 
a tough time back in the military and outside the military with their 
posttraumatic stress and what’s happened to them in their service so if I 
can show that getting out there and getting active leads to a positive and 
healthy life it’s the least I can do really.’

Reynolds said she was relieved to paddle a strong race in her final 
after a disappointing semi final. ‘I crossed the line and I didn’t know. I 

thought I must have stuffed it up like I did yesterday,’ Reynolds said. ‘I 
felt a lot more controlled than yesterday. Yesterday was just a panic 
paddle I think. I think I just had to get my head back together and get 
back on top of it.’

Seipel triumphed in the VL2 final despite a limited preparation. ‘It 
feels pretty special especially as I haven’t really been focusing on the 
V1 very much,’ Seipel said. ‘I guess if I can stay on top with minimal 
training in the V, that’s fantastic and if it gets included in the Paralympic 
programme I’ll focus on it a bit more. I think it would be great if it does 
get on to the programme. It was so successful last year. I think we had a 
great debut as a sport.’

Two Olympic medallists were upstaged on the second day but both 
were still safely through to the finals. Local hope Martin Fuksa squeezed 
out Brazil’s Olympic silver medallist, Isaquias Queiroz dos Santos, in 
their heat of the C1 1,000 with only first place progressing directly to 
the final while New Zealand’s Lisa Carrington and Caitlin Ryan were 
too strong for German silver medallists Franziska Weber and Tina Dietze 
in the K2 500. Fuksa finished 6th in the Rio final but believed the 
home crowd could help him reach the podium on the weekend. ‘It was 
a hard race because Isaquias had a fast start,’ Fuksa said. ‘It was a fast race 
but I had the better finish. ‘I’m not nervous because I’m super happy 
that the world championships are in the Czech Republic. I think, yes, 
the crowd could make a difference because all my family will be here.’

Twice Olympic champion Germany’s Sebastian Brendel had no 
problems qualifying directly for the C1 1,000 final but said the first 
world championships after an Olympics is always a challenge. ‘I had 
a good preparation at home; they were good weeks for me,’ Brendel 
said. ‘It’s a good chance for the rookies to get to the final or make it 
onto the podium. The older guns must show that they can compete 
against the young ones.’

Carr ington and Ryan found themselves in the same heat as 
Germany’s Weber and Dietze with only the winner qualifying directly 
for the final. ‘It was good for both of us to get out there finally in the 
K2 and finally have a crack; we’ve been waiting for a little while now,’ 
Carrington said. ‘There’s never an easy road to the finals so we wanted 
to really give it a crack at winning today so we could go straight 
through.’ 

Ryan said the strong New Zealand team had enjoyed a good 
preparation for the world championships. ‘The team we’ve created and 
the support around us has been really good so I think it’s allowed us 
to focus on what we need to do to bring the best in the racing this 
weekend,’ Ryan said. Carrington, twice an Olympic gold medallist, set 
herself a punishing schedule, competing in four events. On Wednesday 
she eased her way into the final of the K1 500, finishing second in 
her semi final behind Belarus’ Volha Khudzenka. Khudzenka and 
Carrington were the fastest two qualifiers for the final. In other results, 
Belarus’ Aleh Yurenia was the fastest qualifier for the men’s K1 1,000 
final, just ahead of Czech Olympic silver medallist Josef Dostál. Canada’s 
Katie Vincent and Laurence Vincent-Lapointe were very impressive 
in qualifying fastest for the women’s C2 500 while the experienced 
German pairing of Max Hoff and Marcus Gross were fastest in the 
men’s K2 1,000.

New Zealand and Hungary drew first blood in the battle for women’s 
K4 500 supremacy, qualifying directly for the weekend’s finals. In one of 
the most eagerly anticipated events on the programme, New Zealand 
finished ahead of Germany in their heat, while Hungary proved too 
strong for France in their race. Twice Olympic gold medallist Lisa 
Carrington moved to the team boat this year and, after helping win 
gold medals at the opening two World Cups sitting in the second seat 
on the boat, moved to the front for Friday’s heat. ‘I’ve got an amazing 
group of girls behind me; they just make my job super easy,’ Carrington 
said. ‘It’s just an awesome team effort. It’s so nice with the work 
that we’ve done that we are able to show it today. ‘We’ve obviously 
put high expectations on ourselves so we just want to go out there 
and execute what we think we can do.’ The New Zealanders, minus 
Carrington, finished 5th at last year’s Olympics and Kayla Imrie said the 
improvement was a reward for effort. ‘There’s been a lot of work that 
we’ve put into it,’ she said. ‘This doesn’t come easy and there’s been a 
lot of sweat and tears along the way. I’m proud of all the girls and what 
we’ve done to get where we are today; hopefully the weekend turns out 
for us and we can put a good performance on.’

The Hungarians had been forced to rebuild their crew since winning 
back to back Olympic gold medals in London and Rio with legends 
Danuta Kozak and Gabriella Szabo not paddling this year. Krisztina 
Fazekas-Zur, the only remaining member of the two Olympic crews, 
said there is always pressure on the Hungarians to perform. ‘We know 
each other because we race in Hungary together but we are definitely 

new in the K4,’ she said. ‘I’m very happy because they are giving me so 
much fire; there’s a really positive vibe. I really like it because, especially 
after the Olympics sometimes, the motivation level is not that high, so 
they are helping me a lot. Every year it is the same for us; we know 

Heath the 200m big daddy
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there is a high expectation for us but we have learned to deal with this. 
We grew up with this.’ Hungary and Germany dominated the women’s 
K4 500 at both world championship and Olympic levels since the 
late 1970s but were upstaged by Belarus at the 2015 world titles but 
then they bounced back to take gold and silver in Rio. Meanwhile 
Carrington continued her busy programme with an impressive win 
in her heat of the K1 200, her time of 40.222 the quickest in the four 
preliminary races. In the men’s K1 200, Hungary’s Bence Horvath 
qualified fastest, ahead of Olympic gold medallist Liam Heath of 
Great Britain. Laurence Vincent Lapointe could not have been more 
impressive in her heat of the women’s C1 200, her time more than two 
seconds faster than the next quickest competitor. It would be standing 
room only for the final of the men’s K4 500 after the Czech team 
of Daniel Havel, Jan Sterba, Jakub Spicar and Radek Slouf qualified 
fastest ahead of the highly rated Germans. In the men’s C2 1,000 it was 
Russia’s Viktor Melantev and Vladislav Chebotar who qualified fastest 
for the final.

Great Britain were celebrating a golden double on day three with 
Paralympic gold medallist Emma Wiggs and team mate Jonathan 
Young taking the honours on Friday. The Brits also picked up silver 
and bronze medals in paracanoe finals while there was a gold medal for 
Italian Estaban Gabriel Farias in the men’s KL1. Wiggs was a convincing 
winner of the KL2 women’s title, her fourth world title since crossing 
to paracanoe after a career as a volleyballer, with team mate Nicola 
Paterson taking the silver medal and Russia’s Nadezda Andreeva the 
bronze. ‘To be honest, in a build year, to win it is more than I could 
have asked for,’ Wiggs said. ‘I’m really chuffed. I hope I’ve done a good 
time for my coach, Matt, who’s been an absolute legend this year, and I 
wanted to nail a performance that would make him proud on the world 
stage. I can’t believe it; what a year and brilliant to hold all the titles. For 
me personally, this one has felt the toughest; this has been a tough year 
off the back of the Paralympics.’

Young broke through for the biggest win of his career, taking gold 
in the VL3 men’s final ahead of Brazil’s Paralympic bronze medallist 
Caio Ribeiro De Carvalho with team mate Martin Tweedie finishing 
third. He said just missing qualification for the 2016 Paralympics had 
been a test of his resolve but ‘The day after selections for the Rio 
Games was a pretty rough day, I guess I was pretty emotional for a 
couple of months after that,’ he said, ‘But I was invited to watch the 
Games as part of a Paralympic inspiration process. It inspired me to 
be the best paddler I could be, not necessarily a Paralympian but the 
best I can possibly be. I just love paddling; if I’m going to be a sprint 
paddler, Tokyo’s the penultimate, isn’t it?’ Farias was celebrating KL1 
gold after just one year of competing, his time of 47.116 just edging 
out Paralympic silver medallist Robert Suba with Luis Carlos Cardoso 
Da Silva of Brazil following up his gold medal from Wednesday with a 
bronze.

German powerhouses Sebastian Brendel and Tom Liebscher broke 
the hearts of a capacity Czech crowd by storming to victory in their 
C1 and K1 1,000 finals on Saturday. In both cases the Germans chased 
down Czech paddlers who had brought the crowd to their feet. Brendel 
snatched victory from Martin Fuksa while Liebscher flew home to tip 
out Portugal’s Fernando Pimenta and local hope Josef Dostál. In other 
results, Volha Khudzenka upset Lisa Carrington in the K1 500 but then 
the twice Olympic gold medallist teamed up with Caitlyn Ryan to post 
an emphatic win in the women’s K2 500. Laurence Vincent-Lapointe 
and Katie Vincent took gold in the C2 500 and Olympic and European 
silver medallists Marko Tomicevic and Milenko Zoric broke through to 
win the men’s K2 1,000. In non Olympic events Hungary’s Ramona 
Farkasdi and Erika Medveczky won the women’s K2 1,000 and Spain’s 
Marcus Walz, an Olympic gold medallist in the K1 1,000 last year, 
teamed up with Rodrigo Germade to win the K2 500. Belarus’ Artsem 
Kozyr won the men’s C1 200, Hungary’s Mark Balaska and Balazs 
Birkas won the men’s K2 200 and Russia’s Viktor Melantev and Ivan 
Shtyl won the C2 500. For Brendel it was world title number six, his 
time of 3:50.503 edging out Fuksa’s 3:51.303. ‘After the Olympic season 
it’s a very big year for me to win this race because I had a long break, 
so very good the season has ended for me with a world title,’ Brendel 
said. ‘After 250 metres I could see Martin had a very high pace so I tried 
to stay in touch with him and then I threw everything at him in the 
finish and it worked very good.’

Germany’s Tom Liebscher surprised even himself by winning the 
men’s K1 1,000, admitting after the race the event wasn’t a main focus 
for him this year. ‘Before the final I talked to my coach and he told me 
everyone in the race can win a medal,’ Liebscher said. ‘I knew I was 
strong in the finish and there were just two boats next to me. There are 
a lot of my friends here because my home town is only one hour away.’

1,000. There was also a popular win for Josef Dostál in the K1 500 and 
Martin Fuksa in the C1 500. Sebastian Brendel was the most successful 
athlete of the weekend, picking up gold medals in the C4 1,000 and 
the C1 5,000 to add to his C1 1,000 from Saturday. Heath, who was set 
to become a father the following month, withstood a strong challenge 
from Bence Horvath to win the K1 200 title. ‘I felt the most pressure 
going into the first World Cup because you don’t know what everyone 
else has been doing over the winter,’ he said. ‘As soon as you get that 
first race you get an idea how they’re going and how you’re going and 
I’ve always believed no one can put more pressure on you than yourself 
to do the things you want to do and you’re in complete control of that 
so that’s how I’ve dealt with it.’

Carrington’s busy weekend of four events ended with two gold 
medals, the K1 200 victory continuing her unbeaten run at world 
championship and Olympic level since 2011 but she was not sure 
she’ll be able to maintain that schedule in the future. ‘I do really enjoy 
it. I love going out there and performing and the girls that I’m racing 
against inspire me to race as fast as I can,’ Carrington said. ‘It’s really 
difficult; the programme doesn’t really allow for it. I hope that in the 
future we can do more and there’s more leniency around it and there’s 
a lot of really amazing paddlers in New Zealand as well so we’ve got to 
give everyone a chance. I love doing every event and I’m lucky to have 
that chance only because I have such a great team behind me.’

The Hungarian K4 women’s team returned to the top of the tree 
with a powerful win in their 500 metre final. New Zealand went into 
the race as favourites but the Hungarians paddled the perfect race to 
see off long time rivals Germany with New Zealand finishing with 
the bronze. Krisztina Fazekas-Zur, the only remaining member of the 
London and Rio gold medal winning crews, said ‘I was expecting a 
very hard and close race but we made our plan well and stuck to that 
well. We always believe that this event is very strong for us so we really 
want to win all the time. Sometimes it doesn’t happen but usually we 
manage to win.’

The men’s K4 1,000 will be replaced by the K4 500 in Tokyo 
and the Germans, 1,000 gold medallists in Rio, have had no trouble 
transitioning to the shorter distance. They powered to victory in Racice 
ahead of Spain and the Czech Republic. ‘It’s a good starting point for us 
because we put the new boat together; it makes us look forward to the 
next three years together,’ Max Lemke said. ‘It gives us some confidence 
for the next three years.’
ICF

Volha Khudzenka backed up her outstanding form from the heats and 
semi finals with a big win over New Zealand’s Lisa Carrington in the 
K1 500. Carrington tasted success a short time later when she teamed 
up with Caitlin Ryan to win the K2 500. ‘A few months ago I didn’t 
really know I was going to do this event so I’ve only been training with 
Caitlin for a few months,’ Carrington said. ‘This is why we do all the 
training that we do and I’ve been preparing for this for a while so I just 
had to trust the process really.’

Laurence Vincent-Lapointe and Katie Vincent, paddling on the 
same side of the boat, took victory in the new Olympic event, the C2 
500. ‘We do have our own separate C1 thing that we do and that’s what 
our strength is,’ Vincent said. ‘We do our best thing in C1 and we put it 
all together. Her strength is the start and mine is the finish so we help 
each other really well when it comes to the C2.’

After a string of 2nd places, Serbia’s Marko Tomicevic and Milenko 
Zoric finally found their way to the top of the podium, winning the K2 
1,000. ‘This means a great deal for us because we have prepared a lot,’ 
Tomicevic said. ‘We were not fully satisfied after the Olympics; we have 
many silver and bronze but now we are world champions and with that 
much difference it’s a lot for us.’

Rio Paralympic gold medallists Jeanette Chippington, Curtis 
McGrath and Serhii Yemelianov won gold medals on the final day of 
competition. For Jeanette Chippington it was her eleventh world title 
and for McGrath his sixth. Chippington, a veteran of six Paralympics, 
was pushed all the way to the finish by Russia’s Alexandra Dupik in the 
KL1 final. ‘That was a tough one,’ Chippington said. ‘Deep down I really 
wanted to get my world title back (after losing last year) so I had put a 
bit of pressure on myself. I kept telling myself to just go out there and 
treat it like a time trial. I train so hard and put so much effort into it so 
it’s great to do so well.’

Australia’s McGrath continued his rivalry with Austria’s Markus 
Swoboda in the VL2, eventually finishing more than one second 
ahead. ‘A lot of work goes into getting to these events and to get on top 
of the podium,’ McGrath said. ‘I didn’t feel like it was my best race today 
but I managed to pull through and get the win so I’m pretty happy 
about that.’

Ukraine’s Yemelianov said he didn’t have the ideal preparation for the 
world championships. ‘It’s been a long preparation, a lot of hard work,’ 
he said. ‘For the last two weeks I haven’t been able to do anything. I 
tried to do some other sports and it made my muscles very tired.’

There was no Olympic hangover for four Rio gold medallists as they 
won titles on the final day on Sunday. Liam Heath, Lisa Carrington, the 
Hungarian women’s K4 500 and the German men’s K4 crew all won in 
front of a capacity crowd and in perfect paddling conditions. In other 
Olympic events, Laurence Vincent-Lapointe won the women’s C1 200, 
and Germany’s Yul Oeltze and Peter Kretschmer won the men’s C2 

200m: K1W: 1 L Carrington, NZ, 38.433. 2 E Jørgensen, Danmark, 38.996.
3 S Ponomarenko Janic, Slovenija, 39.564. 15 J Walker, GB.
K1WL2: 1 E Wiggs, GB, 49.947. 2 N Paterson, GB, 51.919. 3 N Andreeva, Rossija, 52.514.
K1WL1: 1 J Chippington, GB, 57.382. 2 A Dupik, Rossija, 57.871. 3 K Wollerman, Chile, 58.665.
K1M: 1 L Heath, GB, 33.733. 2 B Horváth, Magyarország, 34.070.
3 A Rumjancevs, Latvija, 34.439.
K1ML3: 1 S Yemelianov, Ukraina, 39.632. 2 C Ribeiro de Carvalho, Brasil, 39.821.
3 J Young, GB, 40.104. 6 R Oliver, GB, 40.793.
K1ML1: 1 E Farias, Italia, 47.116. 2 R Suba, Magyarország, 47.438.
3 L Cardoso Da Silva, Brasil, 48.016. 4 I Marsden, GB, 49.605.
C1W: 1 L Vincent-Lapointe, Canada, 45.136. 2 O Romasenko, Rossija, 46.136.
3 K Takács, Magyarország, 47.178. 10 K Reid, GB.
V1WL3: 1 L Volik, Rossija, 59.341. 2 A Adler, Deutschland, 1:08.241. 3 L Thorpe, GB, 1:08.347.
V1WL2: 1 S Seipel, Australia, 1:02.897. 2 M Nikiforova, Rossija, 1:03.680.
3 N Lahutenko, Ukraina, 1:03.808. 8 C Henshaw, GB, 1:16.158.
V1ML3: 1 J Young, GB, 48.769. 2 C Ribeiro de Carvalho, Brasil, 49.330.
3 M Tweedie, GB, 50.958.
K2W: 1 Hagymási/Szabó, Magyarország, 37.445. 2 Cicali/Genzo, Italia, 37.508.
3 Brown/Hannah, GB, 37.993.
500m: K1W: 1 V Khudzenka, Belarus, 1:48.421. 2 L Carrington, NZ, 1:48.710.
3 E Jørgensen, Danmark, 1:50.465. 13 R Simon, GB.
K1M: 1 J Dostál, Ceskà, 1:36.520. 2 R Poulsen, Danmark, 1:38.267.
3 O Kukharyk, Ukraina, 1:38.483. 12 T Lusty, GB.
K2W: 1 Carrington/Ryan, NZ, 1:38.687. 2 Weber/Dietze, Deutschland, 1:40.582.
3 Ponomarenko Janic/Osterman, Slovenija, 1:40.804.
C2W: 1 Melantev/Shtyl, Rossija, 1:38.868. 2 Carp/Mihalachi, România, 1:39.979.
3 Craciun/Craciun, Italia, 1:39.979. 14 Gill/Fitzhenry, GB.
K4W: 1 Magyarország, 1:29.784. 2 Deutschland, 1:30.084. 3 NZ, 1:30.215. 9 GB, 1:35.715.
K4M: 1 Deutschland, 1:17.734. 2 España, 1:18.371. 3 Ceskà, 1:18.729.
1km: K1W: 1 A Burnett, Australia, 3:55.971. 2 K Johansson, Sverige, 3:58.181.
3 R Cawthorn, GB, 3:59.036.
K1M: 1 T Liebscher, Deutschland, 3:27.754. 2 F Pimenta, Portugal, 3:27.993.
3 J Dostál, Ceskà, 3:28.576.
K2M: 1 Tomicevic/Zoric, Srbija, 3:08.647. 2 Gelle/Botek, Slovensko, 3:10.725.
3 Spicar/Havel, Ceskà, 3:10.853.
C2M: 1 Oeltze/Kretschmer, Deutschland, 3:31.613.
2 Torres Madrigal/Jorge Enriquez, Cuba, 3:31.955. 3 Melantev/Chebotar, Rossija, 3:33.123.
5km: K1W: 1 D Bodonyi, Magyarország, 23:17.862. 2 T Medert, Deutschland, 23:19.214.
3 L Belcher, GB, 23:28.236.
K1M: 1 F Pimenta, Portugal, 20:46.907. 2 M Hoff, Deutschland, 20:50.259.
3 A Yuenia, Belarus, 21:00.828. 7 M Gregory, GB, 21:39.570.

Local Martin Fuksa won the C1 500m.

Sebastian Brendel was the most successful competitor.

The fastest performance of the world championships. You would not have wanted to have got in Liam Heath’s way.
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National Championships
Holme Pierrepont does not often come up with ideal racing 

conditions but it did this time, at least on the Saturday, almost calm and 
sunny but not too hot.

Such was the setting for the national championships with 269 races in 
a programme where the start list alone ran to 43 pages.

The last few hundred metres of the roadway alongside the course are 
now so crowded with spectators, joggers, walkers, skateboards, scooters 
and various other pieces of wheeled transport that it becoming unsafe 
to follow a whole race by bike on the south side of the course. Indeed, 

on Saturday morning there were even four girls on ponies at full gallop 
on the grass alongside.

There was plenty of speed on the water, too. The first of the 
championship finals was the C1 1km with Iain Weir leading from start 
to finish. Caines was just over 2 seconds slower and the only other C1 
to get close was Arthur Leech in the subsequent under 18 race, which 
he won by over 50 seconds.

Boys’ under 16 K1s were won by Kereszturi by the better part of 3 
seconds but the fight was for the next place, Nightingale taking it from 
Miles by a third of a second.

Schofield shows his range of talents

Leech and Kirk in boys’ under 18 C1 200m.

Dowden/Shaw, Armstrong/Urquhart, How/Howlett and Barkway/Pickering in boys’ under 18 K2 1km.

Kneen, Wallace-Loizou, Burgess, Martyn amd McCarthy in girls’ under 18 K1 200m.

Chippington, Paterson and Wiggs in a paracanoe race.

Aitchison/Carey, Fitzhenry/Gill and Bracewell/Tomos in C2 over 200m.

Calvert, Barisik, Blacker and Schofield in the men’s open C1 200m.

Bennett takes the girls’ under 18 C1 200m.

Johnson/Johnson and Lusty/Orme in men’s K2 1km.

Duffield taking the girls’ under 18 K1 500m from Kneen.

Reid and Bracewell in women’s open C1 200m.

Blacker/Cook in the C2 over 1km.

Lewis, Cawthorn and Kerr in the women’s open K1 500m.
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200m: K1GU14: 1 A Armstrong, Scottish Performance, 52.72. 2 A Roghi, Norwich, 53.94.
3 G Anderson, Norwich, 54.84.
K1GU16: 1 Z Clark, Royal, 47.76. 2 E Dale, Falcon, 48.31. 3 E Churchill, Seren Dwr, 49.80.
K1GU18 - Phillips Plate: 1 R Kneen, Scottish Performance, 49.24.
2 A Burgess, Holme Pierrepont, 49.74. 3 B Holden, Norwich, 51.06.
K1W - Lendenkamp Trophy: 1 A Hannah, Banbury, 43.67. 2 R Cawthorn, Wey, 44.24.
3 E Lewis, Worcester, 44.42.
K1WMasA/B: 1 E Golder, Seren Dwr, 57:18. 2 J Fooks, Devizes, 1:04.76.
3 M Huisman, Southampton, 1:09.73.
K1BU14: 1 T Booth, Norwich, 44.60. 2 B Want, Norwich, 45.76.
3 X Hinves, Southampton, 47.72.
K1BU16: 1 E Nightingale, Wiltshire Y, 41.58. 2 F Kemp, Reading, 41.74.
3 J Brockway, Scottish Performance, 43.25.
K1BU18 - Henry Thelan Trophy: 1 I James, Scottish Performance, 38.63.
2 B Gallacher, Scottish Performance, 40.77. 3 S Armstrong, Devizes, 40.00.
K1M - Ken & Eileen Phillips Memorial Trophy: 1 J Schofield, Soar Valley, 37.01.
2 M Robinson, Cardiff Bay, 37.75. 3 L Fletcher, Scottish Performance, 37.91.
K1ML3/L2.1: 1 J Young, Paracanoe, 40.90. 2 R Oliver, Paracanoe, 41.45.
3 S Wood, Paracanoe, 45.25.
K1ML3/L2.2: 1 J Young, Paracanoe, 41.63. 2 R Oliver, Paracanoe, 43.22.
3 S Wood, Paracanoe, 45.31.
K1WL3/2/ML1.1: 1 I Marsden, Paracanoe, 51.26. 2 E Wiggs, Paracanoe, 52.11.
3 N Paterson, Paracanoe, 55.86.
K1WL3/2/ML1.2: 1 E Wiggs, Paracanoe, 52.29. 2 N Paterson, Paracanoe, 54.01.
3 J Chippington, Paracanoe, 59.84.
K1MMasA/B: 1 D Pringle, Salmon Leap, 45.42. 2 P Lowe, Nottingham, 50.16.
3 P Brookes, Gailey, 50.43.
K1MMasC/D: 1 G Speirs, Kirkcaldy, 47.84. 2 H Blackman, Burton Phoenix, 50.18.
3 M Villaruel, Ealing, 50.24.
K1MPSat: 1 J Fisher, Glasgow, 58.41. 2 J Mansfield, 4As, 1:00.61. 3 O Jackson, Lincoln, 1:01.15.
C1GU18/U16: 1 R Bennett, Fladbury, 55.62. 2 L Dowling-Clarke, Scottish Performance, 57.20. 
3 A Aitchinson, Holme Pierrepont, 1:00.88.
C1W - Sam Rippington Trophy: 1 K Reid, Holme Pierrepont, 49.42.
2 A Fitzhenry, NI, 51.30. 3 C Bracewell, Holme Pierrepont, 51.73.
C1BU16/U14: 1 T Lambert, Lee Valley, 47.18. 2 A Marasa, Bridge 8, 47.44.
3 D Kleta, Richmond, 53.44.
C1BU18: 1 A Leech, Richmond, 49.26. 2 O Cook, Solihull, 53.79.
3 H Kirk, Holme Pierrepont, 55.31.
C1M - Dewar Cup: 1 D Bogsnovs, Norwich, 45.56. 2 O Bartusik, Bridge 8, 45.72.
3 C Calvert, Fladbury, 46.28.
V1WL3-1.1: 1 C Henshaw, Paracanoe, 1:03.14. 2 J Chippington, Paracanoe, 1:03.94.
3 J Warren, Paracanoe, 1:10.83.
V1ML3.1: 1 J Young, Paracanoe, 51.12.
V1ML3.2: 1 J Young, Paracanoe, 52.69.
K2GU14: 1 Groves/Roghi, Norwich, 48.72. 2 Armstrong/Clarkson, Linlithgow/Glasgow, 49.84.
3 Anderson/Walker, Norwich, 51.62.
K2GU16: 1 Clark/Dale, National Talent, 44.43. 2 Davison/Ede, Banbury/Norwich, 47.23.
3 Carter/Hills, Royal/Richmond, 47.63.
K2GU18: 1 Burgess/Burgess, Holme Pierrepont, 47.26.
2 Holden/Martyn, Norwich/Wey, 47.63. 3 Ball/Freeman, Wiltshire Y/Devizes, 48.36.
K2W: 1 Brown/Hannah, Wiltshire Y/Banbury, 39.39. 2 Lewis/Walker, Worcester/Royal, 41.16. 
3 Kerr/Syme, Scottish Performance, 45.15.
K2BU14: 1 Booth/Want, Norwich, 43.14. 2 Cabrera/Hinves, Fowey/Southampton, 46.23.
3 Betts/Tonkin, Reading, 46.85.
K2M: 1 James/Schofield, Scottish Performance/Soar Valley, 36.46.
2 Russell/Duffield, Chelmsford, 38.41. 3 Clive/Beevers, Gailey/Wey, 38.80.
K2MMasA/B: 1 Martinkevic/Soregi, Hemel Hempstead, 40.25.
2 Devriadis/Molner, Maidstone, 49.92.
K2MMasC/D: 1 Speirs/Toovey, Kirkcaldy/Linlithgow, 47.02. 2 Dodson/Pemble, Addlestone, 48.73. 
3 Doran/Simmons, Lincoln, 49.37.
K2MPSat: 1 Hage/Jackson, 4As/Lincoln, 59.08. 2 Marshall/Warwick, 4As, 1:05.47.
3 Chettle/Mansfield, 4As, 1:09.03.

The men’s K1 saw Lusty lead Johnson away from the start to get clear 
water over the others after 250m. There was eventually over 2 seconds 
between them but then 9 seconds to Cresser in 3rd place, an astonishing 
gap in the major race of the national championships.

Over 200m, Ruth Bennett took a respectable win of over a second 
in under 18 C1 from Lydia Dowling-Clarke with 15 year old Charlotte 
Carey in 4th place only 5 seconds off the pace. Katie Jayne Reid won 
the senior equivalent by a couple of seconds. The boys’ under 18 race 
went to Leech again with a win of some 3 seconds.

Bartusik was leading the senior race but Bogsnovs managed to snatch 
it from him on the line by a whisker. The penultimate boat, 15 seconds 
off the pace, was in the hands of Johnny Schofield, whose paddling 
career has been far from dull. He was national champion in WWR 
but, because of the absence of funding, moved to sprint, which he has 
taken to Olympic medal level. This weekend he added C1 and C2 to his 
sprint repertoire and intends to return to contest WWR, such a range of 
abilities.

Clark took the under 16 girl’s K1 500m title while the under 18 
went to Duffield, half a second up on Kneen. The senior title went to 
Rachel Cawthorn, a second and a half clear of Lewis.

Dowden/Shaw won the under 18 K2 1km title but the battle for 2nd 
place was incredibly close, Armstrong/Urquhart taking it from Callow/
Hayward by just 0.03 sec. The following race for the senior title was 
nearly as tight, 0.12 sec separating Lusty/Orme from the Johnsons, but 
then a 13 second gap to Mitchell/Sneddon in 3rd place.

Blacker/Cook took the C2 senior title by default while lumped in 
with what was otherwise a non championship race for all the masters’ 
kayak groups.

The leading under 16 girls over 200m saw Clark take a half second 
win from Dale while Kneen took the under 18 title from Burgess by a 
similar margin, as did Hannah from Cawthorn for the senior title, this 
time with Lewis and Brown in touch.

The boys’ under 16 was a photofinish race, Nightingale 0.16 sec up 
on Kemp. The Scots had claimed they would take the first three under 
18 places. James had a 2 second win but Gallacher was only 0.11 sec up 

Bennett winning from Lydia Dowling-Clarke. The senior title went to 
Fitzhenry with a 4 second lead over Chloe Bracewell.

A headwind began to pick up as the K4 races started. The senior 
men’s win went to Beevers/Robinson/Bowley/Fletcher. Of the four 
crews, only Chelmsford had a club boat, placed 3rd. Girls’ under 18s 
and under 16s went together, Churchill/Clark/Dale/Kneen with the 
fastest time and only Addlestone filling a boat, placed 7th of the eight. 
Cawthorn/Lewis/Simon/Walker took the senior K4 to a 9 second lead.

Switching to K2s, the under 16s saw Atkins/Kereszturi take a 3 
second win before a photofinish for 2nd place, Greaves/Kemp taking 
it by 0.08 sec from Brockway/Nightingale. James/Leishman were half a 
second up on Cadell/Urquhart in the under 18s but Cresser/Lusty took 
a 3 second win over Duffield/Russell in the seniors.

The women’s C2s of all ages were to be run with the women’s 
masters A and B but the kayaks cried off, still leaving an assorted age 
group which Fitzhenry/Gill won from Bracewell/Tomos. The men’s 
race was much simpler, just the senior C2s, except for the mixed C2 of 
Reid/Weir, taking an 8 second win over Kleta/Phillips.

The final set of races were over 1km. Hipkins won the under 16 from 
fellow Longridge paddler Hutchinson, herself 7 seconds clear of Hurrell. 
Martyn took 4 seconds off Kneen in the under 18s.

Rachel Cawthorn was the woman to beat in the senior final but she 
went off the start like a rocket and was two lengths up after 250m. She 
held this for the rest of the race, finishing 4 seconds clear of Lee-Smith. 
This was as it should have been, having taken the world championships 
bronze medal in this event the previous week, but it is heartening to see 
a top competitor standing up to the challenge from her peers, allowing 
them to pace themselves against her. After all, not contesting the race 
would make the national title a hollow win so her participation was 
essential.

The final race was for seniors and under 18 men in K4. Chelmsford 
and National Talent crews led away and Chelmsford continued to 
progress, being a length up at the midway point and 3 seconds ahead at 
the finish. Banbury, Wey, Royal Leamington Spa and Pangbourne also 
had full club crews, to be welcomed.

Paracanoe results were based on scores in repeated races although 
the complex categories meant a shortage of directly comparable 
performances. Emma Wiggs and Jeanette Chippington were among 
those taking part although Jonathan Young had to undertake his races as 
solo time trials with nobody else on the course.

Fitting a schedule of races together can be fraught although Lois 
Leaver had more problems than most, working her crew boat races 
around taking runs in the adjacent slalom. At least it gave more value for 
the petrol money from Edinburgh.

While there were many excellent performances, there was a worrying 
lack of strength in depth in some important classes.

on Armstrong of Devizes, Harper of Banbury also getting home before 
Kerr. Adding in Cadell, the Scots took 1st, 2nd, 5th and 8th, a very 
respectable set of results. The senior title went to Schofield, showing he 
has not forgotten about K1s, while 2nd place went to Robinson, 0.16 
sec clear of Fletcher.

Women’s C2s had all ages in together so a 10 second spread over the 
four boats was good, Fitzhenry/Gill taking the title from Bracewell/
Tomos. Bogdanovs/Shaw took the men’s title by a second from the 
unlikely pairing of Schofield and Weir after a wobbly start.

Clark/Dale took a comfortable under 16 K2 girls’ win from Davison/
Ede, the latter just 0.4 sec up on Carter/Hills. The under 18s were 
much tighter, 1.1 sec separating Burgess/Burgess, Holden/Martyn and 
Ball/Freeman. On the other hand, the seniors were spread out, Brown/
Hannah a couple of seconds up on Lewis/Walker, in turn 4 seconds 
clear of Kerr/Syme.

Sunday carried on from here but now with a moody cloud cover 
although the rain had the decency to almost hold off until the finish of 
racing.

There was no under 18 boys’ race but the senior K2 title went to 
James/Schofield, a couple of seconds clear of Russell/Duffield, in turn 
0.39 seconds up on Clive/Beevers.

Racing switched to 500m, the under 16 girl’s K2 going to Clark/
Dale, nearly 7 seconds clear of Davison/Ede. Holden/Martyn were 
the better part of 3 seconds clear of Ball/Freeman in under 18s. In the 
seniors, however, less than 0.2 sec separated Lewis/Simon from Brown/
Hannah but then there was a 9 second gap to Kerr/Syme.

The under 18 K1s again saw four Scots in the final, topped by James 
and Gallacher. There were two Johnsons in the senior final, D Johnson 
being within a couple of seconds of winner Tom Lusty.

The under 16 and under 14 C1s were run together, the title going 
to 15 year old Alexander Marasa, one of the Bridge 8 contingent from 
Edinburgh. Leech had a lonely under 18 race, winning from Cook 
by nearly 20 seconds, making Weir’s 4 second win over Caines in the 
seniors cosy by comparison.

The under 18 and under 16 girls in C1 were placed together, Ruth 

Wey and Scottish Performance women’s K4s over 500m. That saltire drogue could not have helped.

Wey and Chelmsford men’s K4s race over 500m.

Bogdanovs/Shaw and Schofield/Weir in men’s C2.

Brown/Hannah and Lewis/Walker in women’s open K2 200m.

James well ahead in the under 18 boys’ K1 500m.

Boonham/Bray, Ball/Freeman, Holden/Martyn, Burgess/Burgess.

James/Schofield take the men’s open K2 200m.

Johnson, Lusty and Duffield in men’s open K1 500m.

Reid/Weir win the men’s open C2 500m.
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Accessible regatta
A bellboat regatta at Bisham was claimed to be the first accessible 

regatta on the Thames, attracting over 300 children. It was opened by 
the Princess Royal and is expected to be repeated in future years.

Drugs bans
Moldavian C1 paddler Serghai Tarnovschi failed an out of 

competition drugs test on Jul 8th 2016, proving positive for GHRP-
2, a growth hormone releasing peptide on the World Anti Doping 
Agency’s banned list. The ICF subjected him to a four year ban, 
supported on appeal by the Court of Arbitration of Sport. His claim of 
a contaminated nutritional supplement was rejected and he has been 
stripped of all results after the date of the test, including his Olympic 
1km bronze medal in Rio.

Igor Trunov of the Ukraine has received a four year ban after having a 
high testosterone reading at the sprint World Cup event at Montemor-
o-Velho. He and his fellow paddlers will have to hand back the gold 
medals they took there in K2 and K4 500m events and the K1 200m 
silver and also the K2 500m bronze medals in the Szeged World Cup.

This poster promotes the world sprint championships. Are you 
comfortable with the level of aggression it displays?

World championships programmes
Men’s C4 500m, promoted in the past by David Train, is to return to 

the world championships programme after a decade. Women’s C1 500m 
and 5km races plus C2 200m will be included. Men’s K2 200m and 
K4 1km races will remain even though they are not Olympic events. 
However, men’s K4 1km, C4 500m and women’s K2 1km will not be 
contested in World Cup events.

Overdue report
A report on the alleged activities of a BC union coach in relation to a 

Rio Olympic place in return for sex, as reported by the Daily Mail, was 
due to be published in October. Well into November, it seems not to 
have been made public yet.

K4BU14: 1 Norwich, 1:53.10. 2 Wey+, 1:56.43. 3 Royal Leamington Spa, 1:59.77.
K4M: 1 1:34.12. 2 1:35.96. 3 Chelmsford, 1:36.84.
1km: K1GU16: 1 K Hipkins, Longridge, 4:50.29. 2 S Hutchinson, Longridge, 4:52.78.
3 Z Hurrell, Addlestone, 4:59.60.
K1GU18: 1 S Martyn, Wey, 4:45.15. 2 R Kneen, Scottish Performance, 4:49.02.
3 B Holden, Norwich, 4:51.02.
K1W: 1 R Cawthorn, Wey, 4:36.84. 2 L Lee-Smith, Norwich, 4:41.28.
3 M Johnson, Chelmsford, 4:45.62.
K1BU16: 1 A Kereszturi, Ealing, 3:57.10. 2 E Nightingale, Wiltshire Y, 3:59.45.
3 P Miles, Royal Leamington Spa, 3:59.79.
K1M - Farnham Cup: 1 T Lusty, Solihull, 3:42.93. 2 J Johnson, Chelmsford, 3:45.20.
3 N Cresser, Nottingham, 3:54.23.
K1MMasA/B: 1 J Hinves, Southampton, 4:17.47. 2 R Rogers, Chester, 4:17.52.
3 M Martin, Leighton Buzzard, 4:24.98.
C1BU18: 1 A Leech, Richmond, 4:34.25. 2 O Cook, Solihull, 5:26.02.
3 H Kirk, Holme Pierrepont, 5:39.31.
C1 - Sidney Rowe Cup: 1 I Weir, Banbury, 4:31.32. 2 G Caines, Nottingham, 4:33.57.
3 N Budrikis, Worcester, 4:38.67.
K2BU14: 1 Booth/Want, Norwich, 4:04.75. 2 Cabrera/Hinves, Fowey/Southampton, 4:12.12.
3 Betts/Tonkin, Reading, 4:13.35.
K2BU18: 1 Dowden/Shaw, Royal Leamington Spa/Norwich, 3:47.40.
2 Armstrong/Urquhart, Devizes/Banbury, 3:49.14. 3 Callow/Hayward, Norwich, 3:49.17.
K2M: 1 Lusty/Orme, Solihull/Anker Valley, 3:33.86. 2 Johnson/Johnson, Chelmsford, 3:33.98. 
3 Mitchell/Sneddon, Worcester, 3:46.33.
K2MMasA-D/C2: 1 Speirs/Toovey, Kirkcaldy/Linlithgow, 4:21.69.
2 Devriadis/Molnar, Maidstone, 4:31.12. 3 Blackman/Lawrenson, Burton Phoenix, 4:32.44.
K4BU16: 1 Royal Leamington Spa, 3:38.33. 2 Scottish Performance, 3:43.45.
3 Southampton/Fowey, 3:50.10.
K4M/BU18: 1 Chelmsford, 3:29.44. 2 National Talent, 3:33.04.
3 Scottish Performance, 3:39.51.

C2W/GU18/U16: 1 Fitzhenry/Gill, NI/Holme Pierrepont, 49.69.
2 Bracewell/Tomos, Holme Pierrepont, 50.31. 3 Aitchison/Carey, National Talent, 57.24.
C2M: 1 Bogdanovs/Shaw, Falcon/Fladbury, 45.99.
2 Schofield/Weir, Soar Valley/Banbury, 46.90. 3 Phillips/Phillips, Richmond, 50.46.
K4MMasC/D: 1 Lincoln, 45.35. 2 Broadland+, 45.46. 3 Addlestone, 46.37.
500m: K1GU16: 1 Z Clark, Royal, 2:09.76. 2 K Hipkins, Longridge, 2:11.60.
3 E Dale, Falcon, 2:12.07.
K1GU18 - Dennis Smith Trophy: 1 F Duffield, Norwich, 2:08.05.
2 R Kneen, Scottish Peformance, 2:08.56. 3 S Martyn, Wey, 2:10.02.
K1W - Bruce Lucas Cup: 1 R Cawthorn, Wey, 1:56.57. 2 E Lewis, Worcester, 1:57.57.
3 H Mason, Nottingham, 1:59.59.
K1WMasA/B: 1 J Alexandra, Norwich, 2:41.86. 2 J Fooks, Devizes, 2:48.94.
K1LgB: 1 M Kabeer, Wokingham, 3:03.97. 2 A Herriot, Glasgow, 3:05.86.
3 B Perry, Southampton, 3:07.45.
K1LgA: 1 O Bartusik, Bridge 8, 2:51.94. 2 H Cooke-Bailey, Gailey, 2:54.40.
3 K Armstrong, Linlithgow, 2:59.56.
K1BU14: 1 T Booth, Norwich, 2:04.97. 2 B Want, Norwich, 2:05.47.
3 X Hinves, Southampton, 2:09.44.
K1BU16: 1 E Nightingale, Wiltshire Y, 1:52.25. 2 A Kereszturi, Ealing, 1:52.80.
3 P Miles, Royal Leamington Spa, 1:53.94.
K1BU18 - Rhodes Trophy: 1 I James, Scottish Performance, 1:50.77.
2 B Gallacher, Scottish Performance, 1:53.17. 3 A Urquhart, Banbury, 1:54.43.
K1M - Unwin Bowl: 1 T Lusty, Solihull, 1:45.15. 2 D Johnson, Chelmsford, 1:46.94.
3 L Duffield, Chelmsford, 1:49.58.
K1MMasA/B: 1 V Martinkevic, Hemel Hempstead, 1:59.80. 2 J Hinves, Southampton, 2:00.19.
3 R Rogers, Chester, 2:00.61.
K1MMasC/D: 1 G Speirs, Kirkcaldy, 2:06.43. 2 J Bauer, Worcester, 2:16.37. 3 D Grimsey, 
Southampton, 2:17.01.
K1MPSat: 1 J Fisher, Glasgow, 2:34.57. 2 J Hage, 4As, 2:38.51. 3 J Mansfield, 4As, 2:39.34.
K1MPSun: 1 J Fisher, Glasgow, 2:32.98. 2 J Hage, 4As, 2:38.79. 3 O Jackson, Lincoln, 2:39.33.
C1GU18/U16: 1 R Bennett, Fladbury, 2:32.39.
2 L Dowling-Clarke, Scottish Performance, 2:33.85. 3 C Carey, Holme Pierrepont, 2:48.49.
C1W: 1 A Fitzhenry, NI, 2:24.38. 2 C Bracewell, Holme Pierrepont, 2:28.18.
3 N Tomos, Holme Pierrepont, 2:30.11.
C1BU16/U14: 1 A Marasa, Bridge 8, 2:15.67. 2 T Lambert, Lee Valley, 2:16.05.
3 D Kleta, Richmond, 2:31.47.
C1BU18: 1 A Leech, Richmond, 2:14.07. 2 O Cook, Solihull, 2:33.52.
3 H Kirk, Holme Pierrepont, 2:39.69.
C1M - Doug Saxby Memorial Trophy: 1 I Weir, Banbury, 2:05.53.
2 G Caines, Nottingham, 2:09.57. 3 D Bogdanovs, Falcon, 2:10.38.
K2GU14: 1 Groves/Roghi, Norwich, 2:08.40.
2 Armstrong/Clarkson, Linlithgow/Glasgow, 2:13.51. 3 Anderson/Walker, Norwich, 2:14.65.
K2GU16: 1 Clark/Dale, National Talent, 1:59.19. 2 Davison/Ede, Banbury/Norwich, 2:05.53.
3 Hurrell/Swift, Addlestone/Wey, 2:08.12.
K2GU18: 1 Holden/Martyn, Norwich/Wey, 2:03.01.
2 Ball/Freeman, Wiltshire Y/Devizes, 2:05.77. 3 Burgess/Burgess, Holme Pierrepont, 2:06.14.
K2W: 1 Lewis/Simon, Worcester/Elmbridge, 1:50.57.
2 Brown/Hannah, Wiltshire Y/Banbury, 1:50.76. 3 Kerr/Syme, Scottish Performance, 1:59.38.
K2WMasA/B/C2W/GU18/U16: 1 Fitzhenry/Gill, NI/Holme Pierrepont, 2:15.56.
2 Bracewell/Tomos, Holme Pierrepont, 2:16.58. 3 Aitchison/Carey, National Talent, 2:35.09.
K2LgB: 1 Gilbert-Johns/Perry, Southampton, 2:43.54.
2 Hutchinson/Kabeer, Reading/Wokingham, 2:47.86. 3 Herriot/Pyrz, Glasgow, 2:50.84.
K2LgA: 1 Andrews/Cooke-Bayley, Lincoln/Gailey, 2:31.62.
2 Crossley/Griffin, Royal Leamington Spa, 2:36.05. 3 Bartusik/Bartusik, Bridge 8, 2:36.13.
K2BU14: 1 Booth/Want, Norwich, 2:01.59. 2 Cabrera/Hinves, Fowey/Southampton, 2:04.95.
3 Betts/Tonkin, Reading, 2:06.46.
K2BU16: 1 Atkins/Kereszturi, National Talent, 1:49.78. 2 Greaves/Kemp, National Talent, 
1:49.78. 3 Brockway/Nightingale, Linlithgow/Wiltshire Y, 1:49.86.
K2BU18: 1 James/Leishman, Scottish Performance, 1:49.31. 2 Cadell/Urquhart,
Scottish Performance/Banbury, 1:49.88. 3 Callow/Hayward, Norwich, 1:50.96.
K2M: 1 Cresser/Lusty, Nottingham/Solihull, 1:43.02. 2 Duffield/Russell, Chelmsford, 1:46.14.
3 Carson/Yates, Wey, 1:50.01.
K2MMasA/B: 1 Martinkevic/Sorgei, Hemel Hempstead, 1:58.91.
2 Devriadis/Molnar, Maidstone, 2:17.89.
K2MMasC/D: 1 Speirs/Toovey, Kirkcaldy/Linlithgow, 2:06.06.
2 Greyson-Newman/Martin, Richmond, 2:09.16. 3 Doran/Simmons, Lincoln, 2:15.53.
K2MPSat: 1 Hage/Jackson, 4As/Lincoln, 2:33.52. 2 Marshall/Warwick, 4As, 2:49.16.
3 Chettle/Mansfield, 4As, 2:55.27.
K2MPSun: 1 Fisher/Cooke, Glasgow/Gailey, 2:32.72. 2 Hage/Jackson, 4As, 2:34.52.
3 Marshall/Warwick, 4As/Lincoln, 2:47.84.
C2M: 1 Reid/Weir, Holme Pierrepont/Banbury, 2:04.73. 2 Kleta/Phillips, Richmond, 2:12.93.
3 Palmer/Bogdanovs, Falcon, 2:13.27.
K4GU14: 1 Norwich, 2:00.94. 2 Wey+, 2:10.08. 3 2:14.78.
K4GU18/U16: 1 National Talent, 1:54.07. 2 2:02.35. 3 2:03.89.
K4W - Boulogne Cup: 1 1:46.85. 2 Scottish Performance, 1:55.61. 3 Banbury, 2:02.93.
K4LgA: 1 Gailey+, 2:22.85. 2 Royal Leamington Spa, 2:23.05. 3 Bridge 8, 2:27.57.
K4LgB: 1 Southampton, 2:45.33. 2 Glasgow, 2:56.42. 3 Nottingham, 2:58.24.
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Keyo Brigg Bomber
As well as being the national championships, this was one 

of the World Cup middle distance events. Despite the usual 
excellent organization by Lincsquad, the overseas support was 
disappointing and some of the regulars from this country were 
also absent this time. The only two overseas entrants were Peter 
Appelt from Germany in the Masters 60 and Ricardo Noval from Spain 
at the elite level, clearly someone to watch in the light of last year’s win 
by Peces.

The previous day’s storm had blown through and race day was much 
calmer, mostly cloudy and cool but with some bursts of warm sun. The 
river was also warm after the previous week’s hot weather, pleasanter for 
the swim.

Two dozen individual competitors were accompanied by those from 

nine non corporate teams treating it as a relay event. The swim 
was first, canoeists shepherding the orange hatted swimmers on 
their out and back 1.5km course in the Ancholme. First out of 
the water was Alan Cole of Borth, his powerful swim putting 
him an impressive 1 min 21 secs ahead of his nearest rival, Andy 
Blanchard of relay team 3 Men & a Little Lady. Michael Mason 

followed three seconds later while the fourth swimmer was Helen 
Russell of Evesham in only her second quadrathlon although used to 
triathlons and biathlons.

Paddling is most often the leg which causes experience problems 
for potential quadrathletes. Even here there was the occasional paddler 
in a polyethylene general purpose kayak handing hard won time in 
bucketloads to those in sprint K1s. However, some experience of 
marathon portage techniques would not come amiss. The suggested 

Mason wins after quick thinking

The swim in the River Ancholme, the first leg of the quadrathlon.

Paddlers queue up politely to launch.

Ricardo Noval approaches the transition.

Jean Ashley leaves the launch point.
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launch point appeared to be a single angling platform with frustrated 
competitors queueing up to use it. In fact, the reedbeds along the side of 
the river were fairly firm underfoot after the previous dry weather and 
would have provided relatively easy launching for those with overstern 
rudders, another issue to be considered.

Cole, in a kayak with a wave deflector on the bow, more relevant to 
the Welsh coast than a fenland river, went from lead position to nearly 
last on this 7km leg. Although Noval had been tenth out of the water 
from the swim, he produced an excellent kayak performance, taking 
2 mins 24 secs off Mason to bring their times back together. A sound 
paddle by Jean Ashley allowed her to close up 1 min 39 secs on Russell.

The A18, the cycle route past the centre, usually seems to have an 
undue number of police vehicles in the vicinity while the event is 
scheduled, nothing to do with the Manchester bombing the previous 
week. This year there must have been a Baby Austin rally in the 
neighbourhood and there were more of them about than could have 
been seen in decades. The state of the roads was an issue and the 
organizers had put up warning signs at two of the more dangerous 
potholes.

A central crossing point helped pedestrians across the A18 to the 
sports centre hosting the championships. From here westwards, the 
route taken by the cyclists, dashed white lines along the edge of the 
carriage indicated cycle lanes. The route took returning cyclists over the 
river bridge, round a roundabout and back on the other side of the road 
to the centre without having to cross oncoming traffic.

The two fastest cyclists were from Portsdown Hill CC and the A 
Team but the first to arrive back was Mason, third fastest cyclist overall. 
As he approached the centre from the west there was a short line of 
bank holiday traffic in the 30 mph zone, the most significant features 
being the ending of the cycle lane and the movement of spectators 
ahead. Then appeared on the scene from behind, heading eastwards at 
speed, a police car with all the toys switched on. One driver carried on, 
blocking the passage inside the central island as if nothing was amiss. 
Most drivers pulled over onto the cycle lane, not paying much attention 
to whether cyclists were using it. A learner came off her motor scooter, 
possibly after hitting a sports car, not too seriously as both were able to 
continue after a brief exchange of words. Mason, using his wild water 
racing quick reactions, swerved onto the footway, avoiding the carnage 

and a dangerous situation for himself. The police car roared away 
without stopping to see how many accidents it had caused.

Noval did well to finish as sixth cyclist while negotiating foreign 
traffic on the wrong side of 36km of road.

The two 5km laps of the run into Brigg and back were dominated 
by Ryan Morris of Catch Us If You Can, competing fresh against those 
who had already completed three other legs. Second fastest was Mason, 
taking another two and a half minutes off third fastest Noval.

Mason was able to pull off a win which placed him 10 minutes ahead 
of the Spaniard, a reversal of last year’s positions. Separating them was 
the local team of Catch Us If You Can, who had all their legs in the 
first seven places. Other teams had just one fast performer (Blanchard 
swimming for 3 Men & a Little Lady and Bandt cycling for Portsdown 
Hill) with other slower members. Last were the Dream Team, the first 
and only all female team.

Once again this was a well run event that deserves better support 
from overseas quadrathletes.

1 M Mason, Durham, 2:31:47. 2 Catch Us If You Can, 2:36:22. 3 R Noval, Cartagena, 2:41:58.
4 N Unwin, Corsham, 2:48:00. 5 Portsdown Hill CC, 2:54:37. 6 J Frary, Scunthorpe, 2:56:40.
7 A Cole, Borth, 2:59:31. 8 J Brewer, Woking, 3:00:00. 9 C Kyle, Belvoir, 3:00:50.
10 P Holden, Shrewsbury, 3:02:03. 11 H Russell, Evesham, 3:02:13.
12 N Leeson, Stockport, 3:06:28. 13 Ipswich Triathlon Young Boys, 3:06:40. 14 A Team, 3:10:58. 
15 Quadguest, 3:12:07. 16 Hubble Bubble Toil & Trouble, 3:12:36. 17 J Ashley, Malpas, 3:13:23. 
18 Bits & Bobs, 3:16:22. 19 J Kavanagh, Macclesfield, 3:16:26. 20 3 Men & a Little Lady, 3:18:39.
T - Bomber Team Trophy: 1 Catch Us If You Can, 2:36:22. 2 Portsdown Hill CC, 2:54:37.
3 Ipswich Triathlon Young Boys, 3:06:40.

Michael Mason
Ricardo Noval

Nigel Unwin
Alan Cole

Helen Russell
Jean Ashley

Jacqueline Davies

Swim         Kayak                Bike           Run

This chart respresents only time on the course, not transition times. Thus, the experienced Ashley beat Davies overall because of her slicker transitions.

A ski with wave deflector in use.

Jacqueline Davies near the end of the paddle.

Michael Mason swerves onto the footway to avoid the traffic accident.

Michael Mason heads for home.

Nigel Unwin near the end of the cycle ride.

Morris of Catch Us If You Can. Leading lady Helen Russell.
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Dearne Valley Quadrathlon
What a brilliant day at the Dearne Valley Quadrathlon; there was so 

much passion for our sport with nonstop smiles as juniors, first timers 
and seasoned quadrathletes crossed the finish line! Organizer Mark 
Benton and his team of volunteers and marshals hosted a great race 
for us all; their enthusiasm and friendliness shone through to make this 
event a huge success. Thank you; you did yourselves proud!

Well done to under 12s Ewan Joseph (Lincsquad) winning the boys 
and Hermione Ball winning the girls. Alanna Barron and Chris Thoday 
(Manvers Tri) in the under 15s had a real battle but it was Alanna’s 
kayaking skills that gave her the edge as she paddled very well into the 
lead, I’m sure they will both be back with even more determination and 
skill next year, a huge achievement by all that took part!

After watching the juniors fly past we were all motivated and ready to 
get going; the wind had picked up slightly but it was warm and cloudy 
so a good temperature for racing, even though the water was a bit chilly 
at about 15 degrees. It was a real mixture of athletes racing, 50 in total 
with 28 doing the quad and 22 the triathlon; we had 9 seasoned BQA 

members and plenty of triathletes giving the quad a go for the first 
time, plus some amazing first timers new to racing but certainly looking 
like they had given everything and had a great time! It truly was an all 
inclusive race, showing the onlookers what an amazing race Manvers 
Waterfront Boat Club had organized!

BQA members took the top 6 places. Helen Russell was first out of 
the swim and went onto the bike with a good lead. Cliff Odgers started 
to chase her down but it wasn’t until the return leg of the bike course 
he overtook her. The bike was off road and using part of the Trans 
Pennine Trail which consisted of unmade tracks; despite it being muddy 
in parts it was ideal for cross bikes as they proved to be the fastest over 
the course. Cliff went into the kayak first, followed by Helen, Jacqueline 
Davies, John Kavanagh and me; there were a couple of other bikers 
in between but once we got in the kayaks the seasoned quadrathletes 
started to pull away. It had started to get a bit choppy in the wind which 
favoured the stronger paddlers. Cliff held onto his lead in the kayak and 
went into the run first with Helen not too far adrift. In my strongest 
discipline, the kayak, I pulled back two and half minutes to catch 

Extending the age range
World Long Distance Championships

After the last long distance quadrathlon in Hannover (GER), two 
years ago, the best athletes for this distance met in Lazinov, Kretinka 
(CZE). This was also the first long distance race outside Germany 
since 2001, when the race was held in Prenzlau. I was the only British 
athlete to race and finished the long course in very hot conditions, 4km 
swim, 90km bike, 20km kayak, 20km run in 10:03:27, taking the Vet 60 
championship title.

The names on the starting list promised an exciting race. Above all, 
the winner of the last four long distance championships, Thoralf Berg 
(GER) wanted to defend his world title. Spaniard Enrique Peces also 
wanted the title because this is the only world championship distance 
that he had yet to win. Similarly keen was Leos Rousavy, the Czech 
athlete, who had already won twice at this distance and this would 
be his home world championship. Also among the contenders for the 
podium were Dennis Möller (GER), Laurent Martinou (FRA) and 
David Jílek (CZE). Ferenc Cisma (HUN) would have been another hot 
favourite but he was not available as he has been in a collision with a car 
while cycle training. (Luckily, he was only slightly injured.) An exciting 
race was therefore anticipated.

With clear blue skies promising a hot day and little wind it started at 
8:15 with a long single 4km lap in the local reservoir. A leading group 
of Möller, Martinou, Jílek and Peces formed, with the Spaniard just off 
the pace of the leading three. Heading into transition for the first time, 
Rousavy had over 5 minutes deficit while Berg was another 10 minutes 
adrift.

The 90km cycle course consisted of a 6 x 15km laps. The surface 
was very good, the roads were closed to traffic and the gradients were 
never brutal. It was, however, not flat. About 1,200m of climbing were 
accumulated as the day (and the racing) got hotter. Jílek had the fastest 
time and took the lead. Three minutes behind was Martinou with 
Möller only 2 minutes behind the Frenchman. About 12 minutes after 
the leader the next strong group of Rousavy, Berg and Peces finished 
their cycling.

The final discipline was a challenging 20km running route, four 
laps, starting with a short steep climb then undulating out to a turn to 
return. There was a feed station at the start of each lap and because of 
the high temperature (now over 30C) a water station had been added 
at the turn point. Möller set off 12 minutes ahead but whether this 
would be enough was questionable as this was his weakest discipline. 
Peces and Berg caught and passed him but then Peces slowed up and 
had to retire in the third lap because of severe cramp. The conditions 
were taking their toll. By now the tarmac was melting and it was like 
running through treacle. This had its effect on Berg, too, who was not as 
fast as usual. This was a chance for Rousavy, of which he took advantage 
with a great run. By the end he finished his home race as a new world 
champion. Berg hung on to finish in 2nd place, closely followed by 
Jílek. Martinou, with a fast run, came in 4th.

Among the ladies there was a duel between the two Czechs, Eliska 
Vondracková and Radka Stybnarová, with Vondracková winning 
comfortably in the end. Leading the way from the start, she continued 
to build her lead up to over an hour. The previous champion, Lisa 
Teichert (and husband, Stefan) did not take part as her focus is on the 
shorter distances this year.

The relays also had a great race with some outstanding performances. 
Six of the seven teams 
were faster than the 
individual winner. The 
fastest relay reached 
the finish line after 
only 5:41:04, almost 
one and a half hours 
faster than Rousavy. 
Among the other 
competitors, as kayaker 
in a relay, Miroslav 
‘Mr Quadra th lon ’ 
Podborsky was there 
to display his skills 
again.

A big thank you 
goes to Pavel Knitl 
and his team who 
organized a  g reat 
event. The task of 
p u t t i n g  o n  a n d 
organiz ing a long 
distance quadrathlon 
is not easy and it was 
only the sixth long 
distance race since 
2001.
John Kavanagh

Racing on a melting course

Heading for invitingly cool water.

With kayak at a transition.

John with a look saying it was warm.

Jacqueline Davies at the Dearne Valley race.

John Kavenagh back on British waters.
Former British team slalomist 

John MacLeod.World champion Rousavy finds some shade to collapse into.
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Lord Nelson Trophy: 1 To Be Advised, 4:33:57. 2 Ugly 5 0, 4:34:29.
3 Cold Chips n Dip, 4:37:29.
Dame Edna Trophy: 1 No Payne No Gain, 4:42:23. 2 Small & Hall, 4:59:23.
3 Tri Harder, 5:06:23.
Lady Hamilton Cup: 1 In Preparation, 5:16:09. 2 Brunettes, 5:34:08.
3 Science Friction, 6:04:38.
Zimmer Trophy: 1 Blood Sweat & Beers, 5:13:31. 2 Beer Brothers, 5:17:52.
3 Zimmer of Hope, 5:25:50.
Local Trophy: 1 Cold Chips n Dip, 4:37:29.
Wensum Plate: 1 Cheese Crumpets, 5:42:53.
Spirit of the Superhero: 1 Young Guns, 6:25:39.
Woodenspoon: 1 Moobs Like Jagger, 7:39:13.

Norfolk Superhero
It was only the weekend we had been waiting for all year and here 

it was; the forecast was good, no wind, no rain and maybe a little too 
much sun. Riddy had done her back in dancing in heels the previous 
Saturday and head marshall Cath was on crutches with a shattered hip. 
Luckily Jess had rung round and we had the best setup to a Superhero 
ever. As usual, the Rudd Marquee boys, Peter, Cliff, Seany and John, all 
had their tops off and by Thursday the marquee was up, Anton Wimmer 
had bought in the drinks, Phil Ellis had set up the water (thank 
goodness, never so much needed by so few for so long) and bought the 
Monster Superhero Bar that lives in a barn, Alec Lochore had set up the 
transition zone and the flags were flying against a blue sky and a green 
marsh.

We also had extra help from Super Steward Will Garnett, who was 
shimmying up tent poles to attach Adnams banners, Vicki Ringer setting 
up the bar and Lucy Birkbeck doing all the heavy carrying round the 
office. Sarah Green, dropping in prizes for the Holkham Country Fair, 
stayed and ended up unloading 98 kayaks with Niall, who had just 
popped in to show his face. Mark Lapping, Phil Ellis and Simon Wilson 
Stephens were out marking the course and everything was feeling calm. 
Charles and Brygida Bourne of Urban Armour, our wonderful medal 
sponsors, even treated us to a delicious Hero pub takeout.

Friday check in and the rumours were flying around… Was Niall 
really doing the Superhero again and who is this Alan Hill bloke…? 
Apparently it was going to hit 30 degrees on Saturday at about 2pm 
when everyone was on the run. What colour are the T shirts this year? 
Who had got last minute places from the waiting list…? There were 
two new brothers whose name began with B; someone said they were 

Ian Williamson and the massage crew had set up their tent. The boat 
marshals started turning up, always a good sign as it means the tide is 
coming in. Huge thanks to our new boat marshals, Roger and Ash, as 
well as Simon, Kevin, Jim and the ever loyal Peter Beck.

The walking party set off slowly in the sunshine, past the lovely 
marshals on the wall. The boats were loaded with competitors and 
slowly Gun Hill became not just a place for nesting terns (thanks for 
not disturbing them) but for massing superheroes. A nice man from 
Natural England came to make sure we were all all right. Looking 
back to shore we could see the Lowland Rescue boats, visible against 
the groynes and slight sandbar shadow; the tide was still coming in 
but it was never going to be a big one. Roland Bewick’s Fakenham 
Canoe Club and North Norfolk RNLI paddle boarders led by Liam 
were perfectly positioned on the beach when the call came through 
that the RNLI inshore lifeboat was in the channel. We were all ready 
to go, including Jim Whiteside and Lowland Rescue. Someone hadn’t 
got a wetsuit. Stafford Proctor had a spare one. Someone hadn’t bought 
goggles. Robert Gurney had some spare ones; photos were taken, bags 
stashed. The lifeguards formed a funnel and the count took place… 
195! Someone hadn’t made it to the start but it didn’t matter. The 
competitors dived into the water at 11.15.

Ideal swimming conditions on top of the water but maybe not 
enough water below meant we had a lovely calm Chequers Inn 
swim leg with absolutely no panicking swimmers and a wonderfully 
controlled escort of safety craft. Despite the fact that a lot of 
competitors could be seen walking the straightest line, it showed 
that it paid to stay in the channel as, this year, Abbie Thorrington set 
a new course record of 14:48. Sam Shoulders Kendrick, last year’s 
paddleboarder leader, was on her tail but just could not catch her with 
15:23. Second and third for the girls was Eve Dewsnap with 19:29 and 
Rachel Symington, our own swim coach, with 19:59. Second and third 
for the boys were Tom Vickery with 15:51 and Rob Lines with 15:54, 
pretty impressive.

Back in the field the marshals were working hard with James Holden 
and Stuart Cameron especially taking kayaks on the run from you all 
and stacking them all up in the trailers whilst simultaneously directing 
spectators and beaming happily. The marshals were numerous, cheerful, 
calm and strong throughout and that is what makes the Superhero such 
a unique event in the triathlon and endurance racing world. You don’t 
get such great marshals everywhere, apparently.

The Barratt & Cooke bike leg started; the day was getting hot. A lot 
of water was being taken by the competitors from all the marshal points. 
We were ready for you, water was moved around the course by our 
excellent Norfolk & Suffolk 4×4 boys and on the back leg of the course 
chilled bottles of water were being delivered personally by HQ. Niall 
McCallum’s watch apparently beeped every 15 minutes, whereupon he 
would feed his partner, Alan Hill, energy snacks or empty water bottles 
down him; this caused great hilarity of all surrounding them. Sadly, the 
bike was calamitous for some with Dylan Bogg and Roger Canham 
having an interteam collision with each other on a corner and poor 
Roger came away with a broken collar bone. Emma Littmoden came 
off at Sandringham and need 15 stitches (sorry, by the prizegiving we 
had exaggerated that up to 17) in her shoulder. Finally, Ant Ringer 
came a cropper on the cattle grid and also broke his collar bone. Ow 
Ow Ow… we hope you are all making a good recovery. David Horton 
Fawkes and Ben Hunter Watts proved that two surnames are better than 
one when they won the bike leg with a time of 2:05:45. Jamie Carter 
and Andy Nunn came second with a time of 2:06:02 and Robert 
Gurney and Tim Hansell came third with 2:06:20. Well done to you all. 
That is always a contentious leg, well fought over.

The paramedics were busy dealing with the bike falls so we were 
lucky to have amongst our marshal team several other medical 
professionals, including Di Black, Karen Snook and Tim Morton, all 
of whom voluntarily stepped up to the challenge of keeping you safe, 
being alert to your physical and mental state and stepping in when 
required. Thanks to them and to you for heeding their advice. We had 
also trained up 12 of our marshals as first aiders on a course run by 
Martyn Flitcroft back in May for which we are very grateful. Good job 
none of them were required when Clare Birch got shot at whilst on her 
bike past Sandringham by someone shooting pigeons. Literally a piece 
of shot hit her face! She says she is going to dine out on that story.

So to the Holkham run; it is often dispiriting for those runners to 
be leaving the field only to find the crowd have their backs to them 
as they have spotted the lead runners already coming back across the 
marsh, having completed the epic last leg. So, how marvellous to have 
the Gresham’s Band powering through some very uplifting music which 
was floating out across the village. Water that had been left in transition 

from Yorkshire. Were the red and white kayaks faster or slower than the 
others? One of our sponsors couldn’t make it to the safety briefing so 
we worked out which was last year’s winning kayak from the curled 
up old stickers and baggsed it for him. That caused quite a bit of 
consternation. Bikes and Ironman T shirts were being openly paraded 
through the field. There was the sound of annual Superhero friends 
greeting each other, Algy’s popcorn being scoffed and Pink Ladies 
taking scissors to their T shirts, obviously wary of suntan lines.

Captain Martyn Flitcroft treated us to an excellent safety briefing, 
stressing the importance of hydration and common sense, and Mark 
and Simon gave us all a good chat about sandbar tactics on the swim 
and outlined the importance of comradeship. Delicious carb loading 
supper was prepared by Sara Stocks of Great Granola, who we are so 
pleased to get to help us with our food every year, as this is the only 
event for which she caters (lucky us). Lots of new faces both amongst 
the marshals and competitors meant we were looking at the biggest 
event we had ever staged and we couldn’t wait. We are always so happy 
to welcome new people to the Superhero but we also realise that the 
same people returning every year gives us that unique atmosphere that 
is always commented on. (We are thinking of bringing out a 10 year T 
shirt so do get in touch anyone who wants and deserves one.)

We woke up in our Jess painted bespoke pink, blue and star painted 
caravan to an even hotter morning than anticipated. A later start due to 
the tide meant marshal safety briefing and bacon butties started at 8.30. 
When tags out opened in HQ at 9.00 the field came alive to the smell 
of sun cream, fear and rubber. Danny and his mate from Holkham were 
there on parking, Tri Harder were in the field (even bringing a wetsuit 
for Nic Bizley, who had forgotten his), Fat Birds were sorting out bikes, 

boxes for this final stage was by now at almost egg boiling temperatures 
so it was wonderful to have jugs of cold water and more bottles available 
at bottom gate as dehydration would have been a bad move at this stage. 
Big disappointment was felt to anyone who left a partner on the run, 
usual suspects guilty again. The conditions we had on Saturday were just 
the time when it is important to stick together; the buddy system which 
Simon talked about in a mental health situation was just as relevant on 
the beach. (We will not be inviting anyone back in 2018 who left a 
partner on the beach.) Luckily, our true stalwart marshals were there 
for them, equipped with suncream, bananas, cheers and even a fancy 
dress outfit or two. (What happens in the woods stays in the woods, 
so we are told.) Our trailing pair of runners were given two bottles of 
chilled water at every checkpoint, which they found miraculous, as the 
temperature had indeed soared. A special mention to ladies’ marshal 
prizewinners Sam Gurney and Vicki Ringer who were at the beach 
outpost. Luckily, though, there was wind on the Sahara straight and it 
was blowing right in your faces. The race for 1st place was tight, tighter 
than anyone wanted, wrong turns, lost partners, mirages in the desert, it 
was all happening out on the beach. The winners of the fastest run were 
Andrew Nunn and Jamie Carter with a time of 1:09:45, second in the 
run leg were Simon Able and John O’Neal and third were Lex Brun 
and Matt Noble-Clark with 1:13:26. Last year’s winner with Niall, Dave 
Walker, came and was the medal giver as you all came over the finish 
line as Superheroes and were rewarded with Vitacoco.

Ian Williamson and his massage team were having to work hard as 
the day was still hot. The RQ Capital champions supper was delicious 
with Graves hog roast and the usual scrum of extra supper ticket 
administration. Ben Zaven Crane bought the party to the marquee with 
his eclectic and spot on prizegiving sound track.

Mark and Simon did a great job of the speeches; the stories came 
out of the missing partners, the puncture repairers and the new friends 
made along the way. The Lord Nelson Trophy had passed on to new 
hands. Niall has stepped away from his unbroken line of wins. The 
Ormegoddon Boys, Chris Langlois and Jon Holt, had bought a special 
Guernsey bottle of gin to hand on as the Spirit prize to the newly voted 
favourites, who had won the hearts of the marshals and competitors for 
taking part in the event in the true spirit of the Superhero.

Then all decorum went out of the window; tables were dragged 
outside for the view of the flags on the marsh, the Pink Ladies were 
back behind the bar, crutches were being raised above the dance floor 
and the teenagers were night swimming in the creek. The Charles 
Miller Rose moment came at 2pm after the gate crashers were ousted, 
Superhero hats were awarded to the special clearer uppers and a 
translator was required in order for us to communicate with Pink Lady 
Matthew. It was the latest after party we have ever had and did we 
mention your T shirts glow in the dark! You have all been marvellous 
and posted all your photos on Instagram and Facebook. Thank you for 
your messages; we really appreciate them and tried to pass as many as 
possible on to the Pink Ladies.

The great fact of it was that we all had a lot of fun, even if it didn’t 
feel like it at the time. It was hot, gruelling, some say the hardest 
Superhero yet; some didn’t make it but all of those who tried, all of 
those that did and those that helped make it happen for everyone else, 
are all Superheroes.

In order for us to keep helping people, keeping that Superhero spirit 
alive, please keep fundraising, passing on those wellwishers’ sponsorship 
to the Norfolk Superhero Foundation, raising money for small local 
mental health and wellbeing charities and to end it all and to say thank 
you to you all for all your brilliant enthusiasm and thanks, have a little 
look at the video Drift Media has put together for us.

PS We have got the date for next year and it’s the 16th June, which is 
a big tide but, shhhhhhhh, don’t tell anyone else, otherwise how are we 
going to fit you all in?
Jean Ashley

Clare Birch shot at Sandringham

Jacqueline and John by the end of the paddle. Pete Chappill, another 
BQA member, had a good solid paddle, overtaking a lot of paddlers 
in sea kayaks and plastic kayaks; they were all doing really well in the 
conditions but having to work very hard in these smaller kayaks without 
rudders. Meanwhile, on the run, Helen took the lead from Cliff and 
went on to win in 1:45:42. Cliff ran well and finished 2nd in 1:46:24. 
Jacqueline, having a swift transition, went out in 3rd place but very 
close behind were John and me. John tried to hang onto me but with 
the long course quad still in his legs he had to drop back. I moved into 
3rd, finishing in 1:52:05 with John 4th just 15 seconds behind, 1:52:20. 
Jacqueline held onto 5th, 1:54:44, with Pete in 6th, 1:57:44.

It was also good to see athletes racing from Lincsquad; well done to 
first timers 7th Wayne Smith, 1:59:38, 11th Andrew Lawson , 2:06:05, 
12th Sallie Joseph, 2:07:04, and a fantastic first time achievement for 
26th Amanda Clements, 2:36:47.

It’s always good to perform well on race day but the real stars of the 
day were those first timers that gave it their all, too; it was so good to 
see people from all walks of life participating and to see those juniors 
taking on the challenge, every single one of them finishing with a great 
sense of achievement afterwards.

A huge thanks once again to Mark Benton and his support crew at 
Manvers Waterfront Boat Club, an excellent day full of firsts for many 
people, everyone finished safely and with smiles which were Mark’s 
wishes, so bask in your glory, keep training and we hope to see you all 
next.

A very special mention must go to John MacLeod, our first ever Vet 
70 competitor; he finished 22nd in 2:24:32. In his younger days John 
was a GB slalom paddler and competed in the 1972 summer Olympics 
in Munich. He successfully coached junior and senior GB kayak teams 
from 1979 to 1981, culminating in 7 medals being won by the GB team 
at the 1983 world championships; he worked through to the Barcelona 
Olympic Games and beyond, all voluntarily. Within his coaching and 
management years, 8 world championship gold medals have been 
awarded to the GB team. In 2009 he was appointed as canoe manager 
for the London 2012 Olympic Games and Rio 2016, responsible for 
both canoe sprint and canoe slalom, both events being extremely 
successful. John has been a key player in design and commissioning of 
both Nottingham (1987) and Lee Valley (2011) canoe slalom courses 
and the very lake participants had all been competing on, Manvers Lake! 
Well done, John; you are now the number 1 GB Vet 70 quadrathlete!
Jean Ashley

QK9-12: 1 E Joseph, Lincsquad, 28:12. 2 H Ball, 33:30. 3 S Portess, 36:09.
QK13-15: 1 A Barron, 35:00. 2 C Thoday, Manvers Tri, 38:31. 3 F Ball, 45:55.

Ewan Josepth, under 12 boys 
winner.

Cliff Odgers. Jean Ashley.

Alanna Baron won the under 
15 girls.
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1 S King, Hereford, 1:26:23. 2 B Dyer, 1:31:31. 3 J Block, Shrewsbury, 1:31:37.

Shrewsbury Quadrathlon
Once again we had a great day’s racing at the 6th Shrewsbury 

Quadrathon, a true testament to the event organizers, Gill Otto and 
SYTri. The event goes from strength to strength and this year sold out at 
the end of July with 25 males and 25 females entered! The weather this 
year was showery, windy and a tad chilly but it didn’t dampen anyone’s 
spirits; as ever, the quadrathletes were giving it their all and enjoying this 
great sprint event!

The river was calm with little current this year, great for the kayak 
leg. The wind was all over the place on the undulating bike course, 
which made it feel quite tough this year. There was a fast flat run with 
the occasional muddy patch so we expected times to be slightly down 
on last year’s. We had a good strong field of quadrathletes, our top 
athletes and age groupers, plus plenty of newcomers who all gave it 
their best and finished with happy faces and podium places!

Congratulations to winner Steve King, who took the lead from 
the start, his closest rival being Bryce Dyer, good to see him back 
racing a quadrathlon again. (He’s been concentrating on tris and time 
trials for the past few years). Steve put in the fastest splits across three 
disciplines (swim/kayak/run) to win comfortably (1:26:23). First timer 
James Block was second going onto the bike after a strong swim and 
kayak but Bryce put in an awesome bike split (the fastest of the day 
including the athletes in the triathlon), which moved him into 2nd 
place (1:31:31). James had a strong run and finished 3rd, just 6 seconds 
behind Bryce (1:31:37). Alan Cole, new also to quads this year, had a 
good strong race and came home 4th (1:32:07)

There was a real battle going on for the next few places, with BQA 
members all looking for valuable trophy points as the men’s overall 
trophy and Vet 40 and 50 were still up for grabs!

Vet 40 Phil Holden came 6th with Nigel Leeson 11th. The Vet 
50 category was very competitive this year with Julian Brewer 7th, 
Nicholas Farnell 8th, Cliff Odgers 11th, Russel Brayer 12th and Peter 
Chappill 13th so this could get very close at the last race in Bude! 
John Kavanagh, Vet 60, came home 14th and secured his BQA national 
trophy age group title, a great season for him as he was also awarded the 
WQF Glass Globe for winning his age group in the world series, too.

There were lots of solid performances from our 11 BQA male 
members and so good to see them flying the flag for us… Thank you; 
we really appreciate your support and valuable membership!

There was a fantastic turnout from the ladies with more first timers 
performing well and great to see four new Diva Divas quadrathletes 
racing again… well done Lisa Grantham, Nicola Perrins, Sandy 
Cornfield Bebbington and Mandy Lewis! Helen Russell was first out 
of the swim with Jacqueline Davies hot on her heels. Jacq paddled 
strongly to take the lead in the kayak with me moving into second 
place. Helen’s strong biking moved her into 1st place which she held 
onto to win the ladies race in 1:39:28. Jacq went into the run in second 
but I pushed hard and moved into 2nd place (1:45:17) at the end of the 
first lap. Meanwhile, newcomer Natalie Abbott was having a great race 
and moved up to take 3rd (1:46:45) with Jacq finishing just 30 seconds 
behind in 4th place (1:47:16).

We had nine BQA girls racing very well and earning vital trophy 
points, which concluded the 2017 series; once again the BQA 
appreciate their support.

There was a great effort from all the other athletes, too, good to see 
plenty of smiles and hear so many complimentary positive comments 
about the event. A big thanks again to all the competitors for taking part 
and also to the race organizers all the marshals, family and friends that 
made this yet another successful Shrewsbury Quadrathlon! See you nest 
season!

I had great pleasure in presenting Gill Otto with the Eric Hatliff 
Memorial Trophy 2017 for endeavour. Gill has shown enthusiasm and 
commitment to our sport for many years.

She has been dedicated to organizing the Shrewsbury Quadrathlon 
for the past six years, producing a brilliant race for us all to enjoy! She 
has encouraged so many to take part and is a true ambassador for our 
sport… We really appreciate your efforts, Gill. Thank you from the 
BQA.
Jean Ashley

King leads all the way
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World Sprint Championship
The world championship sprint distance quadrathlon was held 

in Komárno, Slovakia, on 12th August. Flying the flag for GB were John 
Kavanagh and his sister, Margaret Huyton. All wasn’t easy as their races 
unfolded!

After several days of very high temperatures, the day of the race saw 
cooler weather which was a relief to the British pair. Strong winds did 
make the lake choppy and conditions were very challenging, particularly 
on the downwind turn where the wind whipped up the waves.

The start was on a beach, no wetsuits allowed. A swift run into the 
water and away everyone went. John was keen to beat his nearest age 
group rival, Klaus, in order to score maximum points for the World Cup 
series. John made 3 minutes on the swim but Klaus clawed it back on 
the bike. The bike was 20km, fast and flat, two 10km loops; with the 
closeness of the riders it was not always easy for the athletes to avoid 
drafting; the middle part of the field were troubled by this difficulty 
and several time penalties were given out, including John, who had no 
recollection of drafting but was given a 15 second time penalty!

John did extremely well in his borrowed kayak and pulled back the 
lead, despite the footplate’s breaking. John went into the run 2 minutes 
up. On the flat grassy course Klaus was catching John but John dug 
deep and held on and beat Klaus by 36 seconds. His time was 1:46:35.3, 
giving him the gold medal and securing his vet 60 WQF championship 
title.

Meanwhile, Margaret was enjoying her first overseas quadrathlon. All 
went well until she arrived at the kayak transition… her boat was not 
there! She saw an Italian paddling away in it. Fortunately there were 
kayaks which faster paddlers had already used so she had to take one of 

those. After an unsettling few minutes, racing resumed. The run 
was uneventful and Margaret finished with a time of 2:06:30.4, 

taking the ladies’ vet 60 gold medal! Margaret did ask why the Italian 
took the boat… his answer was ‘I am an inexperienced paddler and 
could not stay upright in the boat he had borrowed’! Thank goodness 
it’s not every day you’re faced with a drafting penalty, a broken footplate 
and having to paddle a kayak you’ve never been in before! Thank you 
for bringing home two championship medals for GB!

First man overall was Enrique Garcia from Spain, 1:19:34.5, and first 
lady and 14th overall was Lisa Teichert from Germany, 1:31:58.3.

After a junior tri and then an open tri, a relay race was held, swim, 
paddle and run. John made up a team with 2 German over 60s, Heinz 
Grohmann and Klaus Charlet, called the Seniors, whilst Margaret joined 
up with two young girls from Hungary and Czechoslovakia, Bodolai 
Lili and Magdaléna Kolenová, called Ladies International. This was a 
fun event but taken seriously. Margaret’s younger team 
beat the seniors, coming 9th with John’s team coming 
11th. Under Armour CZ won with the Spanish in 
2nd place.

Both John and Margaret had a brilliant day and 
wish to send many thanks to the organizers, Sport 
Club Slovakia, for two races in one day!

I must say the team race sounds a great idea… 
swim, kayak, run, maybe that’s something the BQA 
should think about, especially at sprint races.
Jean Ashley

1 E Peces García, España, 1:19:34.5. 2 T Svoboda, Ceská, 1:19:5.3. 3 J Monteagudo Leal, España.

GB win despite borrowed kayak problems

1 J Davies, Frome Triathlon, 1:56:59. 2 A Blakeborough, 1:57:18.
3 M White, Horwich Harriers, 2:04:02.

Chester Quadrathlon
On behalf of the BQA I just wanted to say a huge thank you 

Chester Tri and Chester Canoe Club for an amazing Deva Divas 
Quadrathlon! We certainly shared the quad passion; they all just loved 
it as 30 of them took to the water, 25 of them being first timers! The 
atmosphere was brilliant, the camaraderie and racing superb; these girls 
just had the best day ever!

A massive thanks to my triathlon club, Chester, who agreed to add 
the quad to ladies only Deva Divas; thanks to all those who prepared 
the race venue and course, safety and technical teams, all marshals, cake 
makers, commentators with wonderful banter and the list goes on and 
on! Special mention to our race director, Sally Napthen, who held it all 
together, and for agreeing to add that extra discipline!

A huge thanks also to my Chester Canoe Club for organizing the 12 

week canoe coaching course; half of them couldn’t paddle at the 
start but by race day every single one of the girls paddled a K1! 
True commitment from the girls and superb coaching produced 

rewarding results!
As always I’m so proud to be part of these two wonderful clubs; it 

was so good to see our members giving so much back and encouraging 
every single athlete along the way… in true quadrathlon style!

I was the organizer this time.
Special congratulations go to our overall winners and age groupers. 

Thanks again, everyone… We made quad history!
Jean Ashley

History is made

1 T Svobod, Ceskà, 1:30:32. 2 R Noval, España, 1:41:01. 3 J Brewer, GB, 1:52:20.
4 N Farnell, GB, 1:53:02. 5 B Fadden, GB, 1:53:16. 6 J Durrant, GB, 1:53:24.
7 P Holden, GB, 1:55:07. 8 E Cox, GB, 1:55:35. 9 N Leeson, GB, 1:55:43. 10 H Russell, GB, 
1:56:53. 11 C Odgers, GB, 1:58:45. 12 R Breyer, GB, 2:00:30. 13 A Clarkson, GB, 2:01:30.
14 J Ashley, GB, 2:01:59. 15 J Kavanagh, GB, 2:03:55. 16 P Chappill, GB, 2:04:22. 17 J Davies, 
GB, 2:06:27. 18 A Lawson, GB, 2:06:30. 19 M White, GB, 2:07:20. 20 K Lovett, GB, 2:07:38.

Box End Quadrathlon
A big thanks to Mark Pryor and his Quadrac team for organizing 

a brilliant World Cup race at Box End Water Park. We woke up to 
blue skies and warm sunshine; though a bit breezy, it was ideal race 
conditions as the ground was dry and hard for the off road bike and run 
section.

It was a good turnout and great to see top class athletes from Europe 
and GB sharing the same race course as the junior QuadKidz! We had 
lots of first timers and as always our regular BQA athletes which are the 
backbone of our great sport!

We had two athletes from Europe, Tom Svobod (CZ) and Ricardo 
Noval (ESP); they came over for vital World Cup points and left a great 
impression on our top athletes, both having outstanding races. Tom 
had a very fast swim (8:10), coming in two and a half minutes ahead of 
Helen Russell (10:41). Over a minute later there was a group of top age 
groupers, Nigel Leeson, John Kavanagh, Jacqueline Davis, Cliff Odgers, 
John Durrant, Ricardo and U23 Billy Fadden; this made it a very hectic 
transition heading out onto the kayak session.

Tom was well ahead and although he hasn’t been kayaking very 
long he made his borrowed stable K1 fly through the water, doing the 
second fastest kayak split (26:38). Ricardo soon pulled away from the 
others, showing us how strong he is in the kayak, producing the fastest 
time (26:02). It was four laps, a headwind down, tailwind back, but very 
choppy across the top; this led to quite a few capsizes but all got back 
in with a smile! The good kayakers showed their skills coping with the 
wind and waves and moved up the field; newcomer Ewan Cox put in a 
fast time (27:05) with John Kavanagh (29:40). The next fastest were the 
ladies, newcomer Alice Clarkson (30:23) and me (30:32). During the 
four laps the race started to unfold with Tom still in the lead going onto 
the bike, Ricardo second. After a few minutes the next lot of athletes 
went out onto the bike; there was certainly going to be a battle for the 
top places as they were all very close. John K, Cliff O, John D (despite 
his capsizes), Ewan C and Nigel L were all going to have to work very 
hard to hold their positions on the bike!

The bike was cross country three laps (5km laps), hard fast grass, 
flat at first and then undulating, with a short sharp hill and some long 
slopes up and down. It made a real interesting challenge and proved to 
be ideal for cross bikes. Tom kept his lead and was the fastest (35:44). 
Ricardo, working hard but making no ground on Tom, remained 
second. Meanwhile, places were being challenged as newcomer Nick 
Farnell moved up the field with the second fastest split (39:32) and 
Julian Brewer (42:53); both moved past the others to start looking for 
that 3rd podium place! U23 Billy was also making up great time until 
a major mechanical stopped him; he had to run back to transition, 
pushing his bike.

Nothing could stop Tom on the run as he headed out for one 5km 
lap of the bike course; again the fastest run (18:16), he went on to a 
clear win in 1:30:32. Ricardo also ran very well (21:38) to finish 2nd, 
1:41:01. Russell B remained strong and took 3rd place (1:52:20); this 
was a great achievement for Russell, our first GB athlete home and 
his first World Cup podium place! Nick F came 4th (1:53:02) with 

young Billy having the second fastest run of the day (20:34) to take 
5th (1:53:16), just beating John D to 6th (1:53:24). In the ladies’ race 
Helen Russell was first out of the swim with Jacqueline Davis a minute 
behind. Helen just stayed ahead in the kayak, with me paddling well to 
overtake Jacqueline, moving into second place. Helen went out onto 
the bike just 15 seconds ahead of me but with Helen’s biking strength 
she stayed in the lead. I, peddling a cross bike for the first time, held 
second place, with Jacq working hard to try to catch me. Meanwhile, 
Mary White, our amazing Vet 60, started to catch up as she put in the 
second fastest ladies’ bike split! Helen ran well to take the win (1:56:53). 
I was pushing as hard as I could on the run as I was being chased down 
by newcomer Alice Clarkson. Alice overtook me on the final run in 
and I’m really pleased to say she’s now a quadrathlon convert and we 
will most certainly be seeing her again, Alice 2nd (2:01:30), me 3rd 
(2:01:59), Jacq holding onto 4th (2:06:27) and Mary 5th (2:07:20).

As ever, race day isn’t only about the winners; it was so good to 
see lots of first timers enjoying the challenge, especially new ladies 
smiling all the way! Throughout the whole race there was constant 
encouragement shared between athletes, friendly banter and certainly 
plenty of feel good factor and quadrathlon passion being shared, great to 
see clubs Lincsquad and MADCC supporting this race en mass!

I want to say a big thank you to Mark Pryor for sticking by me and 
putting on the second QuadKidz race of the year! It was a last minute 
plan after the success of Dearne Valley quad and it fitted perfectly into 
the main race. The juniors were inspirational; it’s a tough course for 
them! Plenty of us cheered them along as we raced; they certainly had 
to dig deep at times but they all finished with a smile and a huge sense 
of achievement, so good to see them out there; we are all proud of 
you… and let’s watch QuadKidz grow and grow, exciting times ahead 
for our juniors!

Once again a big thank you to Mark Pryor, Quadrac Racing team, 
marshals, all helpers and Box End Water Park for giving us this great 
race; they certainly did British quadrathlon proud by organizing this 
event so thanks again, Mark and Jill! Also thanks to Phil Holden for 
bringing his mobile podium which really added that special touch to 
the prizegiving… Thanks!

It’s very good of the WQF to give us two World Cup races in the year 
and we hope our European athletes enjoyed our race and hospitality; 
please spread the news and come back again!

Also a big thank you to all you quadrathletes that supported the 
race, too; hope you had a great day. You chased your goals, loved the 
experience… and you’ll be back for more next year!
Jean Ashley

Svobod and Noval first home
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World Championships
British canoeing’s major event of the year, the world 

championships for ICs, saw a visit to Pwllheli for a second 
successive year. The event had last been hosted in Britain in 
2005, at Weymouth, but this time it was back with a vengeance, 
the largest entry since 1993, nearly 60 entrants including some 
from Australia, USA, Canada, Norway and Germany in addition to 
the home fleet. The American boats came across in a full length 
container, on top of which Todd Twigg chose to pitch his tent.

ICs ranged from Michael Brigg in a veneer Nethercot to a selection 
of New Rules craft. The handful of ACs were all British while the 
Taifuns were all German and demonstrated their effectiveness as a 
lead in boat, particularly for Emma and Anton Grigull, who had 
both graduated from this model and these young sailors offered some 
inspiring performances. Anton’s own canoe was too slow so the DKV 
had lent him a competitive model which he used to good effect. The 

there were still strong winds and dirty weather, the legacy from an 
American hurricane.

The first race of the championships was run with moderate wind 
under an overcast sky, Welshman Robin Wood taking the win from 
American Chris Maas, who had taken the best result of those present 
who had been at either of the last two world championships. With his 
top result of the week, 3rd place, Colin Brown was competing in his last 
regatta before retiring from serious competition. Andy Gordon took the 
AC win from Stephen Bowen and John Robson.

In the afternoon the wind fell light with rain, eventually going 
through a large wind shift which was sufficient excuse for shortening 
the course. The IC leaders from the morning swapped places, followed 
home by German Peter Ullman. Stephen Bowen took the AC win from 
Phil Allen and Andy Gordon.

female sailors, in both ICs and Taifuns, were German and one 
Taifun had two crew members.

The modern Plas Heli centre has the advantage of a central 
drum which is large enough to take a large part of the fleet fully 

rigged. There are extensive views to seaward and to the mountains of 
Snowdonia and decor, not least the front of the bar, has coloured panels 
which change their colour according to the wind force, a concept 
spoiled only by the sensor being on the lee side of the building for 
southwesterly winds, which predominate here in Cardigan Bay.

Spring tides occurred midweek and timing was such that the usual 
committee boat could not negotiate the shallow channel to the marina 
at the ends of the day. Instead, use was made of a large RIB, a Protector 
which had been a rescue boat at the Barcelona and Weymouth Olympic 
regattas. Canoes were launched off a very gently sloping sand and 
shingle beach with two quad bikes provided for assistance.

The first day’s race was a practice race but there were no takers as 

Launching for Race 3 was interesting in that mackerel had herded a 
shoal of whitebait into the launching area and were in turn hunted by 
dolphins, three of which were feeding as the canoes went afloat. The 
weather was producing gentle drizzle out of a murky sky with winds 
light to moderate. The long start line was crowded and Rob Stebbing 
was the worst culprit of those over the line and did not respond to the 
recall, resulting in disqualification. Gareth Caldwell was leading at the 
second rounding of the windward mark but was to drop back, leaving 
the win to Chris Maas followed by Alistair Warren, who had taken 3rd 
place in the last two world championships. Wood was 6th, having had 
weed problems. A disadvantage of his fine stern is that he is unable to 
go back onto it to clean it off when it picks up weed. Bowen took 
the ACs once more while the next two boats swapped places. A wind 
shift justified shortening the course again, a relief as the visibility had 
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g The past and future of ICs

The fleet launches from the beach at Plas Heli.

Twigg’s unconventional campsite.

Start in light conditions.

A good clean start.

World champion Robin Wood again, 30 years on from when he first won the title.

Holley and Bowen heading out from Pwllheli. John Robson in AC.

Phil Allen in an AC.

Gareth Caldwell and Todd Twigg in the Sailing Challenge. Alistair Warren placed 3rd overall.

Yunge/Reyer-Gloe share a Taifun.

Michael Brigg’s veneer Nethercot.
Visitor from the shore to the committee 

boat every lunchtime.
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deteriorated to the point that it was no longer possible to see right 
across it.

The murk reduced after lunch for Race 4 and Wood had done some 
gardening so he was able to fly. Maas was not far behind him the second 
time round the windward mark before he showed how to walk away 
from the rest of the fleet. Bowen and Gordon were the first two ACs 
but this time Peter McLaren managed to slip home just in front of Phil 
Allen.

The fifth race was run in very light conditions which, with the near 
spring tides crossing the finish line, resulted in a number of canoes being 
carried onto the finish mark. Wood was first home again, followed by 
Ullman and Twigg. Allen took the AC win from Robson and Bowen

The wind died and the sixth race was lost and not rerun later in the 
week. Consequently there was only one discard allowed, not the usual 
two, and this was to affect the overall result.

Wednesday was used for the races for the New York Canoe Club 
International Challenge Cup, the world’s second oldest sporting trophy 
still being contested. The Americans were the defenders and the British 
the challengers this time, teams of three canoes with only the nationality 
of the first finisher to count from the six boats, the winners being the 
first country to secure two wins. The course was short in distance and 
duration in ideal conditions, force 4 with some sun. The intention is to 
let one team member get away and keep everyone else back. Wood had 
weed problems again and capsized soon after the start, by which time 
the Americans had moved in on him in what seemed quite an aggressive 

The ACs, who sail a different course, made the mistake early in the race 
of sailing for a mark being used by windsurfers. In the final assessment 
Robson took his first win from Bowen and Gordon.

Perhaps it was failure to allow for the tidal current which resulted in 
the apparent magnetic attraction to the committee boat, many getting 
perilously close, several managing glancing blows to the stern or the 
casing of the large outboard motor and one hitting hard enough to 
knock his slide some 10˚ out of skew. Warren led the fleet for much 
of the race to his first win although Wood had a slow race. Following 
Warren round the windward mark for the second time were Twigg, 
Maas, Caldwell, Ullman and Fenwick. A lap later Maas was close on 
Warren’s tail, followed by Caldwell who had pulled himself up to 2nd 
place by the finish. Bowen won the ACs to give himself the overall win.

The final day had only one race so it was set as a long one in lumpy 
seas with a force 4 blowing, resulting in the inevitable capsizes, a broken 
mast and a snapped boom although the Taifuns were already heading 

manner. Maas was first round the windward mark but Caldwell passed 
him soon after and Twigg retired. Wood capsized again after the leeward 
mark but Caldwell was well clear and took the first win for Britain.

Twigg capsized just short of the middle of the start line for the 
second race and did not make much effort to right his canoe, even 
after the race started. Another American was over the start line but 
the committee boat did not respond in time, not expecting such an 
infringement with just six boats and a short start line. Caldwell was 
first round the windward mark with Americans Clark and Maas on 
his stern. Caldwell opened up a large lead with Wood, Maas, Clark and 
Warren later in quick succession round the windward mark for the 
second time. Twigg had drifted with the tide towards the leeward mark 
and, as Caldwell approached, righted his boat and set off in pursuit, 
even though he was not part of the race, not having crossed the start 
line. Almost at the finish line he cut across Caldwell’s bows at an angle 
but Caldwell dodged round his stern to take a second win and win the 
challenge for Britain. Had he not done so there would doubtless have 
been a protest.

Race 7 was run in decidedly lumpy conditions with wind of force 
3-4 and some sunshine, the best conditions of the week although quite 
a few capsizes resulted, Australian Stefan Zohas retiring after about 
five swims. Wood led for most of the race, well clear of the fleet with 
Maas and Warren well back and then Twigg, Fenwick and Brown at the 
windward mark for the second time. Brown and Twigg swapped places 
over the next lap but the first three retained their places to the finish. 

back to Germany. Many were overstanding the windward mark and 
much time could be saved by those who spotted what was happening 
and cut the corner. Rounding the windward mark for the second time, 
Warren was leading from Twigg, Chandler, Maas and Hampe. A lap later 
Twigg had dropped to the back of that group. Warren took a second 
win from Maas. Wood stayed on dry land, already having an unbeatable 
score. Maas had not finished Race 8 and had had a 12th place in Race 
5. If a full nine races had been sailed and two discards allowed he could 
have taken the title. Roger Howell won the ACs but had not started in 
five of the previous races. Of those he did contest, his lowest place was 
4th so his potential could be seen.

Thus, Robin Wood took back the title he had won in 1987, 1993 
and 1996. There cannot be many gruelling sports where the world 
champion obtains a title he first won thirty years earlier.

At the other end of the scale the exuberance of the young Grigulls, 
Anton 15th and Emma 26th, promise a positive future for the class.

R1: AC: 1 A Gordon, GB. 2 S Bowen, GB. 3 J Robson, GB.
IC: 1 R Wood, GB. 2 C Maas, USA. 3 C Brown, GB. 4 M Fenwick, GB. 5 G Caldwell, GB.
6 A Warren, GB. 7 C Chandler, GB. 8 J Ellis, GB. 11 P Robin, GB. 12 M Goodchild, GB. 13 R Bell, GB. 
14 C Hampe, GB. 16 D Timson, GB. 17 P Harding, GB. 20 S Allen, GB. 
R2: AC: 1 S Bowen, GB. 2 P Allen, GB. 3 A Gordon, GB.
IC: 1 C Maas, USA. 2 R Wood, GB. 3 P Ullman, Deutschland. 4 C Chandler, GB. 5 G Caldwell, GB.
6 A Warren, GB. 7 P Robin, GB. 8 M Fenwick, GB. 9 R Bell, GB. 10 P Harding, GB. 11 C Hampe, GB. 
13 S Clarke, GB. 14 M Goodchild, GB. 17 D Timson, GB. 18 S Allen, GB. 20 H de Longh, GB.
R3: AC: 1 S Bowen, GB. 2 A Gordon, GB. 3 P Allen, GB.
IC: 1 C Maas, USA. 2 A Warren, GB. 3 G Caldwell, GB. 5 C Brown, GB. 6 R Wood, GB.
7 P Robin, GB. 8 D Timson, GB. 9 C Chandler, GB. 11 M Fenwick, GB. 12 R Bell, GB. 14 S Clarke, GB. 
16 M Goodchild, GB. 17 J Ellis, GB. 18 S Allen, GB. 19 P Harding, GB.
R4: AC: 1 S Bowen, GB. 2 A Gordon, GB. 3 P McLaren, GB.
IC: 1 R Wood, GB. 2 C Maas, USA. 3 G Caldwell, GB. 4 M Fenwick, GB. 5 A Warren, GB.
6 C Brown, GB. 8 D Timson, GB. 9 P Robin, GB. 10 C Hampe, GB. 13 M Goodchild, GB.
14 S Clarke, GB. 15 C Chandler, GB. 17 S Allen, GB. 18 R Bell, GB. 20 H de Longh, GB.
R5: AC: 1 P Allen, GB. 2 J Robson, GB. 3 S Bowen, GB.
IC: 1 R Wood, GB. 2 P Ullman, Deutschland. 3 T Twigg, USA. 4 G Caldwell, GB. 5 A Warren, GB.
6 C Chandler, GB. 7 C Brown, GB. 8 J Ellis, GB. 10 M Fenwick, GB. 13 P Robin, GB. 14 M Goodchild, 
GB. 16 S Allen, GB. 17 C Hampe, GB. 18 R Bell, GB. 19 D Timson, GB. 20 S Clarke, GB.
R7: AC: 1 J Robson, GB. 2 S Bowen, GB. 3 A Gordon, GB.
IC: 1 R Wood, GB. 2 C Maas, USA. 3 A Warren, GB. 4 C Brown, GB. 6 M Fenwick, GB.
7 C Chandler, GB. 8 C Hampe, GB. 9 P Robin, GB. 11 M Goodchild, GB. 12 S Allen, GB.
16 S Clarke, GB. 17 R Bowers, GB. 18 H de Longh, GB. 19 S Fleming, GB.
R8: AC: 1 S Bowen, GB. 2 A Gordon, GB. 3 R Howell, GB.
IC: 1 A Warren, GB. 2 G Caldwell, GB. 3 T Twigg, USA. 5 M Fenwick, GB. 6 R Wood, GB. 7 S Clarke, 
GB. 8 P Robin, GB. 9 C Chandler, GB. 10 C Brown, GB. 11 S Allen, GB. 13 R Bowers, GB. 14 D 
Timson, GB. 15 H de Longh, GB. 17 S Fleming, GB. 18 S Anderson, GB. 19 M Shreeve, GB. 20 A 
Alston, GB.
R9: AC: 1 R Howell, GB. 2 A Gordon, GB. 3 J Robson, GB.
IC: 1 A Warren, GB. 2 C Maas, USA. 3 C Chandler, GB. 5 C Hampe, GB. 7 P Robin, GB. 9 S Allen, GB. 
10 M Goodchild, GB. 12 R Bowers, GB. 13 S Anderson, GB. 15 H de Longh, GB. 16 S Fleming, GB.
18 M Robb, GB. 19 E Bremner, GB.
O/A: AC: 1 S Bowen, GB, 11. 2 A Gordon, GB, 15. 3 J Robson, GB, 22.
IC: 1 R Wood, GB, 18. 2 C Maas, USA, 22. 3 A Warren, GB, 23. 5 C Chandler, GB, 45.
7 M Fenwick, GB, 48. 8 P Robin, GB, 58. 9 G Caldwell, GB, 69. 10 C Brown, GB, 82.
11 C Hampe, GB, 86. 12 M Goodchild, GB, 90. 13 S Clarke, GB, 99. 14 S Allen, GB, 101.
17 D Timson, GB, 129. 18 H de Longh, GB, 132. 20 R Bowers, GB, 143.
SC1: 1 G Caldwell, GB.
SC2: 1 G Caldwell, GB.
SC O/A: 1 GB. 2 USA.

Anton Grigull making the most of his borrowed IC.

Emma Grigull having a blast.

Emma Grigull was loving it.

Gordon was 2nd in the ACs.

American Chris Maas was 2nd in the ICs. Roger Howell in AC.
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European Open
Overseas visitors to the European Open at Nottingham were mostly 

Irish with a couple from the Continent and Sam Ward representing 
Uganda. However, it was also the British Open plus the Trinations finals 
so there was no shortage of competitors overall nor of events for them 
to contest.

It was an event at which inflatables featured, from the rafts running 

through the competition to the big airbags used by the judges to recline 
on while they contemplated the long lists of moves with their scoring 
values. More on inflatables later.

Saturday was breezy with sunny intervals through the day for the 
freestyle heats. Novice heats were run off at the stopper below the 
bridge in the middle of the slalom course, a stopper which held best at 
the northern end, right in front of the judges. If there had been a prize 

for big enthusiasm in small packages it would have had to go to young 
Cameron Crampton who was in and out of the water like a spaniel. He 
scored 345 in the junior class to take 4th behind winner Jack Holland’s 
400. The senior heats were run on the inlet gate stopper at the top of 
the course.

Islay Crosbie produced the best female result with 1,110 but junior 
Ottilie Robinson-Shaw scored 813, both ahead of world champion 
Claire O’Hara on 777. Harry Price’s 1,590 was impressive for a junior, 
compared with a top score by Gav Barker of 2,825.

Finals were taken at the end of the day, eventually in the dark, lit by 
the course lighting columns. By this time it was raining, reducing the 
spectators to the number who could comfortably see the action and also 
reducing the number of people supporting the Alpkit barbecue which 
was operating nearby.

Midway through this there was a king of the wave competition, an 
attempt to be the last person to be forced off the inlet wave. The winner 
was hard to decide as one of the last pair pulled off the other’s deck, he, 
in turn, hanging round his assailant’s neck to avoid sinking as the pair 
floated out together.

All the ladies were grouped together, Lowri Davies’ 625 just 5 points 
ahead of Claire O’Hara with junior Robinson-Shaw in 3rd place. Harry 
Price took the junior men’s title with 1,265. Robert Crowe had a 
clear win in the men’s category with 1,775 and event organizer James 
Ibbotson took the C1 with 785, way ahead of 2nd placed Eoghan Kelly 
on 245.

Sunday was drier, at least for those off the water. Initially it was the 
boater-X event, groups of about four boats going off together in the 
heats, having to get to a touch panel and go round a single 360˚ slalom 
pole while resisting fellow competitors. While slalom team events 
involve weaving to avoid hitting the other boats, this seemed to involve 
as much contact as possible with overtones of polo.

The crowd pleaser was an expression session, marked according to 
the loudness of the spectators’ response. Eating a banana (sprayed with 
Trent water) was more successful than juggling oranges. People jumped 
out of boats or went into the mid course stopped with more than 
the permitted number of passengers. Paddles were swapped between 
paddlers or caught when thrown to them from the bridge, a Go-Pro 
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le Absolutely hilarious

Robinson-Shaw  in the senior heats. McClure, 3rd placed men’s kayak.

Jonathan Riddell, Gary O’Donnell and Andrew Witty.

Davies, Walters, Stephenson and Bil in Boater-X.

Emma Witherfor, Anna Bruno and Jennifer McGaley.

The Crowd Pleaser resulted in much silliness.

Nicky Beeby about to depart.

Joshua Veasy and friends share the wave.

Entries in the K3 class were limited.

Joe Crampton practising for the inflatable event.

Walters in the senior heats.

Event organizer James Ibbotson.

The King of the Wave competition under floodlights.

Sam Ward representing Uganda.

Barker was placed 2nd.

Eoghan Kelly was placed 2nd in C1.
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K1L: 1 L Davies, 625.00. 2 C O’Hara, 620.00. 3 O Robinson-Shaw, 545.00.
K1MJ: 1 H Price, 1,265.00. 2 M Stephenson, 1,125.00. 3 A Walters, 990.00.
K1M: 1 R Crowe, 1,775.00. 2 G Barker, 1,540.00. 3 D McClure, 1,435.00.
C1: 1 J Ibbotson, 785.00. 2 E Kelly, 245.00. 3 R Goodsell, 90.00.

was attached to a blade while sitting in the stopper and Joe Mathers 
dismantled his splits and juggled them.

Nothing matched the inflatables race. This was the best thing since 
the Mike Jones weekend cardboard canoe races, absolutely wonderful 
and hilarious. It was carnage. Hundreds of people produced inflatable 
toys, some of them enormous, which they joined on or in the water. 
Along with numerous sharks and crocodiles there was a space ship, a 
castle, a huge swan and equally large dragon, giant flipflop and much 
more. A couple of people with throwlines hardly scratched the surface. 
Never have so many people swum so far on this course, some even 
getting to the other end of the Daleks. It was brilliant, the highlight of 
an eventful weekend.

Complete and utter carnage.

The four pitches at Holme 
Pierrepont.

Holme Pierrepont have a 
vacancy for a cleaner.

The King of the Castle competition?

Some inflatables were of onsiderable size.

Something this size needs paddles or a rudder.

Friends of Allonby 1 play Bridgend Sharks.

Viking play Jesters.

Avon play neighbours Bristol.

Dragon P against Ulster Under 16.

Friends of Allonby 2 play Cherwell. Friends of Allonby Youth play Cherwell Scratch.

Cardiff challenge Cherwell.

National Championships
A central feature of the International Canoe Exhibition at Crystal 

Palace used to be the national polo championships finals in the pool, 
such teams as Bere Forest and Luton Tigers being the stars. The event 
continued when the exhibition moved to Pond’s Forge in Sheffield but 
ceased in the mid 90s with a further move to the NEC in Birmingham, 
which, surprisingly, does not have a pool, just an outdoor lake which is 
not conducive to enjoyable polo in February.

The problem with Crystal Palace was that there was only one usable 
pool and that had to be shared with slalom and other activities with 
the inevitable time lost in moving equipment at changeovers. Thus, 
knockout rounds had to be run off elsewhere beforehand.

After a break of over two decades, the event was revived this 
September although it will be in the spring next year. This time 
it was run as an outdoor event on a new four pitch complex at 

Holme Pierrepont. Such an arrangement inevitably led to noise transfer 
between pitches, notably whistles, although each had a separate signal 
for the end of the game, one of which suggested the cavalry were 

They’re back
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L: London 2, Friends of Allonby X 5. Friends of Allonby Y 12, Cherwell Scratch 0. Friends of
Allonby X 1, Friends of Allonby Y 9. Cherwell Scratch 6, London 3. Friends of Allonby Y #, London 0. 
Cherwell Scratch 4, Friends of Allonby X 5. Friends of Allonby Y 8, London 3. Friends of Allonby X 2, 
Cherwell Scratch 4. 3/4: Friends of Allonby X 5, London 2. F: Friends of Allonby Y 7,
Cherwell Scratch 5. O/A: 1 Friends of Allonby Y. 2 Cherwell Scratch. 3 Friends of Allonby X.
Y: Viking 8, Ulster U16 0. Friends of Allonby 1 13, Dragon P 1. Ulster 5, Bridgend 2. Friends of 
Allonby 2 6, Meridian 4. Ulster U16 2, Friends of Allonby 1 9. Dragon P 0, Viking 9. Bridgend 5, 
Friends of Allonby 2 4. Meridian 0, Ulster 6. Friends of Allonby 1 6, Viking 3. Dragon P 2, Ulster U16 
6. Friends of Allonby 2 1, Ulster 9. Meridian 5, Bridgend 4. Friends of Allonby 1 8, Bridgend 1. Ulster 
5, Viking 0. Ulster U16 4, Meridian 5. Friends of Allonby 2 4, Dragon P 5.
7/8: Ulster U16 4, Friends of Allonby 2 5. 5/6: Meridian 8, Dragon P 3. 3/4: Bridgend 3, Viking 4. 
F: Friends of Allonby 1 2, Ulster 3. O/A: 1 Ulster. 2 Friends of Allonby 1. 3 Viking.
M: Friends of Allonby 2 1, Bridgend Sharks 7. Viking 1, Meridian G 6. Friends of Allonby 1 5, 
Trentham 1. Cardiff 5, Red Rose 0. Scotia 4, Avon 6. Jesters 7, Friends of Allonby 3 1. Red Rose 0, 
Cherwell 4. Friends of Allonby 3 1, Bristol 3. Trentham 2, Bridgend Sharks 10. Friends of
Allonby 1 10, Friends of Allonby 2 2. Avon 2, Meridian G 6. Scotia 3, Viking 3. Friends of Allonby 
1 2, Bridgend Sharks 5. Trentham 5, Friends of Allonby 2 2. Scotia 3, Meridian G 7. Avon 4, Viking 
3. Cardiff 5, Cherwell 4. Jesters 4, Bristol 1. Bridgend Sharks 7, Red Rose 1. Friends of Allonby 1 8, 
Cherwell 1. Meridian G 9, Friends of Allonby 3 1. Scotia 6, Bristol 0. Friends of Allonby 1 #, Cardiff 
1. Trentham 6, Red Rose 0. Scotia 8, Jesters 1. Avon 10, Friends of Allonby 3 3. Friends of Allonby 
2 0, Cherwell 3. Viking 5, Bristol 0. Bridgend Sharks #, Cherwell 1. Trentham 5, Cardiff 1. Meridian 
G #, Bristol 0. Avon 8, Jesters 2. Friends of Allonby 2 5, Cardiff 3. Viking 4, Jesters 1. Friends of 
Allonby 1 #, Red Rose 1. Trentham 4, Cherwell 2. Scotia 8, Friends of Allonby 3 0. Avon 9, Bristol 
2. Friends of Allonby 2 3, Red Rose 2. Bridgend Sharks, 7, Cardiff 1. Viking 6, Friends of Allonby 3 
4. Meridian G 5, Jesters 1. Scotia 5, Cherwell 0. Cardiff 5, Bristol 0. Trentham 4, Viking 3. Bridgend 
Sharks 7, Avon 2. Jesters 2, Friends of Allonby 2 0. Meridian G 2, Friends of Allonby 1 3. 13/14: 
Red Rose 4, Friends of Allonby 3 2. 11/12: Bristol S, Friends of Allonby 2 S. 9/10: Cardiff 2, Jesters 
1. 7/8: Cherwell 2, Viking 3. 5/6: Scotia 5, Trentham 3. 3/4: Avon 1, Meridian G 9. F: Bridgend 
Sharks 2, Friends of Allonby 1 1. O/A: 1 Bridgend Sharks. 2 Friends of Allonby 1. 3 Meridian G.

piled on the pressure with a shot off the frame, another which missed, 
one which was blocked and, finally, a desperate long shot in the closing 
seconds, all without avail, to give Ulster a 3-2 win.

The first meeting with Cherwell Scratch had resulted in a 12-0 win 
for Friends of Allonby Y. Friends of Allonby were now a player down 
because of injury so the ladies’ final was likely to be less of a walkover 
for them. Their first shot went wide. Cherwell lost one off the frame 
but blocked a couple of Friends of Allonby shots before Friends of 
Allonby put one home, to which Cherwell responded with a goal of 
their own. Controlling the game, Friends of Allonby made four more 
attempts which missed or were blocked before taking the lead again. A 
further attempt before on open goal was wasted by Friends of Allonby 
as the ball bounced off the frame. Cherwell managed to force their way 
through a crush of defenders to equalize and that is how the score stood 
at half time despite a further Friends of Allonby attempt.

Cherwell opened the second half with a long shot which went wide, 
followed by a couple of Friends of Allonby attempts, the second of 
which worked although Cherwell responded quickly with their own 
goal. Friends of Allonby failed with a couple more attempts, one long 
and one wide, and blocked a Cherwell shot. Then came a Friends of 
Allonby break and fast dribble towards an open goal, which they used to 
full effect although Cherwell came back with one of their own, which 
went in off a paddle. Cherwell came back again and Friends of Allonby 
scored in the final minute and again in the dying seconds into an open 
goal to make certain of the win. It was one of the best humoured games 
in a long time, wisecracks being shared between opposing players, 
opposing coaches and even a referee during the game.

Bridgend Sharks had beaten Friends of Allonby 1 5-2 the previous 
day so it was questionable if the Liverpool team could reverse the 
picture in the open final. Friends of Allonby lost one off the frame after 
a minute, the Sharks had one blocked, Friends of Allonby fell short and 
the Sharks bounced one off the bottom of the frame before Friends 
of Allonby were shown a green card. There was more of the same. 
Bridgend were blocked, Friends of Allonby shot wide and had two 
attempts blocked, Bridgend came off the frame again and Friends of 
Allonby were given another green card. Bridgend failed a couple more 
times, as did Friends of Allonby as the hooter went, still with no score.

Friends of Allonby were given another green card for pulling, a 
minute into the second half. Bridgend were blocked and bounced one 
off the frame before Friends of Allonby finally managed to put one 
in off a paddle. Their lead was short lived, Bridgend coming back 10 
seconds later. Friends of Allonby put one over after being handed the 
ball and a gust of wind took a Bridgend shot onto the frame before 
Friends of Allonby were given a further green card. Bridgend had the 
control after end to end play but had a shot blocked, dropped the ball 
while dribbling towards an open goal, had another shot blocked and 
missed with a further attempt.

With a goal apiece, they went into extra time. Bridgend, back with a 
following wind, sunk the winning goal after a minute and a half.

Despite contesting every final, Friends of Allonby took only one title, 
the others going to Belfast and Bridgend in a tournament which returns 
after a break of over two decades.

coming. It also depended on the weather, cloudy with showers but not 
too breezy initially. It did allow some of the less experienced teams to 
watch the top teams in action.

Another issue was that the main users of the complex are not polo 
players but geese, which leave the walkways liberally coated with their 
muck. It would not have been too difficult to have brushed off the 
pellets before the start of the tournament, preferably sweeping them up 
rather than brushing them onto the pitches, but the site management 
did not do so and, by the end of the event, it had been extensively 
walked on, getting goose faeces onto shoes, feet, clothes, the ball, hands 
and, doubtless, food.

The entry was rather depleted as some of the top players were abroad 
or had recently returned home and were reminding their families who 
they were.

There were only three ladies’ teams but a scratch team was assembled 
to complete a league, paddlers swapping in and out from mixed teams as 
they became available. Friends of Allonby were the strongest club with 
six teams in various categories. Ulster, from Belfast, entered two teams. 
They have nobody over 19 and are the only club in Northern Ireland, 
normally playing in the Irish Rebublic, especially at Kilcock on the 
Liffey. Both teams were juniors, one under 16s.

Friends of Allonby Y established themselves as the ladies to beat. 
Friends of Allonby 1 produced some of the best youth results, together 
with the older of the two Ulster teams and Viking from Derby. Friends 
of Allonby 1 and Bridgend Sharks were notable in the men’s league 
but Meridian G, Jesters, Scotia and Avon all produced some significant 
scores.

Scores could be deceptive, of course. Ulster’s 5-0 defeat of Viking in 
the youth league suggest a walkover. It was not. Viking deserved a closer 
result, doing all that was asked of them apart from scoring, Ulster’s goals 
including a neat backward shot over the head into the net.

Viking did take 3rd youth place from Bridgend by a goal.
The final was between Friends of Allonby first youth team and Ulster. 

After an opening skirmish when Ulster shots were blocked and Friends 
of Allonby  aimed low, a referee stopped the game and asked Friends of 
Allonby to reverse their buoyancy aids to the yellow side as the blue was 
too similar to Ulster’s black. This was followed by an Ulster goal and 
their successful blocking of several Friends of Allonby attempts, then an 
Ulster shot bouncing off the bottom of the frame before they made a 
break and netted a second 20 seconds before half time.

Friends of Allonby came back hard in the second half, a couple of 
shots being blocked before one went home. Another bounced away off 
the side of the frame, one more missed and then, halfway through a half 
which Friends of Allonby had controlled, they equalized. A shot from 
Friends of Allonby  went high and another missed from below an open 
goal after a long shot. Ulster also missed a close shot before scoring 
again three quarters of the way through the game. Friends of Allonby 

Bridgend Sharks and Cardiff in a Welsh Derby.

Ulster try for the Viking Youth goal.

Friends of Allonby X shoot against London Ladies.

Friends of Allonby Y against Cherwell Scratch in the ladies’ final.

Friends of Allonby and Bridgend Sharks in the men’s final.

Friends of Allonby 1 against Ulster in the youth final.
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National Cup Finals
Despite the previous year’s experiences, the dragon boat National 

Cup Finals returned to Holme Pierrepont, cars again parked out of sight 
of the course, reached over a failing footbridge.

With a full complement of 20 paddlers, the ladies’ title went to the 
local Anaconda but Amathus and Firestorm were hard on their heels.

The junior races for 12 crew boats were run as three separate races, 
the best two results to count although Henley Teen Titans won every 
time.

Unusually, the open grand final produced a dead heat between 
Amathus and Wraysbury. Wraysbury’s boat was late for the senior start, 
two races later, but the race was held for them and they flew down the 
course to win by the better part of 4 seconds.

A demonstration race was run with junior crews for Blue Peter to 
film, not the first time dragon boat racing has been featured on this 
programme.

Amathus won the mixed grand final, taking the title from Wraysbury, 
even managing to shave some time off their own winning open crew 
result, which might have been expected to be the fastest time of the day.

Saturday was overcast with a headwind for a day of 200m races, crews 
coming from across the country, from Stockton to Exeter.

The first of the grand finals was for 12 paddlers per boat. This open 
went to Liverpool’s Amathus from the London crew of Firemen.

The day finished with a 2km time trial, two laps of a 500m long 
course. Amathus’ 19 second win over Wraysbury could be credited in 
part to their helm, whose line round the first turn, always a difficult part 
of a race, took significant time off the crews around them.

An additional feature for the day’s prizegiving was an immaculately 
iced cake to celebrate the BDA’s 30th birthday. Founder Mike Haslam 
noted that it was good news that many of the paddlers were too young 
to know who he was. The cake had some pyrotechnics. The bangs in 
the distance were unrelated, fireworks heard but too far away to be seen, 
perhaps related to the running marathon which passed the end of the 
course.

Many of the competitors were also too young to remember weather 
such as greeted them on Sunday, a calm sunny day, conditions noticeably 
absent for other weekends in Nottingham that September and not seen 
at a national championships for years.

Amathus hold Wraysbury off

Notts Anaconda in lane 2 take the ladies’ 200m final.

Amathus in lane 3 are mixed 200m final winners.

The 2km race was a time trial with three turns.

Holme Pirrepont have a vacancy for a handyman. Filming for Plue Peter.

The seniors’ 200m final goes to Wraysbury.

Amathus in the centre take the open 200m final from Wraysbury in lane 2.

Reduced junior crews of Henley Teen Titans and Cambridgeshire Royals.
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Back then
20 years ago
* John Ramwell had toured Newfoundland’s coast, meeting whales, icebergs, awesome cliffs, friendly people 
and outstanding scenery, later to lead to his emigration there.
* OLL Ltd failed in their attempt to blame the coastguard service for the Lyme Bay fatalities after not rescuing 
the victims.
* A half tide lock was proposed for the Thames at Wandsworth.
* The Countryside Recreation Network’s annual conference in Sheffield was to have the theme ‘Making Access 
for All a Reality’ while the establishment of a Scottish parliament bode well for access north of the border.
* The Skystreme was an inflatable kite with metallic finish, to be towed behind a sea kayak as a radar reflector 
for larger craft.
* Marsport were boasting about every aspect of their business except their 
coffee.
* Simon Worsley and Rod Cooke crossed the North Sea from Southwold 
to Zeebrugge in 20 hrs 17 mins.
* Jevan Berrangé gave advice on paddling where hippos are present.
* Cheesy Robertson was C1 winner in the world rodeo championships in 
Canada, an event visited by Perception’s stretched limo runabout.
* In the final World Cups marathon in Copenhagen Ivan Lawler/Steve 

Harris followed Australians Meek/Wilson over the line but Trish Davey/Sonja Bapty won the women’s K2, 
Anna Hemmings won the women’s K1 and Steve and Andy Train won the C2 by 5 minutes.

* An international system of sound signals for sea kayak paddlers was being discussed.
* Harwich Haven Authority advised of the dangers of high speed catamarans to kayaks.
* The significance of marine Special Areas of Conservation was being revealed in the light of the EU Habitats 
Directive.
* Paul Caffyn had circumnavigated the main island of New Caledonia.
* A sea kayak World Cup was planned for Papua New Guinea.

200m: S12: O: 1 Amathus, 49.80. 2 Firemen, 50.71. 3 Notts Anaconda, 52.67.
S20: L: 1 Notts Anaconda, 58.87. 2 Amathus, 59.03. 3 Firestorm, 59.75.
Mix: 1 Amathus, 50.69. 2 Wraysbury, 51.47. 3 Thames, 52.22.
O: 1 Amathus, 50.77. Wraysbury, 50.77. 3 Henley Heads, 52.35.
S: 1 Wraysbury, 51.05. 2 Thames, 54.38. 3 Exe-Calibre, 55.24.
500m: S12: O: 1 Amathus, 2:13.48. 2 Typhoon, 2:19.14. 3 Preston, 2:36.32.
S20: L: 1 Amathus, 2:25.28. 2 Anaconda, 2:28.25. 3 Powersaints, 2:31.29.
Mix: 1 Amathus, 2:07.13. 2 Wraysbury, 2:07.88. Notts Anaconda, 2:13.58.
O: 1 Amathus, 2:05.43. 2 Wraysbury, 2:06.79. 3 Henley Heads, 2:11.54.
S: 1 Wraysbury, 2:12.78. 2 Henley, 2:15.80. 3 Thames, 2:20.20.
2km: O: 1 Amathus, 8:49.36. 2 Wraysbury, 9:07.88. 3 Henley Heads, 9:26.30.

Cotswold regatta course proposed again
The proposal to construct a regatta course in former gravel pits 

which form the Cotswold Water Park at South Cerney have again been 
raised. The BC union Sprint Racing Committee agreed a year ago to 
contribute ‘a substantial amount’ to support the development. Mike 
Haslam of the BDA says he still has all the paperwork from when the 
scheme was proposed previously.

Amathus again took the win for the reduced crew open race, this 
time by 5 seconds from Typhoon. Back up to full numbers, Wraysbury 
took the senior title from Henley by just 3 seconds. Amathus took the 
mixed crew win, Wraysbury following them over the line. The ladies’ 
racing did not take place.

One of the tightest races was the minor final of the open. It was taken 
by Exe-Calibre by 0 05 sec from Powerhouse but Worcester, Purple 
Warriors and Secklow Hundred were all within 1.65 seconds of the 
Exeter crew. The grand final saw a last win for Amathus from Wraysbury.

One of the day’s three junior races was cancelled but Henley Teen 
Titans won the others again.

There were 11 adult grand finals. Other than the win they shared 
with Wraysbury, Amathus took seven wins while Wraysbury took two 
although they chalked up four 2nd places compared with one for 
Amathus.

Amathus take the senior 12 crew 500m race.

Fashion statement in Thames colours.

Mike Haslam and Mike Thomas with the BDA 30th birthday cake.

Amathus take the mixed 500m race from Wraysbury, still disguised as Batchworth.

Exe-Calibre take the open 500m minor final from Powerhouse by a whisker. The wire at this end of the finish line is just visible.

Reduced junior crews of Henley Teen Titans and Cambridgeshire Royals over 500m
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Size A4

336 pages

65 maps

1,018 photographs

Soft cover

978 1 4729 2972 3

3rd edition 2017

Price £30.00

Also in ePub and PDF eBook 
formats

Based on the acclaimed canal guide series in 
Canoeist, this is a comprehensive and absorbing 
survey of Britain’s canal network and provides a 
fascinating insight into the linked up waterways as 
well as the isolated cuts and quiet waters which 
may not be navigable by larger craft.

From Tiverton Basin on the Grand Western 
Canal to the Beauly Firth at the end of the 
Caledonian Canal, Britain has a unique canal 
network. Infinitely varied, it passes picturesque 
open countryside, wild moorland, coastal 
harbours, historic industrial buildings, modern 
city centres, canalside public houses and abundant 
wildlife. Every aspect of the canals is examined, 
their construction, rich history, stunning scenery, 
her itage, incredible engineer ing, impressive 
architecture and even their associated folkore, 
wildlife and art. Enticing photographs give a 
flavour of each place and places of interest close to 
the canals are included.

This third edition is updated and with 
stunning new photography. Packed with maps 
and fascinating text, it is an attractive, inspiring 
and practical guide for boaters, walkers, bikers, 
holidaymakers, riders and everyone else who uses 
the canals and towpaths throughout the year.

Review of third edition:
‘excellently researched content 

and a mass of illustrations... 
This new edition updates all 

the previous information, where 
required, so therefore presents 
a current detailed overview of 
Britain’s waterway network. 

There are also a number of new 
photographs of the same high 
quality as those of the previous 
editions, mostly again by author 
Stuart Fisher. It remains one of 
the few of a select number of 
general waterway books that 
I would recommend for your 

bookshelves.’ - 
Harry Arnold, Towpath Talk

Also available in compact 
abridged format as
The Canal Guide

230 x 160mm

336 pages

69 maps

270 photographs

Soft cover

978 1 4729 1852 9

1st edition March 2015

Price £14.99

Also in ePub and PDF eBook 
formats at £10.99

Size A4

256 pages

49 maps

608 photographs

Soft cover

978 1 4729 0084 5

1st edition October 2013

Price £25.00

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook 
formats at £21.99

Developed from the guides in 
Canoeist, this book is similar in format 
to the best selling Canals of Britain.

This comprehensive and fascinating 
guide to Britain’s river navigations 
explores routes known and unknown, 
from world famous rivers like the 
Thames and the Severn to hidden 
backwaters like the Wharfe, the 
Wissey and the Lark. Along the way 
this absorbing survey discovers the 
world’s largest castle, hills that are 
actually below sea level, mansions and 
palaces, rural idylls and hubs of modern 
industry. It is an attractive, inspiring 
but also practical guide, featuring 
history and folklore, engineering and 
architecture, riverbank art and waterside 
pubs. Beautiful photography captures 
the stunning scenery and helpful maps 
help link everything together.

‘the reader senses the author has 
actually boated the waterways 
about which he writes. Virtually 
all the photographs are his own, 
many obviously taken from his 
kayak; no mean feat... this is a 

most enjoyable book which may 
well inspire the reader to widen 

their knowledge of Britain’s 
river navigations.’ - Keith Goss, 

Waterways World
‘He packs in miles of paddling, 
and pages of travelogue info’ - 

Rowan Mantell, 
Eastern Daily Press

‘A comprehensive and practical 
guide to Britain’s waterways with 
stunning photography and useful 
maps is a winning combination’ - 

Gay Armstrong, Towpath Talk
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Size A4

304 pages

70 maps

716 photographs

Soft cover

978 1 4081 4656 9

1st edition January 
2012

Price £25.00

Also in ePUB and PDF eBook 
formats at £21.99

Developed from the guides in Canoeist, 
this book is similar in format to the best 
selling Canals of Britain.

Featured are the tidal sections of rivers, 
estuaries, tideways, havens, sea lochs, firths 
and kyles, an amazingly varied range of 
waters.

Covering well known tidal rivers, the 
picturesque, the industrial and small rivers 
off the beaten track, this book looks at the 
navigation aspects of waters which often 
get overlooked, especially if they have 
challenging conditions. Yet they teem with 
wildlife, are steeped in history, have dramatic 
engineering and stunning architecture and 
are where inland rivers morph into the open 
sea. Of necessity they have been used by 
invaders and traders since the mists of time. 
Here there are history and folklore, places of 
interest, waterside pubs, villages, towns and 
cities and navigation features from rapids and 
weirs to vast open reaches of water, from 
Carrick Roads to the Kyle of Sutherland.

‘New books on rivers keep surfacing 
but here is an ambitious volume 
that stands firmly on its own... 
it transcends the conventional 

temptation to be pigeonholed.’ - Peter 
Faulkner, BBC Countryfile

‘as a reference book, it is unmatched’ 
- Kensington & Chlesea Today

‘there are some absolute gems to 
be found in Fisher’s knowledgeable 

and eclectic commentaries... an 
interesting reference work for anyone 

who enjoys paddling in or walking 
alongside Britain’s great waterways.’ 

- Lakeland Walker
‘this book thinks out of the box... an 
impressive and colourful coffee table 
read.’ - Stephen Sinfield, Burton Mail

Size A4

357 pages

724 photographs

63 maps

Soft cover

0 85288 906 0

1st edition June 2006

Price £19.50

Based on the acclaimed coastal guide 
series, this is the book which has been most 
often requested from Canoeist. The most 
detailed boater’s guide available to the British 
coast in a single volume, it is appropriate 
for those making day trips as well as those 
undertaking circumnavigations. Full of 
sound and practical advice, it gives essential 
guidance on aspects of safety and has an 
exhaustive directory of useful information.

The text is fully illustrated with coloured 
mapping and photographs. This is an 
invaluable resource for anyone venturing out 
onto Britain’s coastal waters.

Foreword by Sean Morley.

‘For anyone planning a small boat/kayak journey, 
anywhere around the coastline of Britain, I suggest 

this book is absolutely essential reading.’
- Paul Caffyn, Sea Canoeist Newsletter.

‘Bigre, quel pavé!... Toute la Grande Bretagne est 
là, à porteé de pagaie, plus belle qu’on aurait pu le 

penser.’ - Canoë Kayak.
‘makes for absorbing reading.’ - Ceufad.

‘A good read for all those interested in Britain’s long 
and varied coastline.’ -

Dave Robertson, Scottish Paddler.
I attended a navigation course on Whale Island, 

Portsmouth, last year and your Inshore Britain was 
highly recommended by the instructors -

Leon Reichal.
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